Serenity Global COOPERATIVE
EDEN awaits: NEW WORLD DISORDER:)) the WAMPUM
WAY. Form your Community Tribe and choose a name1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares in your local cooperative.

1 horus = 10 pts.

Ottawa T Party. Be THERE. Be SHARED!

These covenant
communities will link up into aSerenityGlobal.com Cooperative

Made in Canada!

JrGenius.com
INTERnationAL Schools
are READY to SHARE!
Ottawa T Party. Be THERE. Be SHARED!

555 will destroy 666 - 1 horus = 10 points
Magik Rate of Return = 100 %. BYE BYE ARCHONS

CANinDIAN style. See you at the VAMPIRE
BBQ. YEEHAA. Great place to find yourTWIN FLAME!
New Paradigm is COMPLETE

LUNA LADIES HOMECOMING PLAYlist
my

UTOPIA -

ETHIOPIA
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SEPARATION of the Wheat and TARES- VAMPIRE BBQ OTTAWA T PARTY.
PEDOPHILE SATANIST QUEERS UNITE AGAIN
Saturday, 05 14, 2011 - 7 SUN in SATURN. MOLOCH SACRIFICE of MOTHER
EARTHand CANADA.$$$HAARPER$$$
-

7 am on SATURNday, $$$HAARPER$$
$ floods Manitoba to DESTROY ourHOMES,
FOOD SUPPLY, OUR BORDERS and

water to Great SATAN USA as part of
the NAFTA FREE TRADE AGREEMENT to
sellCANADA's water and build a SUPER HIGHWAY with skull and
bonesFREEMASON, PEDOPHILE SATANIST,
VAMPIRE GEORGE BUSH Sr. (you get what you voted for- a FASCIST NEW WORLD
ORDER under HITLER-HARPER for at least 4 years. (votes were rigged). 150 homes (6) destroyed, 8 days to
move

get to their target areas. 1000 meters opening was cut. ( 555 will destroy 666) 225 sq km flooded (9). 100's affected by this.

Emmanuel Rozental Klinger- FREEDOM for CanINDIANs ONLY in the Americas
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MORE ON

DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS

// Important STUFF 2011 // / 666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTEs //

Canadian Professional Accountability Evidence // http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius

// TSNEWS all // New Paradigm // Be Wise as Serpents

ebooks // URGENT email this out #2 / ROBERT MORNING SKY
meegwetch // GermainSucksBlood // LunaLuciferaOWL // 666BEASTBURNBASTARD // $$$HAARPER$$$ // SaultdiesMAYDAY2011// CANAD
A CORPSE // FIRST PEOPLE // Kevin Annett // PolyTICS // NESARA DECEPTION // Reptilian Deception // Jahbulon // JESUitS // Black Pope // Black
Pope pdf // jesuit blood oath // BigBrotherKILLSKIDS / SolLuna vs LevanLilith / Tori Stafford Nation / 4 directions teachings / Harper HAARP Hitler Tory

/

Stafford Nation / Bilderberg SATANIST STEPHEN HARPER / SAVE US from the Satanic QUEEN
Antichrist King will I AM ARTHUR / Bye
Canada / Woodstock Burns 2011 / 8th fire or HELL fire /FACE ATON nato / Envy DEAD / WhoringHillary / HitlerHarper Holocaust / Gatekeeper Alex
TeaParty Jones / IGGY-TICS Queer Culture / War Scrolls of Essenes / Latest Earthquakes / SATANIST PEDOPHILE ALERT / Managed
MEDIA / NewMadrid / EarthChange maps / Hellen and Chaos blogspot / BABYLON / Freedom Not FANTINOFASCISM / DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs
JESUITS / AnthropoSophy / not Theosophy/ Name Meaning

usury free living playlist // Tommy Usury Free http://usuryfreeliving.net/
http://www.cyberclass.net/

'Usuryfree' Living & Related Issues
King of the PAUPERS John Turmel
The Virtue of Giving Trumps the Vice of Greed by Tom J. Kennedy

OUR THEME SONG HERE
Utopia Alanis Morissette // Enlightened Warrior
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SERENITY GLOBAL Network

Serenityglobal page 2

Rainbow ANGELS

BIOGRAPHY for Dana Horochowski- upon registration-SERENITY PARTY FEDERAL
LEADER FOR TORONTO CENTRE
Print flyer
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Canada Street News
Into The Fire - Full Film

The Wave of Love

A movie about awakening humanity and hence the collective
consciousness to a blissful state of simply BEing LOVE. Visit www.thewaveoflove.com //

I CHOOSE LOVE 2

A choice for humanity, Love or Fear. What do you choose? ichooselove.org

Return of the Goddess

White Buffalo Calf Woman
Red Elk's Great
Vision http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm
8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com
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The Prophecy of the 8th Fire
They will come to a

fork in the road.
One road will lead to Materialism
for almost all living creatures.

and Destruction,

other road will lead to a Spiritual Way upon which the Native
People will be standing.
The

path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire,
a period of eternal peace, harmony
and a "New Earth".
This

Where the destruction of the past will be healed.

http://www.the8thfire.org/

Indigo Children
Cosmic Paradigm- Mark's Corner
Seeds of Truth and Light
The Secret Formula for Utopia-What the World
Tomorrow will be like
and why it will be that way.

What About Our Education?
FIREWALL - In Defense of Nation State

Real Health 2011-01j-24 - Shelley Ann Clark tells how Mulroney's free
trade agreement was a secret document
ThatChannel.com

http://www.blip.tv/file/4685833#

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0. She typed the Free
Trade Agreement…. TWO VERSIONS…AND
CANADIANS NEVER SAW THE REAL ONE! Find
out what happened to the woman who faced
down the government to expose this treason in
our House! Find out just what was on the table
that Mulroney gave away, and what that means
for Canadians right now! JOIN US AS WE
WELCOME SHELLEY ANN CLARK AND SPECIAL
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GUEST INTERVIEWER VICTOR FLETCHER, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER OF TORONTO STREET NEWS! REAL HEALTH IS ARCHIVED FOR LATER VIEWING
AT ThatChannel.com PLEASE FORWARD --- TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS!

PolyTICS

Dear Global Money Reformer: For us money
reformers to be effective we all have to be recommending the same thing, or at
least close to the same thing! Towards this end, I have a number of questions/comments for
you to respond to. Thank you.

policies,

Some of the points that I make represent my personal
and others are just
simple questions to see where you stand; so that any future recommendations that I would
make would be as wise as is possible.

1. All money, as it is created, shall be issued interest free?
2. All money, as it is created, shall be issued

debt free (Means Interest Free)?

247 individual nations of the globe shall
be created separately by the 247 individual
governments (fiscal governments) of these 247
3. Money for each of the

nations?

4. Money for each of the 247 individual
nations of the globe shall be created separately by 247 separately
elected "institutes" (money creation
governments)?
5. There can be many other questions, but I believe that the ones that I have asked here are the main ones, and are good ones for us to at least start
with!

Albert Opstad, 10821-140 St., Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada T5M 1S4, T:780-453-2011, Email:
aopstad@telus.net>, February 16, 2009, 1:30 PM
MST.

The UsuryFree Network presents...
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~The Launch of the 5th Annual
UsuryFree Week~@
Conspiracy Culture - TORONTO, CANADA
Usury u-su-ry [yoo-zhuh-ree] - noun, plural -ries.
1. the lending or practice of lending money at an exorbitant
interest.
2. an exorbitant amount or rate of interest, esp. in excess of the
legal rate.
3. Obsolete. interest paid for the use of money.

5th Annual Global Usury Free Week - November 13 to 19th, 2009 / Money
As Debt
Usuryfree creatives advocate shopping locally. A new
word, 'locavores' has been created to describe those consumers who choose
to shop locally. The obvious, supporting catalyst that encourages consumers to shop
locally is the networking of family, friends, neighbours, working
colleagues, small to medium-sized retail businesses and home-based enterprises so that

database of products, services, talents, etc., can be listed for intertrading. All who choose to participate will be re-educated about how
they can create and spend their own usuryfree community
currency. Armed with their re-education, they will be motivated to action with the
spirit of re-building their respective local community.
a

launching your own economic
lifeboatsand thereby being ready to abandon the usury-based, Titanic of
faltering, economic system goes down.
This sort of activity is being likened to

orthodox, debt money

when their

Our collective hope is that by the end of the week, we will have more usuryfree creatives talking not about the doom and gloom
of usury-based, orthodox economics, but rather about the possibility of joy and love, peace and prosperity for everyone
on this planet as we shift our collective consciousness and move ahead to a world of usuryfree living.
For more specific information about the

Fifth Annual UsuryFree Day & Week, you are invited to
The UsuryFree Eye

read the following articles which are posted at

Opener: http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/08/fifth-annual-usuryfree-dayweek-nov-13th.html
http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/08/invitation-to-participate-andcelebrate.html

;

http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/09/winged-lion-

awards.html;http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/10/fifth-annual-usuryfree-day-week-looking.html
And do check The UsuryFree Eye Opener for any updated details that may be posted between now and November
13th 2009.

http://usuryfree.blogspot.com

Struggling Towns Begin Printing Their Own Cash By Pat
Shannanhttp://www.americanfreepress.net/html/struggling_towns__212.html
Paper Gold Market Is Going to Explode, Buy Physical Bullion NOW!
Good-Bye: Truth Has Fallen and Taken Liberty With Ithttp://www.infowars.com:80/good-bye-truth-has-fallen-and-takenliberty-with-it-2/
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Money as Debt II Promises Unleashed
Bailouts, stimulus packages, debt piled upon debt, where will it all end? How did we get into a situation where there has never been more material
wealth & productivity and yet everyone is in debt to bankers? And now, all of a sudden, the bankers have no money and we the taxpayers, have to
rescue them by going even further into debt! Money as Debt II Explores the baffling, fraudulent and destructive arithmetic of the money system that
holds us hostage to a forever growing DEBT...and how we might evolve beyond it into a new era.

Economic collapse is one of the final stages of the cabal's overall policy of world devastation. Many of their earlier phases
of contrived collapse have been largely unseen or ignored by most Americans. The final economic breakdown is now in its first stages with:
The failure and bankruptcy of financial institutions and businesses
The bursting of the housing bubble
Skyrocketing worker unemployment
$57 trillion debt caused by warprofiteering
Runaway inflation and skyrocketing oil and other commodities prices

The collapse of the dollar

The disintegration of the global environment:

global environment is
on the verge of collapse and there is no more ecological space for another
major expansion of global capitalism. The choice is stark—either humanity will permit capitalism to destroy the
environment and therefore the material basis of human civilization, or it will destroy capitalism first. Thestruggle for
ecological sustainability must join forces with the struggles of the oppressed and exploited
to rebuild the global economy on the basis of production
for human needs in accordance with democratic and socialist
"After centuries of global capitalist accumulation, the

principles." http://www.hermes-press.com/collapse.htm

The Verichip, Swine Flu, And Universal Healthcare! Obama
Ties To Big Pharma! They Want You Chipped, Cy-Borged,
And Dead!http://blacktalkradio.ning.com/forum/topics/the-verichip-swine-flu-and

We The People Will Not Be Chipped!

American HEALTH
CARE=Verichip =Mark of the Beast / Playlist
WorldStreetNews.info, Community Currency,
Jrgenius.com
Big Picture: NWO in Canada
9
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BY DESIGN- EDUCATION

is pumping out drops outs in mass numbers. NO JOBS, but LOTS OF

ARMY RECRUITMENTS. Your children are going to be sacrificed for the SATANIC NWO.Why

are we

in Afghanistan?Tell me why-gaza
George Galloway vs. U.S Senate (5/17/05)
Get off the mind controlling MEDS,clean up your air, water, land,
mind, body, life, aura and take back your children, country, soul, and
integrity.DO NOTHING and they will GENOCIDE and enslave the

ONLY you..can change you! Only you can
create WHO YOU CHOOSE TO
BE.
planet.

The Nation's Deathbed
THIS VIDEO IS TIMING
OUT. HERE IS THE
DOWNLOAD (flv) real media player is in
video section

Google Video has frozen the view count since February 2009 and has also reduced the 5 star ratings
by over 100, which effectively censors this film. Please spread this link and support the filmmakers by
obtaining a high quality DVD. Will we let the elite pull the plug on Canada's sovereignty? A
documentary exploring the Security and Prosperity Partnership and how it is a stepping stone for an eventual
North American Union. The film also explores the resistance movement to the SPP and the protests of August
2007 in Montebello, Canada. To obtain a high-quality DVD, please visit: http://pressfortruth.ca
Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization Excerpts

-Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his companion DVD Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volumes 1 and
2), Michael Tsarion discusses the historical significance of ancient Ireland and takes us on a truly fascinating journey through time, from

their destroyers, the
Atonists. We discover the origins of the world's most powerful secret societies and the New World Order they labor to create. We
the Emerald Isle to Egypt and back again full circle. Along the way we are introduced to the Druids and also to

discover secret facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and Europe, the Empire of Rome, and about Masonic influence in America.
Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source material, this DVD series dramatically revolutionizes our view of history andexplains what can
be done to combat the tyrannical forces that have long conspired toundermine truth, freedom and justice. Also
see http://www.michaeltsarion.com for all web domains. Intro by Chris Geo and MACBEATZ http://myspace.com/theglobalresistance

The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume One) The Servants of Truth
(Druidic Traditions and Influence
Explored)http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins2.html
The pagan Irish and their goddesses far predate the Israelites and
theirpreposterous brooding consortless Jehovah. More importantly,
the Jehovah of the bible was a corrupt rescripting of the ancient god of
the moon,worshipped in Egypt and Ireland from the earliest days. As we have
shown, his name (Yehew or Yahweh) originally came from the word for the yew tree. Of
course, the references to trees and nature were stripped away by the mythmongers. If they were not

deleted, the Druidic elements within Judeo-Christianity would have been all the
more obvious to educated investigators and readers. After the biblicists completed their tampering we

were left with the

wrathful god of the testaments -male, warlike, vengeful, and consortless.

Yes, we have
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renovated god,and we have his followers now revealed to have been nobles within Egypt, privy to the arcane
mysteries.
a

The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volume Two)
Akhenaton, the Cult of Aton, and the Dark Side of the Sun (Polemical Investigations into the Extermination
of Druidry and the Rise of Judeo-Christianity)
http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/irishoriginsexcerpts/oldpage-irishorigins1.html

Aton is the god of NESARA= false god.http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html. UFO /
Lucifer/ Sanat ( Satan) Kumara/ New Age/ VATICAN deception
MORE ON

DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS

// Important STUFF 2011 // / 666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTEs //

Canadian Professional Accountability Evidence // http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius

// TSNEWS all // New Paradigm // Be Wise as

Serpents ebooks // URGENT email this out #2 / ROBERT MORNING SKY
meegwetch // GermainSucksBlood // LunaLuciferaOWL // 666BEASTBURNBASTARD // $$$HAARPER$$
$ // SaultdiesMAYDAY2011// CANADA CORPSE // FIRST PEOPLE // Kevin Annett // PolyTICS // NESARA DECEPTION // Reptilian

Deception // Jahbulon // JESUitS // Black Pope // Black Pope pdf // jesuit blood oath // BigBrotherKILLSKIDS / SolLuna vs LevanLilith / Tori Stafford
Nation / 4 directions teachings / Harper HAARP Hitler Tory Stafford Nation / Bilderberg SATANIST STEPHEN HARPER / SAVE US from the Satanic

/

QUEEN
Antichrist King will I AM ARTHUR / Bye Canada / Woodstock Burns 2011 / 8th fire or HELL fire /FACE ATON nato / Envy
DEAD / WhoringHillary / HitlerHarper Holocaust / Gatekeeper Alex TeaParty Jones / IGGY-TICS Queer Culture / War Scrolls of Essenes / Latest
Earthquakes / SATANIST PEDOPHILE ALERT / Managed MEDIA / NewMadrid / EarthChange maps / Hellen and Chaos blogspot / BABYLON / Freedom
Not FANTINOFASCISM / DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS / AnthropoSophy / not Theosophy/ Name Meaning

Age of Aquarius 2011
7th fire is Rainbow Warrior
Territory TORONTO which will be sacrificed soon.
WAY of the children of
theLIGHT/FAE/FEATHER/ANISHINABE/ANGEL ma
y relocate in Anishinabe areas out of the cities. Many will travel
by water after the earthquake that will rock theGreat
Those following the

Lakes

basin.

8th fire-

We meet at the

rapids between SAULT STE MARIE Ont and Michigan

starting in

MARCH.

We are ready. Big brother isn't ...but who cares...outta the way. Meegwetch
DANA

Anishinabe.info ,saultstreetnews.info , kinakwii.com , 8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com

RED ELK's

VISION- SAW MANY GREAT WHITE CLIPPER-LIKE SAILING SHIPS PATROLLING OUR COAST-LINES. THESE GREAT WHITE PROTECTORS
WERE....ANGELS !

A

MERICA THEN SETTLED DOWN TO PEACE and GODLINESS LIVING....AND LEADING!! Folks,

WE BECOME A PARADISE. The "Garden" "RETURNED". An EXAMPLE to
ALL EARTHS PEOPLE ofwhat "Gentiles" can DO, and BE.
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YES! Can this be CHANGED to let ALL THE BADNESS "CHANGE"? YES! But ONLY IF 85 to 87% OF
OUR WORLDS' POPULATION RETURNS TO RIGHTNESS IN GOD....NOW ! And
IS There HOPE?

in the ONENESS...in LIKE MIND.... PLEAD FOR

MERCY ONE/FOR ALL MANKIND. We have" TILL THE "SKYS TURN RED"

NO HOPE OF CHANGING THAT "PROBABILITY"
DURING, OR AFTERWARDS!
THERE WILL BE

CHANGE NOW! Before it's too

I PLEAD OF YOU....LISTEN!
late.http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm

Christ Consciousness = Amor
not ROMA
WARNING, New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION - ED
EN awaits: the WAMPUM WAY.
Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather

Jr. Genius International Schools
Form your Community Tribe and choose a name-1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares in your local
cooperative. These covenant communitieswill link up into a SerenityGlobal.com Cooperative.

EDEN awaits: NEW WORLD DISORDER:)) the WAMPUM WAY.
Honouring Innocence, Integrity, Justice, SERENITY and FREEDOM for all thoseWHO KNOW
HOW TO SHARE and HONOUR MOTHER EARTH and her Ascension.

TRUTH= AnthropoSophy=RUDOLF
STEINERhttp://www.rudolfsteinerweb.com/
Path of Rudolf Steiner 28:33 - 1 year ago
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'Usuryfree' Living & Related Issues
City Law Centre in Toronto is needed to manifest this whole paradigm and MOVE people into the smaller
http://nnpp.ca format and recreate SERENITY
GLOBAL based on adodecahedron format. S=SERENITY
-

communities committed tocommunity currency. Need to look at the

FREE ENERGY, FREE WIRELESS, USURY FREE, NO INCOME TAX (illegal war tax). Covenant
communties to preserve cultures, and Restoration of Jurisdiction to First Nations. (stolen by
theJESUitS).

Where are those GALLANT KNIGHTS?
Hellas Angels are committed to the protection of WOMEN and Children, since our POLICE force is committed to the

jesuit

blood oath)
This is

freedom from ROME.

Incorporate

BOTH North and South America NOW!

S=SERENITY PRAY IT FORWARD. SO BE IT and SO IT IS! NAMASTE DANA
SERENITY GLOBAL

New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION

AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY
A day will come when the animals, winged ones and those who swim will begin to disappear. The

people will
become greedy and will not love each
other. The sky will become black and the trees and
plants will die. The beautiful rainbow will disappear because
eagle, bear, wolf and buffalo will be scarce because

people will not remember to keep the Mother Earth sacred and
will destroy its beauty.

Children of the Rainbow Warriors will come before all destroyed and they
will love the trees and the animals. They will love and respect each other and they
will help people to live in peace with all creation. The rainbow in the sky will return as a
sign of the Creator's grace.
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An Invitation to all Indigenous, Aboriginal People, andthose who support our valuesKinakwii

welcomes your
thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your criticism, your fears, your compliments and your participation. We seek to build on all
Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that

Kinakwii will become not just a nation, but a confederacy of nations.

Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF
We need your IMMEDIATE funding support for a City Law Centre for the HOMELESS and
Underemployed in Toronto

Citylawcentre.info
Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF

Descended Disasters are still planning their Fake ALIEN Invasion. Plan to keep messing up their
plans!http://secondcoming.insights2.org/

NESARA Breakdown & World Refinancing Plans-

THESE
ARE IMPOSTER REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERS in cahoots with Marduk Ra,
Samjaza and Azazelhttp://www.welcomethelight.com/2009/05/mark-nesara-breakdown-worldrefinancing-plans/

Lilith and
2010 http://w
kick Sangrailia
HUMANITY.

the Locust Queen Apocalyptic Update June 23
ww.scribd.com/doc/33479634/Lilith-and-the-Locust-Queen-Update-June-23-2010 I have to
n and Laird in the EGO ASS because their selfish AGENDA will HURT us all. Do not letapocalyptic whores destroy
( Like a grandmother...act harshly but fairly. No emotional attachments. )

Judeo-Christian salvationism is the
primary ploy of the Archons, an alien implant. Our capacity to discern alien
According to the Gnostics,

forces working in our minds is crucial to survival and co-evolution with Gaia who, as
Sophia, accidentally produced the Archons in the
firstplace.http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm
As inorganic entities of two types, embryonic and reptilian, Archons can at moments penetrate the terrestrial
atmosphere andterrorize humans, although there is no reason or order to these forays, for the aliens cannot remain for very
long in the biosphereand, anyway, they have no master plan to accomplish here. The risk they pose by invading our mental
software is far greater than any physical risk they might pose by erratically breaching the biosphere. Working through telepathy
and suggestion, the Archons attempt to deviate us from our proper course of evolution. Their most successful technique is
to use religious ideology to insinuate their way of thinking and, in effect, substitute their mind-set for
ours.http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm

An Aeon is a god understood, not in theological terms, but in terms of the physics of
consciousness.
Aeons are not entities but processes that may best be conceptualized as immense currents,
but currents that arealive, self-aware, sensuous. The

Goddess Sophia who
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becomes embodied as Gaia is an Aeon, hence the

Aeon Sophia.

Aeons are gendered. In some Gnostic scenarios the male counterpart to the female Aeon Sophia is
the AeonChristos. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons02.htm

Virgin of the World Persephone or Koré,"- I am present; I, who am Nature, the parent of
things, mistress of all the elements, initial progeny of the ages, the highest of the divinities, queen of
departed spirits, the first of the celestials, of Gods and Goddesses the sole likeness of
all. Those who are enlightened by the emerging rays of the rising sun, the Æthiopians and
Aryans, and likewise the Egyptians, call me Queen Isis.' .
Isis, whether as Artemis (Good Fortune), or as Hekate (Evil Fortune), is

the controlling and illuminating influence of the soul while remaining within the jurisdiction
of Nature and Time;

Demeter, the Divine Intelligence, represents the heavenly fountain or super-mundane
source, whence the soul originally draws her being, and as such, is concerned directly, not with
her exile and wanderings in material conditions, but with her final recovery from generation and
return to the celestial abodes. There are many divine fountains contained in the essence of the Demiurgus of the world;
and that among these there are three of a very distinguished rank, namely, the fountain of souls, or Juno (Hera),
the fountain of virtues, or Minerva (Athena), and the fountain of nature, or Diana (Artemis).http://www.sacredtexts.com/eso/vow/vow05.htm

The Apocrypha

http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/apo/index.htm

Gnosticism and Hermetica

http://www.sacred-texts.com/gno/index.htm

Time for YOU to start the NEW PARADIGM in
your COMMUNITY. Follow us! TheWAMPUM WAY.
DaisyDishes.info
GardenGurus.info
FreeFreeEnergy.info
AguaOriginals.info

How you could be preparing for this growing season.
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Ontario April
Locally gather a list of people who are interested in community gardening,
handy man services, free energy gadgets, global cooperative
Find as many products, services, courses and ideas as you can, that could be
shared withcommunity currency, group
cooperation/class and/or volunteer. usuryfree.info

-Community Currency-Assign those committed to grass roots
revival 100 serenity shares.(This is their asset, vote, cooperative share,score,
piece of the pie). Draw up your own constitution of rights and freedoms among
yourselves. Keep it closed to those you trust. Creating Community Currency: A Bartering
System http://ca.dummies.com/how-to/content/creating-community-currency-a-bartering-system.html

-10 points for 1 hour

work or equivalent. Make a list of what products and services each of you can
offer. Commit to sharing those necessities. Global Cooperative. Starts with you first. Accept your local
community currency and connect with others that are locally self sufficient. Unite as a Sovereign Nation
of Children of the Light

Community Currency Global Cooperative
Wampum From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
For your local community, a typical ad you can post for free to start
up the NEW PARADIGM in your area

Community Currency Cooperative

3/19/2010 This is for the Sault Ste

Marie area group.

Let's restore our family and community values.
Interested in exchanging products and services as a global cooperative,
using community currency? (eg. gardening, tutoring, handyman, daycare,
errands, products, housing. rentals,services)

Dana

www.serenityglobal.com ( Use your own response email here)

GOOD RIDDANCE- NEW WORLD ORDER.
16
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HELLO Sovereign CANADA!
Welcome to the Republic of Canada; A Proposed Declaration of
Independence
OwenSoundsOff
“We

The People Of Canada” Stand today truly
Strong and Free as a Republic-free to seek its own
destiny without foreign interference. United as Canadians we officially
andpeacefully cease to accept the Queen of England nor
her heirs and successors as theExecutive Power of Canada.
The Governor General of Canada’s Federal Parliament and likewise
the Lieutenant Governors of each respective Province of Canada are
hereby permanentlyrelieved of their duties as agents of the
Monarchy in our legislatures, your positions as of today no longer exist.
Your Positions will be replaced by four publicly elected officials for each legislature that are publicly elected
as “People’s Protectors” of the “New Constitution” and“New Bill of Rights” which will soon be
promulgated to replace the original documents of the same name. Each Parliament of Canada will have a publicly
elected Senate with two elected “People’s Protectors” with two elected officials of the same title in each
respective Parliament in Canada. The New Constitution will be
thefoundation of our nation laying out all responsibilities of
government and limiting their power while ensuring the protection of
the freedom and health of all Canadians. Constitutional Protectors will
ensure all laws and policies are constitutionally compliant.
The Commander in Chief of the Canadian Army, Navy and Air
force will no longer be the Queen of England nor her
heirs or successors. As of today the Commander in Chief of the three
branches of full time military will be Canada’s Prime Minister with the electoral
oversight of both the elected Federal Parliament and Senate. Any act of
foreign aggression or intervention by our military must be in full
compliance of our New Constitution, Parliament / Senate Majority
Support and People’s Referendum. Canada’s full time military must be dedicated to the
sovereignty of our nation and the national defence ofour land and waterways. Each Province will draft
its own Constitution and at that point will have the authority to form its own militia, Air Force and Naval
Reserve. (Current militia units will come under provincial jurisdiction respectively) Military connection,
agreement and or treaty under the Security and Prosperity Partnership, NATO, UN, NORAD and Civil
Assistance Plan will

cease as of today. Canada must maintain a peaceful existence but at the same
time adequately guard herself from all enemies foreign and domestic.

All treaties, conventions, declarations and agreements that Canada has
with the United Nations and its affiliates no longer are valid as of
today. International/ Foreign Relations in all affairs will be negotiated
and voted by majority through a fully (New) constitutionally
compliantFederal Parliament and Senate. Foreign
Policy and International Treaties will be subject toPeople’s
Referendum upon popular public request to their respective elected
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Members of FederalParliament and or Federal Senate. Foreign Diplomats and other non-elected officials will
explicitly not be able to implement official rules, laws or policy that effects
Canadians.

Canada’s listing as a Privately Traded
Corporation with US Security and Exchange
Commission along with the provinces will no longer be
valid, we will no longer honour that contract as of today.
The Security and Prosperity Partnership, NAFTA and TILMA are no
longer valid as of today. Canada’s federally administered natural
resources are the property of the People of Canada, all corporations extracting those resources in
Canada will be taxed in the amount required to fund the education, health care, infrastructure,
defence and other costs that are incurred in maintaining the highest possible living standard for
Canadians. All non-corporate individuals in Canada will be exempted from personal Income tax,
provincial tax and similar. The GST will end as of today. Corporations will pay for all of Canada’s
operational expenses, whether they are foreign or domestically owned. Those individuals making a
total personal income of over$100,000 per annum will pay a 5% tax on all income over that amount,
these individuals will come under the New Commercial Corporation Guidelines Act. The proceeds from this
taxation will go directly to augment funds available so that any needy Canadians can be supplied with
the best quality food and natural health care possible.
All issuance of monetary currency in Canada
will as of today will be maintained through the
publicly owned Bank of Canada. Money will be
issued interest free to all levels of government in
Canada. The value ofCanada’s currency will
guaranteed by the total sum of the resource
wealth in our nation under federal administration.
Our policy must be for100% self sufficiency in a
Canada that feeds itself, manufactures all the goods it requires and builds its
own and maintains its own publicly owned infrastructure and public
services. Low interest financial creditwill be made available to individuals, groups
and communities with approved business plans to ensureCanada’s self sufficiency, maintain and
support free enterprise, build independent communities andencourage/ develop
community and independent agriculture. Canada will cease to borrow money from any foreign banks,
all current government debts will be cleared immediately at no cost to the public. All banking in
Canada will be a federally administered publicly owned institution which
can supply credit to corporations that operate within Canada’s New
Constitution and New Commercial Corporation Guidelines. An alternate
currency will be created for foreign exchange and for visitors to
Canada to use.
All Canadians are Equal Share Holders in the Free and Fully Independent
Republic of Canada. No Canadian shall go without a igh minimum standard
of living and each individual must be encouraged and supported to reach
his or her maximum potential. Private Property is the Property of those deeded to the land under common
law.
Non-Corporate Individuals legally Residing in Canada are in a realm of Common Law as of today.
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As God Is My Witness—Douglas M Schapira
Please contact Owen Sound Free Press with your ideas and comments about this concept osfreepress@gmail.com

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO
plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL
FAIL!
Blowing Our Tax Dollars on Wind Farms and News About the
NWO http://windfarms.wordpr
ess.com:
0/

8

AMAZING SPEECH BY WAR VETERAN
Our real enemies are not those living in a distant land whose names
or policies we don't understand; The real enemy is a system that wages war
when it's profitable, the CEOs who lay us off our jobs when it's profitable, the
Insurance Companies who deny us Health care when it's profitable, the Banks who take
away our homes when it's profitable. Our enemies are not several hundred thousands
away. They are right here in front of us
- Mike Prysner
Doug Schapira, AKA Burning Arrow

our troops are carrying out similar atrocities, and have been doing it
for a while. Shamefully I saw and was "indirectly" responsible for some similar abuse while a UN Peace
It is sad that

Keeper (oxymoron indeed)overseas as a Canadian Soldier in the mid 80s to mid 90s. The tragic part about

troops in Afghanistan is that they are actually serving under the UN -- The ISAF

our

or International Security Assistance Force that is at the top of the command pyramid of the Afghan Mission is actually
ran by the United Nations. As a young soldier I tried toreport the abuse I knew about and was chastised,
threatened and even punished for trying to do what I thought was right!!! The emotional scars and nightmares carry
on some twenty years later.

UN is totally unaccountable to anyone and that concerns me.
our nation has been smeared as an aggressive nation with our participation
intorture and war in Afghanistan. We are also being presented as an nation that cannot handle its
internal affairs, terrible treatment of our Indigenous population and soon our defacto federal
government will stand down for 2 months. What is the potential here?
I also found out early on that the
Currently

stage seems set for an international issue to arise ---let's hope I am wrong. Trust me we do
Third World, many hold us as accountable for
their suffering, similar to those ignorant and misinformed among us who
falsely blame the Taliban or Chinese People for our misfortunes
The

not want too see foreign UN troops in Canada. Especially if they are from the

.

soldiers to become confidential members of Oath
Keepers of Canada(OKC).Don't hesitate to print off this link and keep it handy as a handout to pass to
our soldiers and police. OKC reminds them that they are there to protect us, not the
giant multi-national gangster corporations, not theQueen/ the Illuminati and
I really like to try and appeal to our
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not the interests of World Government. Our soldiers need to protect Canada and Canadians, we must
not come in conflict with our military personnel, it's the bait the World
Government wants us to bite into if we do.
Our soldiers are sworn allegiance to "Queen Elizabeth, her Heirs and Successors" It is interesting to
point out that the British North America Act of 1867 (BNA) or Constitution of Canada was amended in 1893, at
that point the original part about the executive power in Canada being enshrined in the "Queen, her Heirs and
Successors" was removed, but

our soldiers are still sworn to the "Queen's heirs and

successors" The Current Constitution states the Executive Power in Canada as the "Queen" Period!
Please note the following excerpts of our "Constitution..."
15. Command of Armed Forces to continue to be vested in the Queen. -- The Command-in-Chief of the
Land and Naval Militia, and of all Naval and Military Forces, of and in Canada, is hereby declared to continue to be vested in the Queen.

16. Seat of Government of Canada. -- Until the Queen otherwise directs, the Seat of Government of Canada
shall be Ottawa.

Please note the following oath all soldiers, police and elected official take in
Canada...
I, [name], do Solemnly swear (affirm) that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Second, Queen of Canada, Her Heirs and Successors according to law, forever. So help me God.

I have rescinded my oath to the Queen that I took twice while in the
army. My concern is that if another executive power moves into Canada, our military is already
pre-pledged to be loyal to any "successor" that may take over, as our Queen could be perceived to
no longer be the bona fide Monarch. Why was the Executive Power in the BNA changed from
including the Queen's "Heirs & Successors" after 1893? The "Queen" they seem to be referring to
was Queen Victoria, who died in 1901, did the monarchy die in Canada in 1901? Who is the official

Executive Authority in Canada? There is outstanding evidence that the Executive Authority, The
Queen and so forth over Canada is as follows.... "Governs by Custom, Convention and Tradition, Not
Lawful Right" Re: Supreme Court Ruling 1950.

Furthermore (see above) Read section 16 of the BNA --- The Queen can change the "seat of government" in Canada at her prerogative.
Depending on how you interprete this section it seems that there is no question whether the "Seat of Government" is going to be changed the question

"Seat of Government" of in Canada, if changed, even needs to be in
Canada!!Frightening indeed when you couple that with the fact that there is no specific provision in the BNA or Constitution for a Prime
is, "When?" It does not specify that the
Minister of Canada????

My Fellow Canadians, we are potentially in a big mess! Please print off the following

link to Oath Keepers of Canada and pass a copy to your neighbourhood cop or cousin in the army. Post it
to your site or email to your friends...
http://owensoundfreepress.com/?p=1150

Please join me Doug Schapira as I will be hosting a weekly radio show, "Canadian Veterans, Oath
Keepers of Canada"- everySunday at 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM Eastern Time on the following link....
http://therealpublicradio.net/
I will be also hosting a radio show on the same link as above " A View From Inside Canada."
Every Saturday from 5:30 PM until 7:00 PM- Eastern Time- A show that will explore the problems
regarding Canada as in current affairs and more so over the fundamental problems with our socio-

We need an overarching solution to what is causing the
problems in Canada. This is a Solution Based Program-- Please join me, as I will be
political archetype.

asking some of you to be guests on this show and or to actually host it from time to time as I am involved in a
flurry of undertakings and cannot possibly run all this myself. The

Input of the The People of
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Canada on these shows is essential!
I will also be a guest on the Monday Brown Bagger Radio Show on the second half of this hour long presentation - Reg Argue, the host, is a
former Canadian Soldier and a member of the Oath Keepers Of Canada. We will be discussing our Constitution and potential long and short term
solutions to the current mess our wonderful Canada is experiencing. Join us on the link below between Noon and 1PM Eastern or as the show is based
in BC Canada- between 3PM and 4PM Pacific Time
http://www.coopradio.org/guide/monday.html

Through The Attainment OF Independence & Thus Freedom We Can Have
Peace & Justice, For ALL Canadians... Long Live Canada, Our True North
Strong & Free!
Doug Schapira, AKA Burning Arrow
www.owensoundfreepress.com

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE
AWAKE and yourNWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans
WILL FAIL!
NEW PARADIGM DETAILS, WORLD WAMPUM vs NWO
WORLD DOLLAR, Kinakwii nation- united nations for children of the
light who honour the EARTH.

$=SLAVERY S=SERENITY

The Nation's Deathbed- HERE IS THE DOWNLOAD (flv)
Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals,
SOLUTION, Canadastreetnews.com // Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next
Door
Kevin Annett

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/kevinannett.htm
We need your IMMEDIATE funding support for a City Law Centre for the
HOMELESS and Underemployed in Toronto

Citylawcentre.info
We have solutions, let's SOLVE THIS MESS! http://www.serenityglobal.com/
DOWNLOAD LATEST CRAMNOTE HERE
We have to clear the

negative energies

before we get to

EDEN.

NAMASTE ALL DANA- NEW PARADIGM DETAILS, WORLD WAMPUM vs NWO WORLD
DOLLAR, kinakwii nation- united nations for children of the light who honour the EARTH. Preserving our 7 colours of the
rainbow for 7 generations
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Welcome to the

NEW PARADIGM of ONENESS, PEACE

and

PROSPERITY

for

ALL

New Paradigm Details
SERENITY GLOBAL

JOIN the EDEN COALITION GLOBALLY.
WE WILL TAKE THIS PLANET BACK NOW. JESUit pawn produced FIRES HIDING your SKIES. Call
for UNIVERSALassistance with your heart
GET FreeFreeEnergy.infoand DODECAHEDRON GREENHOUSES started in your area. Your community and region OWN
assets. STOP all CORPORATION enslavement to WASHINGTON and ROME (SIN#). Their PAPER FIAT is worthless.
EXPOSE ROME and take back aMERIca.
We are the

Ground Crew. Hang tight.

SIoNist JESUIT PAWNS setting fires, floods and FEAR globally. TARGETTING NON-JESUITCONTROLLED AREAS. Innocent
PEOPLE will be jailed for no reason in CANADA NOW. Draconian LAWSescalating. Andromedans want to rescue you. FIRES blocking 5d
ufo's. 3d and 4d UFO craft are theVATICAN's and NASA's (SATAN's). MUSLIMS being targetted by floods in Pakistan.

Vatican= NEW AGE AGENDA (Beware of imposters in 3d and 4d. The message is poisoned by NORDIC
Draco REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERS. Stay away from monoatomic gold and anything they are sellling
you.http://www.universe-people.com/ and http://www.fourwinds10.com are EXAMPLES ofJESUit Draco REPTILIAN
SHAPESHIFTER Control. EXPOSE ALL PARASITIZINGJESUit PAWNS. FEMA CAMP THEM.

Shriner

and all other

your Armageddon.

JESUitS need to RAPTURE the YAHWEH dragon slaves. AVOID Benny Hinn, Sherry
JESUit DRACO UFO landing pads. Prison Planets await

Bye Bye.
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OTTAWAStreetNews.com

555 will destroy 666

- 1 horus =

10 points
Magik Rate of Return = 100 %. BYE BYE
ARCHONS

New Paradigm is COMPLETE

CANinDIAN style. See you at the VAMPIRE BBQ. YEEHAA. Great place to find your TWIN FLAME!

recent news // MAY 01 to 15 2011 // April 16 to 30 2011 // April 1 to 15 2011 / MARS 16 to 31 2011 // MARS 01 to 15 2011 // Feb 16 to 28
2011 // Feb 1 to 15 2011 // Jan 19 to 31 2011 // Jan 1 to 18 2011 // 2010 // 2009 //
DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS // Important

SaultdiesMAYDAY2011

STUFF 2011 // / 666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTEs // Canadian Professional Accountability

// TSNEWS all //New Paradigm // Be Wise as Serpents ebooks
#2 / ROBERT MORNING SKY meegwetch
Evidence // http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius

I have

//

URGENT email this out

moved over to OttawaStreetNews.com- SATANISTS have frozen CanadaStreetNews.com

EArth Party will begin after $$$HAARPER$$$ destroys TORONTO and MASS
MURDERS MILLIONS of CANADIANS for theHITLER GREAT SATAN
NWO. http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150593473625556.676228.537275555&l=ef4669482f
KALI MAA will wake up then. Right now the MASONS have control of her MIND.

ATTENTION- RA-MEN ( Romans) - Father of freeMASONRY
// ROMANISM

and

BLOOD SACRIFICE- Francis Bacon

// COUNT of St. Germaine
// Peter the ROMAN

is in

serious trouble)

PRIME CREATOR IS PISSED and will VANQUISH YOU and your QUEER
CHOIR of PEDOPHILE PRIESTS! You are an abomination to NATURAL
LAWS of LIFE. GermainSucksBlood

Was he the heir apparent of the 800 year cycle in the lineage of Jesus Christ and
Padamasambhava?
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LIAR- Sir Francis Bacon's accomplishments: 1.) the writer of Shakespearean plays, 2.) redid the entire British law
code (bringing all the disparate elements of Roman and common law together) that remains the basis of British law
today. 3.) put science on a firm foundation, 4.) tried to elevate the culture and learning of all mankind, 5.) the moving
force behind esoteric societies i.e. Freemasons and Rosicrucians and 6.)
helped to colonize North America with these new esoteric and brotherhood
ideals. Here is Manly P. Hall from the Secret Teachings of All Ages on Bacon:
"Father of modern science, remodeler of
modern law, editor of the modern Bible,
patron of modern democracy, and one of
the founders of modern Freemasonry, Sir
Francis Bacon was a man of many aims
and purposes. He was a Rosicrucian, some
have intimated the Rosicrucian. ... Scores
of volumes have been written to establish
Sir Francis Bacon as the real author of the
plays and sonnets popularly ascribed to William Shakspere. ... The BaconShakspere controversy, as its most able advocates realize, involves the most
profound aspects of science, religion, and ethics; he who solves the mystery
may yet find therein the key to the supposedly lost wisdom of antiquity." p.542
Doesn't this extraordinary résumé qualify him for the exalted appellation from Paracelsus, "a harbinger" of a great
renovation of society—"the coming revolution," "a marvelous being... who as yet lives not, and who shall reveal many
things." But was Bacon's endeavors enough to deserve such praise? Was Paracelsus' intuitive knowledge of these
events also describing an ongoing unfoldment of some great divine plan?

Rest of bullshit http://www.reversespins.com/supernova.html
PRIME CREATOR IS PISSED and will VANQUISH YOU and your QUEER
CHOIR of PEDOPHILE PRIESTS! You are an abomination to NATURAL LAWS of LIFE.
GermainSucksBlood

Compte St. Germain (17101935) has been variously described
as a courtier, adventurer, charlatan, inventor, alchemist, pianist,
violinist and amateur composer, but is best known as a recurring
figure in the stories of several strands of occultism particularly
those connected to Theosophy and the White Eagle Lodge,
where he is also referred to as the Master Rakoczi or the Master
R and as one of the Masters of the Ancient Wisdom, is credited
with near god-like powers and longevity. Some sources write
that his name is not familial, but was invented by him as a
French version of the Latin Sanctus Germanus, meaning "Holy Brother." He was known as 'Der
Wundermann' -- 'The Wonderman'. He was a man whose origin was unknown and who disappeared without leaving a
trace.
24
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Since his death, various occult organizations have adopted him as a model
figure or even as a powerful deity. In recent years several people have claimed
to be the Count of St. Germain. (Note that St Germain was never regarded as a
saint by the Roman Catholic Church - the "st." before his
name refers to his alleged home).
St. Germain never revealed his actual background and
identity, leading to many speculations about him and his
origin and ancestry. Some of these include the possibility
that he was the son of Francis II Rakoczi, the Prince of Transylvania (who was in exile), or that he
was the illegitimate son of Maria Anna of Pfalz-Neuburg, the widow of Charles II of Spain.
http://www.crystalinks.com/stgermain.html
•

Louis XV, by F. H. Drouais, from "Small Larousse in Color" or "Petit Larousse Illustré", Spanish version by Ramón García-Pelayo y Gross, Larousse
Publishing.

•

Prince Ragoczy of Transylvania - Comte de St. Germain. Painting by J. Augustus Knapp illustrating the book "Masonic, Hermetic, Qabbalistic and
Rosicrucian Symbolic Philosophy" by Manly P. Hall.

•

Master St. Germain and Violet Fire, Church Universal and Triumphant, St. Germain's Gift of the Violet Flame, copyright
1997. Violet Fire and the Earth in Violet Flame from http://www.tsl.org.

Updates: July 29, 2003; January 7, 2004; May 28, 2005.

PRIME CREATOR IS PISSED and will VANQUISH YOU and your QUEER
CHOIR of PEDOPHILE PRIESTS! You are an abomination to NATURAL LAWS of LIFE.
GermainSucksBlood

Count Saint-Germain
The Ascended Master that brings the Violet Flame of Healing and
Transmutation for the Aquarian Age is St. Germain. I am going to give
some facts about the life of this Rosicrucian master and mystic as
presented in Rosicrucian literature and other sources.
His complete name is Violinio Germaine, yes, with final "e", however, it is
spelt more commonly as "Germain." He is affectionately called "The
Lavender Lad."
The place of his birth is not historically known simply because he was
Francis Bacon and never died since, more on this later. It is claimed that
in childhood he lived in the home of one of the last of the Medici and that
he was educated at the University of Siena. This is not true.
From 1710 to 1822 was known in various parts of Europe under the names of the Marquis of
Montferrat, the Count Bellamarre, Chevalier Schoening, Chevalier Weldon, Count Solticoff, Graf
Tzarogy and Prince Rakoczi or Rakoczy and some identified him as the last Commander of the Knights of Malta. Throughout
Europe he was recognized as a diplomat, scholar and linguist. His knowledge of other languages was impressive: he was highly
proficient in Latin, Greek, Arabic, Sanskrit and Chinese and had fluency in German, English, French, Italian, Spanish, and
Portuguese. His ability to acquire a new language was so great that after coming in contact with a group for a short time started
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speaking their own language. He was the emissary par excellence because of his multilingual skills, knowledge of places through
extensive traveling, acquaintance with international law and advocacy for peace.
Far above average were his abilities in art and music. The Countess Genlis in her memories
wrote enthusiastically of the extraordinary effect achieved by the
quality of his color, especially when painting jewels and
ornaments in his pictures. So great was his interest in gems,
according to the Countess, that he willingly sacrificed his pictures
as
a whole to make the gems seem real. His pictures may have
been signed but with a pseudonym. In music very little has been
known except by some compositions bearing the name
Giovannini, supposedly an Italian composer, that have been
discovered to be Count St. Germain's compositions. Of his
literary work few has survived except for a copy kept in the
French city of Troyes of the original manuscript by St. Germain called "La Tres Sainte
Trinosophia" ["The Most Holy Threefold Wisdom"]. The Count destroyed the original. Divided in
twelve sections, suggesting the divisions of the Zodiac and the conditions and life experiences of
the
candidate, this work describes the stages of progress and initiation from the neophyte to the final
stage of perfection as this enfoldment progresses through the four elements, earth, air, fire, and water. The manuscript is filled
with hieroglyphs and symbolic pictures that present difficulties of interpretation even to advanced students.
From 1774 to 1776 he met several Rosicrucian and alchemists at Triesdorf. In the later part of 1776 he
attended a high council meeting of Rosicrucians at Leipzig, and next year he helped to establish a
Rosicrucian College and Alchemical laboratory at Dresden. During the signing of the American
Constitution the continental congress assembled with doors locked was indecisive to sign the
proclamation of independence when a "stranger" appeared among them and delivered a passionate
speech exhorting them to sign with the commanding words: "Sign that document." This stranger was St.
Germain. In 1779 he was in Hamburg to consult with a group of Rosicrucians and then he visited the
home of Prince Karl of Hesse, who was then the Grand Master of the Rosicrucians in Germany. Around
that time he paid a visit to the Castle of the Duc of the Medici which had an archive for the preservation of
the Rosicrucian material from all parts of Europe. Here was the place for many Rosicrucian conventions
and for the addition of Rosicrucian material.
In 1785 and 1786 he had a conference with the Empress of Russia, he visited the Princess de Lamballe
while she stood before the tribunal only shortly before she was killed by a
bullet. In 1788, according to the Comte de
Challons, St. Germain conversed with him in
St. Mark's square in Venice. In 1793 the
Count appeared to Jeanne Du Barry while
she waited for the scaffold to be guillotined.
(Click here to read a description of the
current physical appearance of Saint
Germain.)
He ascended on May 1, 1684.
There is an excellent channeling he gave through Claire Heartsong where he talks about his life as Sir Francis Bacon, he said:
[Allison Heartsong poses clarifying questions to St. Germain.]
"Indeed, my mother was Queen of England [referring to Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603), daughter of Henry VIII] who epitomized
the colonization of nations, which was part of her soul memory of 'star wars'. Indeed beloveds, it is true —Queen Elizabeth was a
grand fiery-haired one, to be sure, with a grand heart and a grand mind and a grand vision and a grand knowingness. She
conceived that which be I and she sent me off onto other parentage, the home of the Bacons, where I became quite a boar [the
boar was one of the Francis Bacon's signature codes.]
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"Allison Heartsong: So you are confirming that Francis Bacon was a son of Queen Elizabeth who gave her
son to one of the ladies in waiting. [Francis Bacon was an English Renaissance philosopher (1561-1626 (?)]
"Indeed."
And so you became Francis Bacon?
"Quite a rowdy, to be sure and not altogether boring. I did gather to myself the ways and
means of impressing others in the high places and a way of being quite witty and quite
wondrous with verbiage. Yet do you know my beloveds, deep within my soul was a
knowingness of who I be and of the design of my coming. The miracles occurred,
appearances and 'encounters of the close kind'. Though I was yet a youngster, I was made aware as
Francis Bacon of the knowingness of the ancients and where I had hidden certain treasures. I did find all
of that, which was quite exciting —to open the box of myself, the time capsule, and to come into a
completion in ascension in that lifetime.
I staged the death (of Francis Bacon), that still has some scratching their heads, and continued on to
work upon the European scene with a grand vision of union, a grand vision to be in the footsteps of that One who was my son, the
One you call Jesus."
A.H. As I understand it, you are saying that even during your youth as Francis Bacon you
became aware of soul memory, including your life as Joseph?
"Indeed, not only soul memory, beloved, but that which I had buried in a variety of different
places, actual tangible records that I had laid up for myself for a
later time."
A.H.: So in the middle of your life as Francis Bacon, you
has awareness that you had these previous lifetimes and
you had awareness of your mission, including the United
States of America?
"Indeed, what the planet was coming into, the shift from the
Piscean understanding to the Aquarian and to the Era of God."
A.H.: ...that you were laying the foundation for that shift.
"Yes, it burned brightly within me. I was entorched with the passion of it and so was that which
was my mate, whose name was Portia."
A.H.: And do I understand you mean that at the end of the life of Francis Bacon an
ascension or expansion of consciousness into seventh level occurred that did not
involved physical death and reincarnating in a body, but simply staging a false death and burial so that your could
continue as the embodiment of Francis Bacon now ascended as a seventh level ascended master and that you moved to
Europe to continue as St. Germain?
"Indeed."
A.H.: Approximately how long was it from the time you staged the artificial death of Francis Bacon and
moved from England to the European continent, before your met Portia?
"We knew one another before."
A.H.: Was she in a physical embodiment or in an ethereal..?
"In an embodiment. We knew —she knew better than I— we knew the purpose of the ascension was for
Union."
A.H.: You mean while you were living the life of Francis Bacon, you
met Portia?
"Yes. She too ascended in that timing. She lifted her frequency into a
grand understating of who she be, so that we might facilitate one
another..."
[If
you want to know the rest of the story, buy the book. See Reference 3.]

PRIME CREATOR IS PISSED and will VANQUISH YOU and
your QUEER CHOIR of PEDOPHILE PRIESTS! You are an abomination to NATURAL LAWS of
LIFE. GermainSucksBlood
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He has reincarnated previously as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A ruler of a Golden Age
civilization in the Sahara Desert;
A High Priest of Atlantis;
Prophet Samuel;
Saint Joseph —Essene and
protector of Jesus—;
Saint Alban;
Proclus, the last major Greek
Neoplatonic philosopher;
Merlin;
Roger Bacon;
Christopher Columbus, and,
Francis Bacon

Saint-Germain serves on the Seven Ray. He is known as the "Lord of the Seven Ray", he
is also the "seventh angel" prophesied in Revelation 10:7. He is the master of the crown
chakra which he helps to cleanse.
His twin flame is Portia, the Goddess of Justice who serves on the Karmic Board, his master is Master Rakoczi, of the First Ray,
the Great Divine Director, the Manu of the Seventh Root Race, the founder of the Rakoczi dynasty.
With respect to the reincarnation as a ruler of the Golden Age civilization in the
Sahara Desert, St. Germain says through Candace Frieze (see the complete
discourse in St. Germain on NESARA & Money):
"In my distant past I learned personally the hard way, as most do in Earth, the follies
of misusing of money. I headed up a very large civilization
that came to an end 50,000 years ago in the area which is
now the Sahara Desert. I practiced personally at the time
money management, much as the Federal Reserve does
today. My peoples lost their sense of spirituality because they became so engulfed in money, wealth,
and materialism.
"My society failed from my mismanagement. The money became worthless, just as is what is happening
now, on a large scale basis over much of the world. My society collapsed, and had nothing to fall back
on, when the money became worthless. We basically just printed and spent, and developed little other
skills that we could fall back on, for survival. I learned much then. I did not do this to bring about collapse
and control. I did this because I wanted the peoples to be happy and comfortable. They were too
comfortable. But I learned much about how money works in that venture.
"Over the last 200 years I have worked behind the scenes to get electronic money up and running. Well, it wasn't electronic then
the way it is now, but I did start the banking up that has become what it is today. I did not start up the Federal Reserve System,
this mess is the work entirely of the BBB&G’s [Big Bad Boys & Girls]. But electronic transfer of money is
efficient and makes it easy to use..."
His physical sacred sites are as follows:
1. Mount Shasta, in Northern California, USA;
2. His Cave of Symbols in Table Mountain, near Jackson Hole in the State of Wyoming, USA, where
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he has a chair of ascension of his own invention;
3. The Retreat of the Great Divine Director, the Rakoczi Mansion in Transylvania, Romania (on
the etheric plane there has been established there the Sacred Temple of the Maltese Cross);
4. Royal Teton Retreat at the Grand Tetons mountains in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, USA.;
5. The Cave of Light in India, in the Himalayas;
6. An etheric Celestial City located over the Sahara
Desert;
7. An office in Maryland, USA, where he
coordinates mainly all the NESARA activities and the
prosperity program fund distribution.
8. A UFO-type spaceship within the solar system
where he coordinates operations with the Galactic
Federation.
His teachings, being known also as the I AM
Presence, are today presented worldwide by various mystical and metaphysical
organizations not associated with each other. No one can claim ownership of these
teachings as no one can claim ownership of the air you breath or the law of gravity,
since the violet flame is a universal solvent and agent, a spiritual law available to anyone.
As sponsor of the Aquarian Age, Saint-Germain brings the Violet Flame teachings for peace, freedom and enlightenment to
humankind. The Violet Flame is the ideal tool to heal emotional and physical problems, improve relationships and help grow
spiritually. This flame is invoked using decrees or mantras said rhythmically while utilizing meditation and
visualization techniques.
In a three dimensional world of the present paradigm the law of polarity and duality manifests implacable as
Karma in human affairs. The Violet Flame being a higher spiritual law of the fourth dimensional world and
beyond is able to overcome this lower law of cause and effect by transmuting the negative energy and even
erasing memories of past mistakes. This flame changes negative into positive and darkness into light.
For each lower law there is always a higher law that supersedes it. For the law
of gravity, there is the law of levitation, for the law of karma, there is the law of
forgiveness and compensation through the violet flame, dispensations,
intercessions and other meditative techniques and actions. The omnipotence
of the Supreme Director always prevails over his/her laws. If you do your daily
prayers and meditations with the violet flame in humbleness, with clear
intention and devotion, you will discover that what was written in that arcane forgotten manuscript that
seemed so incredible, miraculous and magic will come to be true word by word and line by line...
This biography would be incomplete without mentioning that Beloved Ascended
Master St. Germain helped Alan Greenspan, the Head of the Federal Reserve, write the NESARA Law
draft. St. Germain is the main coordinator of the Celestial Extraterrestrial Forces, the Ascended Masters and
the Earth Allies (White Knights) in the conception and writing of the law, its announcement, the protection of
allied terrestrial forces during the preannouncement period, the implementation of
NESARA and the funding and distribution of the prosperity programs. See information
on NESARA here: http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/NESARA_law.htm .In the
navigation bar see several articles about St. Germain and his involvement with this US
Law. He also predicted the Fall from power of the Illuminati and their Evil Empire as is
covered in the article "NESARA Foreseen by St. Germain" at
http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/NESARA_foreseen_by_st_germain.htm . NESARA ushers in the
Aquarian Golden Age and marks the crumbling, arrest and trial of the Evil Illuminati who for centuries have
positioned themselves in power and in control of the monetary system of the world. For the coordination of
all these activities St. Germain has an office in Maryland, USA.
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http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/a_biography_of_saint_germain.htm
http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/a_biography_of_saint_germain.htm // http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Germain_(Theosophy) // http://www.cryst
alinks.com/stgermain.html

//http://baconisshakespeare.50megs.com/whats_new_13.html // http://www.reversespins.com/supernova.html //

List of Freemasons http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Freemasons // http://www.sacredtexts.com/eso/sta/sta49.htm // http://ionamiller2008.iwarp.com/custom3_2.html

FREEMASONS = VAMPIRES = SATANISTS= DEMIURGE= YALDABAOTH = Ialdabaoth

-i need dental floss from all the BULLSHIT I have had to chew and spit out from all these gatekeepers. GREAT

SATAN medUSA, you are going tocrash hard. Do you really think your KARMA deserves white light
unconditional love? Maybe Benny HINN thinks so. You have to clean up the vampire
droppings and then rethink your definition of LOVE. Send me a post card too. I am gone fishing
for VAMPIRES andSATAN KUMARAS from SHAMBALLA. Why haven't they saved us already?
OH HOLLYWOOD is NOT HOLYWOOD. That is for sure. BYE BYE ARCHONS. ABYSS BOUND as promised.
-www.robertmorningsky.com has headed for the HILLS. He said- when he hears that ASHTAR COMMAND is
coming to save us, ....to send him a post card. I have to find him. Gotta pow wow with the man. Very kool uncivilized man. MEEGWETCH ROBERT
BEARCLAW MORNINGSKY. I AM posting your info, cause that is the ONLY TRUTH that there is left on the PLANet that I trust.
Your paradigm is already grounded with the CREATOR. MEEGWETCH ROBERT BEARCLAW MORNINGSKY- for being a

HUMAN.

MEEGWETCH ROBERT BEARCLAW MORNINGSKY. I AGAPE AMOR you...ANISHINABE STYLE. YEE HAA. POW WOW. OTTAWA
T PARTY. VAMPIRE BBQ 1 horus=10 points
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150593473625556.676228.537275555&l=ef4669482f
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150593459640556.676226.537275555&l=26d6f4e230

Dawn of

RA SETI-

(RA- DARK, \set, sunset)
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/Dawn of RA SETI.doc

marduk RA + Hathor Whore Ishtar Isis
http://genesisflood.blog.com/tag/charles-pellegrinoreturn-to-sodom-and-gomorrah/

PRIME CREATOR IS PISSED and will VANQUISH YOU and
your QUEER CHOIR of PEDOPHILE PRIESTS! You are an abomination to NATURAL LAWS of
LIFE. GermainSucksBlood

Neo-Sethians of the Order of Death // Yeshuah Ben Padiah & Enoch
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Set vs SETH http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Sethianism // War Scrolls of Essenes
WarScrolls Playlist
05 01 2011 to 05 15 2011

ps

ELECTRONICS- off the PHONES,
computers and tv. RINGTONES encrypted in commercials,
phones, cell towers, voice messages will download an android
program into your brain. MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE
STYLE. COMPLIMENTS of 666 and your FASCIST GOVERNment $$
$.666BEASTBURNBASTARD

The Dawn of Ra-Seti
The Dawn of Ra-Seti (I will note that SETI is the acronym for Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence)
6 hours until dawn
when the twilight beams
universes collide in stardust
and the 6 beacons beam
Mathematical computations align
look to the sky for a sign
written long ago on the mounds
listen for the final trumpet
Rocks will move before the dust is settled
prisoners will be released
men will turn to a new discovery
encoded in Egypt's peace
The science of the Old Ones
the stargazers and the fawn
read the science of the ages
captured in Earth spheres lawn
For the Golden Age is upon us
and the cultures will collide
as once was set in Palestine
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now will be One, divine
What is the path of the Stargazers
their mission and their key
Long ago they began a journey
a journey unto me
their science told of doom
their mystics from beyond
Yet a mathematical miscomputation they made
that set, his path to blood,
Now hear, if you learn nothing,
but add the 5 and 6,
the two make 11, and this is our gift,
for the science of the 11, is the science of
the 1,
the number of the 9, is minus 2,
minus 3, and plus 5,
for every beast that boards the ship,
will equal the Golden Gate,
through the black cloud, into stardust,
we wait,
Ours will be a beacon, that lights men's
souls,
encoded in your D-NA-long for it is
old,
Complete the temple, build it thrice made
3,
break down the old temple,
that was 4 x 4 square.
The New Age set upon you
through brick, mortar, stone
The New Age set upon you
built through what was old
The strong will survive
The weak thrown into tides
drifting to their deaths
to see their

father's Eyes

Look to the Eye of Ra,
as a beacon to behold,
for when this beacon comes

it is time that you must go.
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take you,
from your bed, in your house
to a New World you shall
We will

not be as you are
But

transformed through Our Machinery,

Your DNA rebuilt,
in the blackness of Our Ship,
the Law will be, "Do What you

Wilt."

If you choose to spread the Law
as the Old Prophets did
they will curse you, kill you,
send you to the mysts,
But We say:

Be Ye Silent.

For all will soon be gone,
humanity has made its choice,

Death is coming on.
Only our ACCESS-* will we save,
special beings will contain DNA
These we will take, upon our Golden Ark,
to be rebuilt in a land of Dreams,
in a Cluster far beyond.
Our planet exists beyond your realm of time,
4,600,757,238,901,356,812,645,332,485,691,82,36,51.
Look but into these numbers, with your

number key,
For they will lead to the path of Light,
to me,
For I am
before.
I am

Ra, and I have come

Ka, and I have been before,
To live fully, in these broken times
relinquish the plague that is man,
and search for the Divine.
Your Mathematics cannot predict,
Our story to unfold,
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for your science is of the mind,
and the mind is a muscle worn

thin,

Ours is the Mind, in a sea of bodies,
each one a Pyramid, and a O
rests on top,
When the vessel comes, you WILL
board, for into Our Gate,

Your body is ABSORBED.
Do NOT be afraid, it is only NEW,
relinquish all you are, and leave
the rest to us.
[Hieroglyphics]
For in the end the strong

shall unfold a New Law will come,
built from Pillars Old.
A New Hieroglyphic, made from Stars,

a New Age of MANKIND.
bye bye archons………….d
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cANADaStreetNews.com
555 will destroy 666
1 horus = 10 points;
Magik Rate of Return = 100 %. BYE BYE
ARCHONS

The Journey Home UTOPIA - my ETHIOPIA

recent news // MAY 01 to 15 2011 // April 16 to 30 2011 // April 1 to 15 2011 / MARS 16 to 31 2011 // MARS 01 to 15 2011 // Feb 16 to 28 2011 // Feb 1 to 15 2011 // Jan 19 to 31 2011 //
Jan 1 to 18 2011 // 2010 // 2009 // SaultdiesMAYDAY2011
DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS // 666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTEs // Canadian
Professional Accountability Evidence

// Important STUFF 2011

// TSNEWS all // New Paradigm // Be Wise as
URGENT email this out #2

// //http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius

Serpents ebooks

//

05 01 2011 to 05 15 2011

ps ELECTRONICS- off the PHONES, computers and tv. RINGTONES
encrypted in commercials, phones, cell towers, voice messages will download
android program into your brain. MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE STYLE.
COMPLIMENTS of 666 and your FASCIST GOVERNment $$$.
666BEASTBURNBASTARD

an
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05 15 2011-

555 will destroy 666 1 horus = 10 points

LUNA LADIES HOMECOMING PLAYlist

UTOPIA - my ETHIOPIA
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SEPARATION of the Wheat and TARES- VAMPIRE BBQ OTTAWA T PARTY. PEDOPHILE SATANIST
QUEERS UNITE AGAIN
Saturday, 05 14, 2011 - 7 SUN in SATURN. MOLOCH SACRIFICE of MOTHER
EARTH and CANADA.$$$HAARPER$$$
-7 am on SATURNday, $$$HAARPER$$$ floods Manitoba to
DESTROY our HOMES, FOOD SUPPLY, OUR BORDERS and move water

Great SATAN USA as part of the NAFTA FREE TRADE
AGREEMENT to sell CANADA's water and build a SUPER HIGHWAY with skull and bones
FREEMASON, PEDOPHILE SATANIST, VAMPIRE GEORGE BUSH Sr. (you get what you voted fora FASCIST NEW WORLD ORDER under HITLER-HARPER for at least 4 years. (votes were rigged). 150 homes (6) destroyed, 8 days to
to

get to their target areas. 1000 meters opening was cut. ( 555 will destroy 666) 225 sq km flooded (9). 100's affected by this.

PEDOPHILE SATANIST QUEERS UNITE

Friday, 05/13/2011 = 13=4 FRIA Day
Diana Lucifera OWL LUNA

-

Friday -- Freya's day

Middle English fridai
Old English frigedæg "Freya's day"
composed of Frige (genetive singular of Freo) + dæg "day" (most likely)
or
composed of Frig "Frigg" + dæg "day" (least likely)
Germanic frije-dagaz "Freya's (or Frigg's) day"
Latin dies Veneris "Venus's day"
Ancient Greek hemera Aphrodites "day of Aphrodite"
Freo is identical with freo, meaning free. It is from the Germanic frijaz meaning "beloved, belonging to the loved ones, not in bondage, free".
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Freya (Fria) is the Teutonic goddess of love, beauty, and fecundity (prolific procreation). She is identified with the Norse god Freya. She is leader of
Valkyries and one of the Vanir. She is confused in Germany with Frigg.

the

Frigg (Frigga) is the Teutonic goddess of clouds, the sky, and conjugal (married) love. She is identified with Frigg, the Norse goddess of love and
heavens and the wife of Odin. She is one of the Aesir. She is confused in Germany with Freya.

the

Venus is the Roman goddess of love and beauty.
Aphrodite (Cytherea) is the Greek goddess of love and beauty.

- Eastern Orthodox Church continues to observe Fridays (as well as Wednesdays) as fast days throughout the year
(with the exception of several fast-free periods during the year. Fasting on Fridays entails abstinence from meat or meat products (i.e., four-footed animals),
poultry and dairy products (though fish is permitted). Unless a feast day occurs on a Friday, the Orthodox also abstain from using oil in their cooking and from
alcoholic beverages (there is some debate over whether abstention from oil involves all cooking oil or only olive oil).
For the Orthodox, Fridays throughout the year commemorate the Crucifixion of Christ and the Theotokos (Mother of
God),
-especially as she stood by the foot of the cross. There are hymns in the Octoekhos which reflect this liturgically.
These include Theotokia (hymns to the Mother of God) which are chanted on Wednesdays and Fridays called
Stavrotheotokia ("Cross-Theotokia"). The dismissal at the end of services on Fridays begin with the words: "May Christ
our true God, through the power of the precious and life-giving cross...." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friday
- "Though Friday has always been held an unlucky day in many Christian countries, still in the Hebrides it is
supposed that it is a lucky day for sowing the seed. Good Friday in particular is a favourite day for potato planting—
even strict Roman Catholics make a point of planting a bucketful on that day. Probably the idea is that as the Resurrection followed the Crucifixion,
and Burial so too in the case of the seed, and after death will come life."

The Seven-Day Week Meanings of the Names of the Days http://www.crowl.org/lawrence/time/days.html
Diana Lucifera THE OWL who sees ALL at night. LUNA

INCUBUS SUCCUBUS LOCUST BLACK WIDOW,
LIZARD, PARASITE UPDATE
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/LOCUST QUEEN lilith treee l 666
BEAST may 2011 NOW mass GENOCIDE ALERT.doc
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/king leo and lilith treee levan and
lilith may 2011.doc

Get off the

fault lines.

ZEUS (Jupiter)

and

marDUK ra ( MARS)

are going to

Rumble.
YEE HA! Jupiter always WINS.
(CTV is doing their homework. I LOVE YOU. Be free NOT slaves. BIS- Be IN Serenity) LunaLuciferaOWL
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05 12 2011- 2:00 am VAMPIRES are FEEDING- LILITHTREE just possessed my mother.
MY MOTHER ( ELIZABETH) saw the same black

widow spider tonight ( before she shapeshifted into a
LIZARDBETH), as when my ROMEO was murdered on FEB 14, 2011.
Sangrailian took that possessed aquamarine stone on FEB 14 2011 (02 14 2011= 11), and put it on top of her
head. SHE RELEASED the DEMONS out of the ABYSS. HAPPY VALENTINES......RIGHT. ( I was
always told I have only ONE parent. MOTHER even said she didn't know how I or WHY I was born. She had not had sex with my father for a long time.) (GEE, no wonder DAD wandered
away in the marriage. LOVE YOUR MEN- LADIES. May you stand blameless, if he leaves you. BE stong and be Whole. I AM )
I never sleep at this hour....WAY

TOO DANGEROUS for angELS. LIZARDBETH has possessed my MOTHER, my WHOLE LIFE, just to try and get a
LOOSH FEED off me. SORRY....no lunch tonight. I sprayed you with vinegar and spit on your ROMAN BLOODY CHURCH. BLACK
AURAS SUCK!http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penanggalan

angEL backup, so here's more wing power for US!!!! I AM that I AM that I AM.
YEEE HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
I also called for

YOU KILLED MY CAT. IT ONLY MAKES ME VERY UNAFRAID. NAMASTE DANA :)) ( I am
gonna sic KALI MAA on you)

(ROME is currently SHAKING)

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann Children of the FAEther

05 11 2011= 9-11 = 11 GOOD NEWS!!!!! THIS JUST IN!!!!! 11:11 pm
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/king leo and lilith treee levan and lilith may 2011.doc

GOOD NEWS LILITH TREEE is ALIVE -she is raising LUCIFER (666's baby) and taking care of
3 sex slaves for 666 currently. She is fine. THANK goD! MOONdog? dogmoon ?
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailians

05 11 2011= 9-11 = 11 Wednesday. MERCREDI Mercury= HERMES= swift god of trade and
travel
I SUSPECT TODAY is a hungry day for the vampires. They have been outted and they can't wait much longer to
bring in the NWO.
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REMEMBER-There is NO DEATH. Be on the LIGHT SIDE of ETERNITY.
I Love you all...some of you have to do

KARMA SUMMER SCHOOL.
Meegwetch, NAMASTE and BLESSED BE
the

OTTAWA T....EARTH PARTY!!
YEE HA!

the HOURGLASS
$$$HAARPER$$$ and his HAARP WAR MACHINE. WAKE UP PEOPLE. CONservative
MULRONEY war criminal signed over our water long ago with NAFTA free trade agreement. NOT so
FREE for CANADIANs ....now is it. http://www.powi.ca/pdfs/waterdiversion/waterdiversion_briefhistory.pdf
CANADA's FLOODS are a result of HAARP due to $$$HAARPER$$$. $$$HAARPER$$$ is redirecting
our natural resources to aMERIKa as planned by the BILDERBERG New World Order AGENDA. Zionist
News Media numerology using 6, 11, 9, numerology to record losses today. ( Destroying HERMES-Mercury god)

destroying our food

FLOODS to divert CANADA's water to USA. 300 ( Mercury/hermes) years there has never been that much
MANITOBA. 8 am (infinity) on THOR's DAY, $$$HAARPER$$$ will flood our farmland,
supply.

IGNATIEFF, after

sacrificing the

planning on exiting the
EAT down there. SEE YA!

party. UNDERGROUND BASE bound I HOPE. DRAGONIANS will leave our children alone if they have something to
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/Ignatius-Loyola.htm

MANITOBA
flooding in

7,

8, 13 numerology
MACHINE.

LIBERAL PARTY to his skull and bones BROTHER MASON HAARPER, is

for targetting next victims of the

NATO GREAT SATAN USA-UNITED NATIONS WAR

OBAMA BIN LADEN = OSAMA BIN LADEN
-2

YEMEN and other ISLAMIC areas ruled by ALLAH (SIN
SIoN). Vatican ROMAN PEDOPHILE PATRIARCHY=
Cronus, Marduk RA and SIN ( Saturn, MARS, MOONgod LEVAN)
numerology for

( Moloch, Ra, Leviathan) ( JahBulOn) Jahbulon

Message from Diamond Girl , aka planet earth
Protocols of the LEARNED ELDERS of SIoN/ZION
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/protocolsofsion.shtml

TSX (CITY of LONDON owned now) lost points in its virtual VATICAN
CASINO. YIPPEE. CRASH ALREADY
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Arnie Swortzy NAZI Terminator in IS-RA-EL today. Pleased to be with his PEOPLE- the Pharisees and the Sadducees http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharisees
OBAMA bin LADEN- stupid propaganda with OMAR Bin LADEN, who denounced his father long ago and married a UK woman. This is was before the FIRST DEATH of
OSAMA BIN LADEN (OBAMA= ALABAMA OSAMA MUSLIM AFRICAN BORN, CELTIC mother, unELECTED SKULL and BONESMAN, 44 th PRIME MINISTER of
GREAT SATAN USA)

Black WITCHCRAFT MEDIA reports Thunderstorms in TORONTO and the rest of aMERIKa by FRIA Day. Is that ZEUS? or is it $$$HAARPER$$$ again. 3 inches
of rainfall by Sunday. YOU WILL HAVE TO GET MICROCHIPPED and ENSLAVED to $$$HAARPER$$$ to pay off this HUGE ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHE.

FAKE RAPTURE ON MAY 21 2011 PLANNED BY THE JEHOVAH JESUS MOONdog DUDES. ( JAH BUL ON) Jahbulon 05 21 2011 =12= 3
GAS TAX $$$- $$$HAARPER$$$ won't lower the tax. It would cut into his off shore SLUSH FUNDing. $$$HAARPER$$$ CONtrols Alberta. $$$HAARPER$$
$ CONtrols the OIL. unELECTED sinister minister JESUit JIMMY FLAHERTY likes the $$$gas tax$$$ too. So does skull and bonesman PETE MAC KAY.
OSAMA/OBAMA is also enjoying the $$$gas tax$$$ too. SKULL and BONESman Flaherty in GREAT SATAN USA NOW to discuss the budget with the BUSH BOYS and
other professed SATANISTs.

$$$HAARPER$$$ in GREECE at the end of MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY. This rejected $$$BUDGET$$$ will be pushed in JUNO, now that they have a majority
unelected AMERO government. AMERO MICROCHIP ECONOMY is being planned in aMEROka today. $$$HAARPER$$$ is watching his war machine in MANITOBA. If you
are 44 yrs and under and a good worker BEE, then you can stay ALIVE to LOSE your SOUL to these DEVILS, when they bring in the NEW WORLD ORDER ECONOMY. Thank you
EVAN SOLOMON. I can tell you are doing your homework on POWER in POLITICS CTV- Canada's Twisted View).
Let's get those magnetic motors going already! YEE HA

the fifth dimension
-Liberal Caucasians (race only) say you can't be a PEDOPHILE SATANIST PRIME MINISTER of CANADA CORPse unless you are
BILINGUAL. NATO (aton) criminals need to discuss secrets in FRENCH, so that the rest of CANADA and the WORLD are left in the DARK.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caucasian_race

BELGIUM MOTHER of DARKNESSes also give orders in FRENCH. CORRECT understanding of FRENCH is needed to correctly steal women and
childen for ritual sacrifice to CRONUS (MOLOCH). MEEGWETCH http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=359
Spain 5.2 and 4.4 (7, 8 SUN MOON) initial earthquake reports on zionist media. 10 killed (for aton), 14 (5) boy youngest (sun),
deadliest in more than 50 years.( 555 is what will destroy 666. (SERENITY WAMPUM 1 horus= 10 ponts))
FACEBOOK (Tubal Cain) setting limits on children on facebook. Pedophile Satanists own facebook. 13 (4) year old cut off to get into a facebook
account. Parents - YOU will be arrested if juniour is a friend of yours on FACEBOOK. PARENTS- YOU are now CRIMINALS and the
government can STEAL your CHILDREN cause you are an UNFIT PARENT. Shame on you!
OH yes, and get that CONsensus DONE. If it isn't done in 10 days by computer, then YOU WILL HAVE BROKEN THE LAW of the
LIZARD QUEEN and KING POPE. WORLD POLICE can then break into your home and arrest you. YOU MAY be holding a terrrorist or
something to that effect. They just want to take you FEMA YOU, when it is time to collect food for the ALPHA DRAGONIANS. Good thing I
have a computer. I did mine. I am off the FEMA CAMP hook.

Andromedan COUNCIL is looking for BRIAN GOLIGHTLY MARSHALL's fried chicken
ass, to put into a guillotine. 1000 pts. ALEX JONES= 1000 pts + parachute coupon 10% off.
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666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$
HAS ANYONE HEARD From Sangrailian LILITH TREEE? I am worried about her. I think someone should call 666 and ask him
if he is trying to KILL TREEE. http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian
Here is what he wrote. So I think it is OKAY to give him a shout."Yes now is a good time

770-865-8653, you may call me but I ask no matter what you honor my
privacy and never give my number out, I hav e never published your emails out of respect for
you please pay me the same respect is all? I ask of you, ok you can call me. "
This was meant for LILITH TREEE, but he didn't say I couldn't publish his phone number.
Am I having a BLONDE MOMENT or was I not suppose to tell you his number either? I am
so ADHD I can't decide.
666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$666999$$$

MORE ON SaultdiesMAYDAY2011 // CANADA CORPSE // FIRST PEOPLE // Kevin Annett // PolyTICS // NESARA DECEPTION // Reptilian Deception // Jahbulon //
JESUitS // Black Pope // Black Pope pdf // jesuit blood oath // BigBrotherKILLSKIDS / SolLuna vs LevanLilith / Tori Stafford Nation / 4 directions teachings / Harper HAARP Hitler Tory
Stafford Nation / Bilderberg SATANIST STEPHEN HARPER / SAVE US from the Satanic QUEEN

-Mercury. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(mythology)-Mercury had essentially the same aspects as Hermes, wearing winged shoes talaria
and a winged petasos, and carrying the caduceus, a herald's staff with two entwined snakes that was Apollo's gift to Hermes. He was often accompanied by a
cockerel, herald of the new day, a ram or goat, symbolizing fertility, and a tortoise, referring to Mercury's legendary invention of the lyre from a tortoise shell.
Like Hermes, he was also a messenger of the gods and a god of trade, particularly of the grain trade. Mercury was also considered a god of abundance and
commercial success, particularly in Gaul. He was also, like Hermes, the Romans' psychopomp, leading newly-deceased souls to the
afterlife.
- gods of Celtic and Germanic tribes, rather than considering them separate deities, the Romans interpreted them as local
manifestations or aspects of their own gods, a cultural trait called the interpretatio Romana. Mercury in particular was reported as
becoming extremely popular among the nations the Roman Empire conquered; Julius Caesar wrote of Mercury being the most
popular god in Britain and Gaul, regarded as the inventor of all the arts.[5] This is probably because in the Roman syncretism,
Mercury was equated with the Celtic god Lugus, and in this aspect was commonly accompanied by the Celtic goddess Rosmerta. Although Lugus may
originally have been a deity of light or the sun (though this is disputed), similar to the Roman Apollo, his importance as a god of trade and commerce
made him more comparable to Mercury, and Apollo was instead equated with the Celtic deity Belenus.[3]
Romans associated Mercury with the Germanic god Wotan, by interpretatio Romana; 1st-century Roman writer Tacitus identifies him as the chief god of
the Germanic peoples.[6]
In Celtic areas, Mercury was sometimes portrayed with three heads or faces, and at Tongeren, Belgium, a statuette of Mercury with three phalli was
found, with the extra two protruding from his head and replacing his nose; this was probably because the number 3 was considered magical, making such
statues good luck and fertility charms.

05 09 2011= 9 MOONDAY 9-11 or 11:11 THE
BLOODSHED and MURDERERS show you their FANGS dripping
with huMAN BLOOD. You are of your father the DEVIL! Abyss

BOUND to BURN for ALL ETERNITY.
SANGRAILIAN LILITH HAS CHOSEN to go with the BEAST 666
ANTICHRIST therefore prepare for ARMAGEDDON aMERIka.
YOUR WRATH is HERE! http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/
and the

Argentina will not be FREED by TREEE LILITH, it will be FREED in SERENITY. YOU HAVE CHOSEN the ABYSS. YOUR FREEWILL! BURN VAMPIRES.

Let's make

this a short war. http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian

The SACRED TREEE of GNOSIS/KNOWLEDGE playlist /// The TREEE of GOOD and EVIL PLAYLIST /
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To HELLAS ANGELS- SANGRAILIAN HAS CHOSEN to go with the BEAST 666 and the ANTICHRIST therefore prepare for ARMAGEDDON aMERIka.
YOUR WRATH is HERE! I hope you guys can pull it together from there. We need to protect the children. I am counting on you guys. There is no one in amerika who I can
see that can organize against this HORRIFIC shit that is headed your way. I can only give you the New Paradigm and hope that it is in safe hands in the end of all
this. NAMASTE and Blessed Be DANA freedomroad888

THE DEATH OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH // Canadian Elections Charade 2011 KEEP
EXPOSING the AGENDA and their PLANS will FAIL !

SUNday 05 08 2011=8 infinity (Moon Luna)
EARTH PARTY AHEAD >>>>> SANGRAILIAN-you MUST be free of PINDAR LIZARDo INC. HELLEN and TROY are invited to CREATE PAN
HELLENISM ( sovereign city states with no BEAST TAX $$$) http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian. http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

BIG BROTHER KILLS KIDS playlist
King will I AM Arthur Pendragon and his Babylonian new Apocalyptic QUEEN on teevee after
their quick 2 day escape. DID LIZARDO do the soul swap?
KATE??? WHERE did they put your soul??? IN A DRAGON on Prince CHUCKIES Shelf?
Creator's luni-solar calendar
If you do not now fully recognize yourself and your doctrinal beliefs in the illustration and symbology of this
pure woman of Revelation as she stands as a witness upon the moon, then

only other choice will be to
symbolic harlot woman who continues to ride the seven headed beast.

prayerfully ask the Lord Yahuwah to help you change your predicament. The
belong to the

Saturday Sabbatarians have long held that they have never ridden the beast. However, Revelation 13:3 states
otherwise as it says that, "all the world wondered after the beast." Saturday is not the antidote to
wondering after the beast because

Saturday Sabbatarians are included in the term all. Certainly all the
calling His faithful to come out from

world has wondered after the beast, but Yahuwah is now

among her.
. . . And

all the world wondered after the beast. Revelation 13:3 KJV

At a time when it is not popular to believe in the Creator's luni-solar calendar, its crescent New Moons, its Holy appointed Feasts days, or its sacred seventh-day Sabbaths, the
Lord Yahuwah's still small voice is calling. He is now making up His number of faithful followers who will be willing to stand by faith upon His sure foundation. Amidst great opposition
from all sides, these will take up their cross and walk in this new light of His oracles of Scriptural truth. http://www.worldslastchance.com/yahuwahs-calendar/the-new-moon-when-isit.html?cpage=20

Whore of BABYLON Queen Kate LIZARDO Playlist
The Whore of Babylon…..I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and
ten horns……
I bring you a story of

two cities, that are one and the same.

Revelation 11-1 And there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and the angel stood, saying, Rise, and measure the temple of God, and the altar, and
them that worship therein.
2 But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and the holy city shall they tread under foot
forty and two months.
3 And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth.
4 These are the two olive trees, and the two candlesticks standing before the God of the earth.
5 And if any man will hurt them, fire proceedeth out of their mouth, and devoureth their enemies: and if any man will hurt them, he must in this manner be killed.
6 These have power to shut heaven, that it rain not in the days of their prophecy: and have power over waters to turn them to blood, and to smite the earth with all plagues, as often as they
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will.
7 And when they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless pit shall make war against them, and shall overcome them, and kill them.
8 And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified.
Revelation 17- 18 And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth. Consider now, a fall from grace and a prophecy fulfilled before our
eyes.

Revelation 12-1 And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars:
2 And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered.
3 And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and

ten

horns, and seven crowns upon his heads.
4 And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did
cast them to the earth: and the dragon stood before the woman
which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as
it was born.
5 And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule
all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto
God, and to his throne.
6 And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place
prepared of God, that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred and threescore days.
Revelation 17 - 1 And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come
hither; I will shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters:
2 With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been
made drunk with the wine of her fornication.
3 So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.
The knowledge of the whores identity is crucial for those who live to see her destruction. By the destruction of the whore, the horns of the beast shall make themselves known to you. This
will be the key to identifying the beast to whom the horns shall give their power.

Revelation 17 -12 And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast.
13 These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast.
14 These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings: and they that are with him are called, and chosen, and faithful.
16 And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire.
17 For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled.
Revelation 3 - 7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth;
and shutteth, and no man openeth;
8 I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it: for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name.
9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I
have loved thee.
10 Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the
earth.
11 Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy crown.
12 Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God,
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon him my new name.
13 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches. http://thewhoreofbabylon.net/
The very strongest deceptions are those closest to the truth. Saturday, the seventh day of the pagan calendar is assumed to be the Biblical Sabbath, but it is not. In a
complicated twist, Satan has produced Sunday as The Counterfeit Worship Day. The purpose of this double deception is to deceive all who truly desire to honor their Maker either by
worshipping on the “Lord’s Day” or the seventh-day Sabbath. In this way, attention is diverted from the truth that Saturday itself is a counterfeit which honors the cruelest, most
blood-thirsty of all the gods: Saturn. Honor and worship is thus stolen from the Creator and given to His enemy. http://www.worldslastchance.com/yahuwahs-calendar/mysterybabylon-the-origins-of-saturn.html

SATURNday 05 07 2011=5-9-11=7 SUN
The next 9-11 date is MOONday 05 09 2011= 5-9-11=5-11-11=9 SIN SIoN, ALLAH,
MOONgod.
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Good time for the Illuminati to TANK the

ECONOMY, HAARP the NEW MADRID, Earthquake Toronto, Ottawa, Quebec to bring in their NWO.
SATANISTS/VATICAN/ UNiTED NATIONS will blame home grown terrorism on BIN LADEN and PAKISTAN. (SAME crap they pulled with
IRAQ and Saddam Hussain before they INVADED and SLAUGHTERED innocent civilians. )
TERROR HAARPER BILDERBERG SATANIST STYLE- DEATH comes to CANADA? BIG BROTHER is ACCOUNTABLE and
GUILTY of DELIBERATE MASS GENOCIDE to bring in the GLOBAL NWO SLAVE ECONOMY. Andromedan COUNCIL will DEAL
with YOUR SATANIC ASSES!
- New Madrid FEMA DRILLS ready to go. HAARPer to RULE POLICE
STATE CANADACORP in 2 weeks? Order out of CHAOS. READY for the
GRANDE DECEPTION? SaultdiesMAYDAY2011
MAY 3 2011 = 05 03 2011 NEW MOON on Mardi. New Moons beacon the
beginning of each new month according to Scripture, and were designed at creation to
designate by its changing phases exactly when the true seventh-day Sabbaths

will fall. Among all the lunar phases, the New Moon, according to Scripture, is the most
significant lunar phase and of great importance to Yahuwah's
calendation principles. This is because it beacons that a new month is to begin
the following morning at sunrise, and begins the count for the entire month,
as well as for the entire year. The Creator's luni-solar month and its
corresponding weeks has been the ongoing target of Lucifer's unending
attacks. For if the real truth were leaked out regarding the importance Yahuwah places on the "New Moon", Lucifer's
mask would come off, and he would be exposed for the imposter and mastermind of deception that he is.
http://www.worldslastchance.com/yahuwahs-calendar/the-new-moon-when-is-it.html?cpage=20

MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY 911 Playlist for NEW MOON VAMPIRE DEACTIVATION Playlist- STRANGE??? YES I SAY
FEB 3 2011 on the first video by mistake.Must be the AQUARIAN in me // TERROR HAARPER STYLE playlist

FAIR USE NOTICE
This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance
understanding of environmental, political, human rights, economic, democracy, scientific, and social justice issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material
as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a
prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes. For more information go to: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml. If you wish to use
copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond 'fair use', you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.
The owners and publishers of these pages wish to state that the material presented here that is the product of our research and experimentation in Superluminal Communication is offered with
the caveat that the reader ought always to research on their own. We invite the reader to share in our seeking of Truth by reading with an Open, but skeptical mind. We do not encourage
"devotee-ism" nor "True Belief." We DO encourage the seeking of Knowledge and Awareness in all fields of endeavor as the best way to be able to discern lies from truth. We constantly seek
to validate and/or refine what we understand to be either possible or probable or both. We do this in the sincere hope that all of mankind will benefit, if not now, then at some point in one of
our probable futures

recent news // April 16 to 30 2011 // April 1 to 15 2011 / MARS 16 to 31 2011 // MARS 01 to 15 2011 // Feb 16 to 28 2011 // Feb 1 to 15 2011 // Jan 19 to 31 2011 // Jan 1 to 18 2011 // 2010
// 2009 //
DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS // 666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTEs // Canadian Professional Accountability Evidence
// //http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius

// TSNEWS all // New Paradigm // Be Wise as Serpents ebooks

// Important STUFF 2011

// URGENT email this out

MORE ON

LunaLuciferaOWL $$$HAARPER$$$ // SaultdiesMAYDAY2011 // CANADA CORPSE // FIRST PEOPLE // Kevin Annett // PolyTICS // NESARA
DECEPTION // Reptilian Deception // Jahbulon // JESUitS // Black Pope // Black Pope pdf // jesuit blood oath // BigBrotherKILLSKIDS / SolLuna vs LevanLilith / Tori Stafford Nation

/

/ 4 directions teachings / Harper HAARP Hitler Tory Stafford Nation / Bilderberg SATANIST STEPHEN HARPER / SAVE US from the Satanic QUEEN Antichrist King will I AM
ARTHUR / Bye Canada / Woodstock Burns 2011 / 8th fire or HELL fire / FACE ATON nato / Envy DEAD / WhoringHillary / HitlerHarper Holocaust / Gatekeeper Alex TeaParty Jones /
IGGY-TICS Queer Culture / War Scrolls of Essenes / Latest Earthquakes / SATANIST PEDOPHILE ALERT / Managed MEDIA / NewMadrid / EarthChange maps / Hellen and Chaos
blogspot / BABYLON / Freedom Not FANTINOFASCISM / DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS / AnthropoSophy / not Theosophy/ Name Meaning
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Messages 6666 to Lilith 2011 Update Mayday

MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY 911 Playlist for NEW MOON VAMPIRE DEACTIVATION Playlist- STRANGE??? YES I SAY
FEB 3 2011 on the first video by mistake. Must be the AQUARIAN in me // TERROR HAARPER STYLE playlist

05 02 2011 is MAYDAY 9-11 MOONDAY. OSAMA Bin Laden = Business with BUSH BOYS
MAYDAY MAY DAY CANADA 2011 Playlist

CANADA- You have failed to hear the VOICE

of your

CHILDREN CRYING! KARMA

will

war to your NATION. You are apathetic and selfish. You will see your
errors very soon. MASONS have TORONTO marked for DEATH, inorder to bring in the NWO.
discipline you accordingly. You have brought
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GLOBAL GOVERNMENT is OFFICIALLY HERE according to VATICAN MEDIA. CANADA is NOW a POLICE STATE. Your voice
does NOT matter to the CARTELS, just your BLOOD SACRIFICES.
Terrorism by BIG BROTHER is COMING. More HAARP. Blaming Libya, Iraq or
Afghanistan for upcoming orchestrated 9-11 attacks? The Satanic stage is set. ROME
owns the MEDIA and the LIZARD QUEEN! BLOOD SACRIFICE will be on our soil soon.
TERRORIST SPIN STARTED after midnight. PREPARE for MASS DECEPTION.
MEDIA SPIN is off the wall. REMEMBER...THERE IS NO DEATH. May you find yourselves on
the LIGHT side of ETERNITY. NAMASTE. See you at the OTTAWA T PARTY for those who are called to bring in EDEN to
the PLANet.
CANADA will now be DESTROYED by the HARPER-HITLER REGIME as planned from the beginning. RIGGED....elections and parliament are rigged
to FAIL. BYE TORONTO. BLAME HARPER and the BLACK POPE, NOT the MUSLIMS. (TEEVEE IDIOTS can't even act) CANADA CORPSE
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April 16 to 30 2011
04 29 2011- HAARP HARPER ALABAMA OBAMA ANTICHRIST RITUAL SACRIFICE to
IALDABAOTH...Pindar the Dragon Lord.

Jesuit ARNOLD TERMINATOR to the rescue. Where is the
real president ROMAN CATHOLIC JOE BIDEN!?
HERE COMES ARMAGEDDON! BIG PEDOPHILE
BROTHER CARTELS have HOME GROWN
TERRORISM READY for CANADA, including TORONTO
and SAULT STE MARIE.

Stay off bridges, away from gas lines, the waterways
EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES

and more

and

out of the cities.

weather wars. ELECTIONS may be cancelled

PREPARE for

(assassinations?), as we move

POLICE STATE- DUE TO SATANIC GLOBAL CHAOS and GLOBAL GOVERNMENT TAKEOVER.

into a
Be Wise as Serpents.

HAARP hits aMERIca on 04 27 2011- 4-9-11 or 4-11-11= 8.
Obamanation to the lack of rescue ($$$ More dragon food$$$).
Arnold will look like a real hero when KALIfornia goes underwater.
HOLLYWOOD LIVE.
Prepare for JEHOVAH UFO's
OFF ufos.

from

underground bases. STAY

Off digital TEEVEE- it will hypnotize you, watch you via camera, also can beam in entities (greys,
ASS-ENDED MASTERS) with sound waves. HAARP towers will fry your brains at a switch of a button.
OFF THE CELL PHONES! SOLAR blankets (dollarama) on the windows.
ORGONE your area.
flooding, a blown bridge
(USA), Mackinaw Bridge

CANADA. Chemtrails are

STOP WEATHER WARS. (SAULT ONT -YOU will get
and ESSAR, PRAXAIR explosions. I ORGONED up to WHITEFISH Bay
USA, St. JOES ISLAND Bridge CANADA, and to the tip of Batchewana Bay
not sticking. DRAGONIANS and GREYS do not like that ENERGY. It BURNS

them. )

OBAMANATION ALABAMA HAARP HARPER playlist
// INTO THE FIRE - TORONTO's OWN PRESS FOR TRUTH

05 02 2011 is MAYDAY 9-11 MOONDAY. OSAMA Bin Laden = Business with BUSH BOYS
MAYDAY MAY DAY CANADA 2011 Playlist
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CANADA- You have failed to hear the VOICE

of your

CHILDREN CRYING! KARMA

will

war to your NATION. You are apathetic and selfish. You will see your
errors very soon. MASONS have TORONTO marked for DEATH, inorder to bring in the NWO.
discipline you accordingly. You have brought

GLOBAL GOVERNMENT is OFFICIALLY HERE according to
VATICAN MEDIA. CANADA is NOW a POLICE STATE. Your
voice does NOT matter to the CARTELS, just your BLOOD SACRIFICES.
Terrorism by BIG BROTHER is COMING. More HAARP. Blaming Libya, Iraq or
Afghanistan for upcoming orchestrated 9-11 attacks? The Satanic stage is set. ROME owns the
MEDIA and the LIZARD QUEEN! BLOOD SACRIFICE will be on our soil soon.
TERRORIST SPIN STARTED after midnight. PREPARE for MASS DECEPTION.
MEDIA SPIN is off the wall. REMEMBER...THERE IS NO DEATH. May you find yourselves on the
LIGHT side of ETERNITY. NAMASTE. See you at the OTTAWA T PARTY for those who are called
to bring in EDEN to the PLANet.
CANADA will now be DESTROYED by the HARPER-HITLER REGIME as planned from the beginning. RIGGED....elections and parliament are rigged
to FAIL.
BYE TORONTO. BLAME HARPER and the BLACK POPE, NOT the MUSLIMS. (TEEVEE IDIOTS can't even act) CANADA CORPSE
April 16 to 30 2011
04 29 2011- HAARP HARPER ALABAMA OBAMA ANTICHRIST RITUAL SACRIFICE to IALDABAOTH...Pindar the
Dragon Lord.

Jesuit ARNOLD TERMINATOR to the rescue.
Where is the real president ROMAN CATHOLIC
JOE BIDEN!?
HERE COMES ARMAGEDDON! BIG
PEDOPHILE BROTHER
CARTELS have HOME
GROWN TERRORISM
READY for CANADA, including
TORONTO and SAULT STE
MARIE.

Stay off bridges, away
from gas lines, the waterways
EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES

and

and more

out of the cities.

PREPARE for

weather wars. ELECTIONS may be

POLICE STATE- DUE TO SATANIC GLOBAL
CHAOS and GLOBAL GOVERNMENT TAKEOVER. Be Wise as Serpents.
cancelled

(assassinations?), as we move into a

HAARP hits aMERIca on 04 27 2011- 4-9-11 or 4-11-11= 8.
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Obamanation to the lack of rescue ($$$ More dragon food$$$). Arnold
KALIfornia goes underwater. HOLLYWOOD LIVE.
Prepare for JEHOVAH UFO's

from

will look like a real

hero

when

underground bases. STAY OFF ufos.

Off digital TEEVEE- it will hypnotize you, watch you via camera, also can beam in entities (greys, ASS-ENDED MASTERS)
with sound waves. HAARP towers will fry your brains at a switch of a button. OFF THE CELL
PHONES! Electric blankets (dollarama) on the windows.
ORGONE your area. STOP WEATHER WARS. (SAULT ONT -YOU will
get flooding, a blown bridge and ESSAR, PRAXAIR explosions. I ORGONED up to
WHITEFISH Bay (USA), Mackinaw Bridge USA, St. JOES ISLAND Bridge CANADA, and to the tip
of Batchewana Bay CANADA. Chemtrails are not sticking. DRAGONIANS and GREYS do
not like that ENERGY. It BURNS them. )

OBAMANATION ALABAMA HAARP HARPER playlist
// INTO THE FIRE - TORONTO's OWN PRESS FOR TRUTH

04 25 2011= 4-9-11 or 11-2-11 =6
3 Year Old Leila Elizabeth May Abducted/ AMBER ALERTED. MOTHER MISSING.
SAULT STE MARIE, ONTARIO. Luciferian news blames mother for
abduction. SAULT STAR
so don't believe them.

has a

few crimes hiding in their rooms,

MASONIC SATANIC LIZARD QUEEN's POLICE
SEARCHING for missing CHILD?
SATANIC secret societies steal, rape and
microchip your children and kill women in SNUFF FILMS.
KRISTY ANN (MOTHER 21) and Leila Elizabeth May (3) blonde HAIR/BLUE EYES. ( Royal names like
Victoria Stafford) Foul play on the satanic media IS always
linked back to pedophile big brother. Name Meaning
OCCULTIC for an ILLUMINATI RITUAL Sacrifice for MAY. Along the lines of
destroying FREEDOM, NATURE, Innocence, the GREEN PARTY ( leader Elizabeth May), and
Strong, Intelligent WOMEN with POWER. Especially in SIOUX/SAULT
where the prophetic 8th fire will take place. HARPER HITLER was in SAULT
today, across from my home at SAULT COLLEGE filming the NEW addition funded by
OUR CANADIAN TAXES. We should have a say whether to allow your military
vehicles on school property. CANADIANS have paid for these buildings, they should be able to
Teach REAL KNOWLEDGE. FEMA camps were built for CRIMINALS LIKE
HARPER and the LIZARD QUEEN. http://www.680news.com/news/national/article/217097--amber-alertThe name - very

ends-for-missing-sault-ste-marie-girl-3-police-still-searching
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MORE ON BigBrotherKILLSKIDS / SolLuna vs LevanLilith / Tori Stafford Nation / 4 directions teachings / Harper HAARP Hitler Tory Stafford Nation
/ Bilderberg SATANIST STEPHEN HARPER / SAVE US from the Satanic QUEEN / Antichrist King will I AM ARTHUR / Bye Canada / Woodstock Burns
2011 / 8th fire or HELL fire / FACE ATON nato / Envy DEAD / WhoringHillary / HitlerHarper Holocaust / Gatekeeper Alex TeaParty Jones / IGGY-TICS
Queer Culture / War Scrolls of Essenes / Latest Earthquakes / SATANIST PEDOPHILE ALERT / Managed MEDIA / NewMadrid / EarthChange maps /
Hellen and Chaos blogspot / BABYLON / Freedom Not FANTINOFASCISM / DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS / AnthropoSophy / not Theosophy/ Name
Meaning

04 24 2011- EASTER= Fertility Moon goddess and Rising Sun god day. MOON/ SUN=
Athena/Apollo or Luna/Sol. The $$$JEHOVAH CARTEL$$$
is lying to you again.

BIG BROTHER on 04 28 2011, the day before
ANTICHRIST's/Hitler's wedding day. If there is a 9-11
terrorist attack on Canada then THEY WILL BLAME LIBYA,
of COURSE. There is a FEMA drill planned along the NEW
MADRID fault line. With KING HARPER at the Antichrist's wedding, this is a GOOD time for
ORDER Out of CHAOS. They plan to bring in KING WILL IAM ARTHUR
Pendragon/Vlad Drakul and the cheer-leading ass-ended masters, to soul scalp you into their NWO
Microchipped DRONE SLAVE RACE $$$ economy. DEVIL DECEIVES in DELIGHT. Need to CRUSH it's
Keep an eye on

HEAD.

interNATIONal SCHOOLS
Tory Stafford Nation PanHellenism Andromedan Style playlist
Panhellenistic Coalition Government of 12 nations represented in Canada- 12
representatives (4 coloursx3 groups): Age ranges- 7-male SUN, 8-female MOON, 15-male; 16female, 21-male 22-female, 33-male, 34-female and then 4 more elders, balancing male and female
energies. 12 x 12= 144 x 1000 pts of LIGHT in a Global COOPERATIVE. THAT would be a TORY STAFFORD
Need a

NATION. WE MUST give the children the VOICE and POWER to direct their DESTINIES. Pedophile Parliament Power
Pyramid does not PROTECT CHILDREN and the POOR.

OJIBWE= People of the WAY: our Angels will return. FirstAll satanic levels of government $$$ must be removed. They have kept the ritual
abuses, GENOCIDES, NEW WORLD ORDER AGENDAS a SECRET for decades.
ACCOUNTABLE for concealing MURDERS of INNOCENT lives for their own
economic/arrogant agendas. http://www.serenityglobal.info/holyhealthy%20dvd2/
http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/transcripts/ojibwe.html
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Harper=Hitler=HAARP= TORY STAFFORD NATION_ WAR
CRIMINAL is going to JAIL, NOT to OTTAWA
email this out
Full Moon MOONday 04 18 2011=
04:9:2011 or 6:9:11 or 04:11:11=8 moon (luna not
lilith). Another day dedicated to the man in the moon
-ALLAH=SIN=SIoN. Let's see what Bilderberg
SATANIST STEPHEN HARPER has in store for CANADA today!? The
real Canadian Bilderberg agenda has nothing to do with health care, marriage or Charter Rights. The
real hidden agenda is that Mssrs. Martin, Harper, Harris, Manning and Klein all
agree on one thing: that Canada must integrate further with the USA, Agenda Hidden by Both
Parties

I can guarantee you that the real hidden agenda is not the Conservative's position on medicare, marriage or any other social issue - all these
are political strawmen to give the illusion of choice. The choice seems to be between a corrupt incumbent government offering social

we're gonna get a
party in power that integrates Canada with the US and makes us more dependent on this market.
liberties and a challenging (hopefully less corrupted)government that offers economic liberties. Either way,
http://grandinite.blogspot.com/2005/04/unification-real-canadian-bilderberg.html

HARPER HITLER WAR CRIMES UPDATE

HAARP=HARPER HELL playlist
Arrest him before he goes to the Antichrist's wedding.
TSNEWS vol 12 issue 14 Mar 11 to 28 2011
http://www.jrgenius.com/indexTORISTAFFORDNATION.htm

cANADaStreetNews.com
$$$ GREAT SATAN USA= Pedophile
SATANISTS- YOU WILL ENVY
THE DEAD
FACE=France AmeriKa
Canada
England=ATON=NATO.
Amor NOT ROMA.
DIVINE UNIVERSAL LAW commands INTEGRITY. Wheat

and

Tares

must separate

JrGenius.com INTERnationAL
Schools are READY to SHARE!
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Ottawa T Party. Be THERE. Be SHARED!
Starts

when

YOU get there

and

NEVER ENDs!

Parliament Buildings are VACANT! Do not depend anyone. CO CREATE!
I am going off line now. See you in the ReVOLUTion!. Be
AGAPE AMOR

Safe. Be Fearless. BE

Ottawa T Party. Be THERE. Be SHARED!
CANindians FACE SATAN USA=France AmeriKa CANADA

ENGLAND=ATON=NATO.

Amor NOT ROMA. DIVINE UNIVERSAL LAW commands INTEGRITY. CANADA will be cleansed and redeemed. Christ
Consciousness in all faiths will be achieved. EDEN will start here.

cANADaStreetNews.com
Harper=Hitler=HAARP=
TORY STAFFORD NATION_
WAR CRIMINAL is going to
JAIL, NOT to OTTAWA

NEW WORLD ORDER and
MASS GENOCIDE.. Kiss your country and sovereignty goodbye.- YOU GET
WHAT YOU DESERVE CANADA, if you vote these guys in. You have been warned.

Hypothesis- If the Queen worships Satan and the POPE
worships SATAN, then those who
pledge allegiance to them, are also
SATANISTS. http://this-presentcrisis.blogspot.com/2008/08/masonic-namesjehovah-jesus.html

04 14 2011=11:11= 13-NEW WORLD ORDER and MASS GENOCIDE. $$$$ SATANIC
ILLEGAL WAR TAX funded CANADIAN poliTICS continue their LIEs on $$$BEAST FUNDED TEEVEE$$
$. Kiss your country and sovereignty goodbye.-BIG BROTHER SATANISTS (secret societies)
PLEDGE their allegiance to a SATANIC POPE KING and a DRAGONIAN QUEEN LIZARDBETH. YOU

GET WHAT YOU DESERVE CANADA, if you vote these guys in. You have been warned.
Kevin Annett charges Stephen Harper with WAR CRIMES playlist
Question to pose to federal election candidates at upcoming all candidates meetings across
Canada, concerning Canada's complicity in genocide:
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On March 24, Prime Minister Steven Harper was issued a Public Summons by an International Tribunal in London, England
to answer charges of concealing the murder of children in Canada's Indian residential schools. Considering that Canada's so-called Truth and

no mandate to bring criminal charges against the government and churches
responsible for the deaths of tens of thousands of these children,
Reconciliation Commission has

Will you support an international investigation into crimes in Canadian Indian residential schools - and
if not, why not? Please film or record the candidates' responses to this question and forward them to me, and announce the
International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State (ITCCS) and our websites at the meetings.
And please share this youtube link to my delivery of the ITCCS Summons to PM Harper on March 24:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWAfrth9Rm
Thanks, Kevin Annett www.itccs.org www.hiddenfromhistory.org

Antichrist King will I AM ARTHUR Vlad Dracul Count Dracula
Moonday-04 11 2011 = 6-11-11 SioNist one party system ELECTIONS in HARPIGGYland?
$$$vote$$$ for your favourite GLOBAL GOVERNMENT SATANIST
04 10 2011=9=SIoN=Demiurge= Yaldabaoth= MOONgod=moondog=ALLAH= Leviathan

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leviathan

Fantino Fascism Land currently. York Region, Ontario, CANADA CORPinc, Vatican Invaded, Original castles/churches are Holy
Grail Templar buildings.
-I'm in

JESUits have to get their phalluses into everything, inorder to control the MASSES of SHEEPle. Monarchy renamed CANIndian land into
British landmarks. Streets are named after masonic military murderers, or sacrificed soldiers.
NICE 999666$$$ BEAST SYSTEM- we have in charge of our FREE country??? Keep crashing
websites of innocent teachers to try and push your ULTIMATE SLAVE AGENDA? Shame on you. I
am going to have to kick start interNATIONal schools back up in Richmond Hill, where I was almost
assassinated. UNIONS protect the school boards, not the employee. $$$ protects $$$.
Big Pedophile Brother stole my pension, blocked my emails, harassed my clients and tutors and sent
full blown witchcraft my way. . I had to shut the Jrgenius.com down. Homeless and BLACK BALLED from
working ever again, I moved back home to Sault Ste Marie and lived under ABUSIVE ROMAN MIND CONTROL RULE since
2004.
Children reading in 8 hours. WHAT is the problem here? $$$SATAN$$$. BUT I AM BACK and we are going to WALDORF the
PLANet from HERE. COMMUNITY CURRENCY STYLE. What you have is what you have, when the grid goes down. There is NO such thing as JUNK. Be
creative. Be 100% shared in your community tribe and be ready to teach, learn, buy and sell amongst eachother.
Those ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS belong to the Chidren of the LIGHT, not to PEDOPHILE SATANISTS. BYE
BYE.
ANTICHRiST Prince William ( KING VLAD Dracul/ the Impaler/ Draken) will marry on Hitler's
wedding day- 04 29 2011 =6-11-11=10=aton=marduk ra and sacrifice the virgin, who will be reborn
on the 3rd day as LIZARDBETH, to TRY and RULE and REIGN again in a different hijacked HUMAN
for a potential terrorist attack? RIGHT- Vatican-British bloody vampires are
the terrors portrayed on their media..
LOOKS like

skin. Blaming Islam
always behind
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GOD is watching you. Angels have their fingers on the STOP ARMAGEDDON BUTTON. We won't move into Christ Consciousness in
CANADA, until after a major WAKEUP catastrophe. Other lands will be fooled by the ass-ended masters from Shamballa 4d HELL.
-KARMA is individulally DUE, so prepare your SOUL for the
NAMASTE.
demon.

RIDE that you have created for yourselves.

EDEN will begin in YORK REGION. RICHMOND HILL. BYE BYE LIZARDBETH. OFF this PLANet. Decapitation is the only way to kill a

Daniel 8:24 And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power.
Revelation 13:2 And the Dragon gave him his Power, and his Seat, and great authority.
Revelation 13:4 And they all worshipped the [Red] Dragon which gave power unto the Beast.
Revelation 12:3, 9 Behold a great Red
Dragon rising, called the Devil and
Satan
The Red Dragon is used only once in the Book of
Revelation to denote Satan, yet also conjures up the image
of the Serpent in the Garden of Eden which tempted Eve
with lust and death's curse. It also conjures up the ancient
sea dragon Leviathan mentioned in Job. However rare the
Red Dragon may be in Scripture, it certainly is not rare to see
this symbol of a Red Dragon (and its curled tail in the form
of either an "S" or 6) to represent those who have Welsh
blood and ancestry, as the Red Dragon is the national
symbol of Wales and of King Arthur. Indeed, the ancient
symbol of this blood crimsoned Beast did adorn the banners
of the British King called Arthur, (being his ancient ensign),
and it was the Red Dragon that also adorned the Roman
standards of Titus' army, the same army which destroyed
Jerusalem and the Temple of who were prophesied to
return and carry out the same act, under the future
Antichrist, calling them "the people of the
Prince that shall come (against Israel)." As
we see from the above Scripture, the

Antichrist Prince receives his
throne, power, and authority from
the Red Dragon, which is to say directly
from Satan. Ancient Druid

prophecies attributed to Merlin refer to a 'last world emperor from Wales who shall lead the world' in reference to the
'Once and Future King,' Arthur, and so we can see how this vision of the Red Dragon in relation to the Antichrist is set up, even

as the twentieth century saw the Red Dragon made the official ensign of the British Royal Family in London and is even now the symbol of
the current reigning Prince that shall come. http://www.solissacerdotibus.com/index.php/grand-monarch/87-predictions/159-the-red-dragon-of-wales-his marriage to catherine middleton occurs on april 29 2011 -- same date hitler married eva braun...4/29/11 is the 119th day of the year -reverse 911
-London was setup by the Roman Empire in 66ad - which is when the roman empire started to fall
-the lion king (william was born on summer solstice, a leo, a lion) will be 30 in 2012 and 33 in 2015 which is midway thru antichrist reign -- he
will occupy rebuilt third temple to proclaim himself god -- this is when his mr nice guy face is unmasked -- the same age that jesus
died...http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1271652/pg1

William will seemingly overnight become a voice of peace which the earth certainly is to admire
at a time the world needs it most, and yet his growing confidence in his Kingship will be further
established thru means of a yet unseen guidence ... To further complete this idea, the Bible's
reference to the Beast of Revelation having the attributes of a Lion, Bear, and a Leopard may also
be CODE for the Beast's name...
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PRINCE WILLIAM ARTHUR PHILIP LOUIS WINDSOR OF WALES
William - The Conqueror (The King of England) = LION / Mouth / Speaking / Charismatic Leader
Arthur - King Arthur Pendragon (Celtic, Rome) = BEAR / Feet / Strength / Summer Solstice
Philip - Alexander Philip the Great (Greece) = LEOPARD / Body / Conquering /Youth
Windsor-Wales - Aryan Keltoi (Cain) = RED DRAGON / Spirit / Anglo-Celtic Power http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread57179/pg1

05 02 2011 = 9-11 SioNist one party system
ELECTIONS in HARPIGGYland? Wake up call, with a huge
COST (Toronto will be sacrificed to SATAN.) G20 FEMA
practice in 2010, stock markets were stolen by LONDON- last
month , so what NEXT? Watch the ritual numbers and symbols on the
ILLUMINATI NEWS...March 21 ARIES the BEGINNER of things

CANindians FACE SATAN USA=France AmeriKa
CANADA ENGLAND=ATON=NATO.
03 30 2011= 10 (ATON/MARduk)-Afghanistan reported 155(
11)
ritually sacrificed in ILLEGAL Afghanistan invasion. 03 27 2011=7 (sun) The latest killed on SUNgod day. Repatriated
on Wednesday ( Mardi-MARs) (goD of War). 24 year old (6) Yannick Scherrer ( Polish-Montreal). Pattern with killing Ottawa cops,BC tourist and now Montreal military that
are POLISH MEN. NOT to mention, the RUSSIAN gov't slaughtered all of 96 POLISH PARLIAMENT last APRIL in a plane crash. Survivors were shot on the ground, as
well as those filming the MURDERs. Got something against FAIRY FOLK...SATAN? http://www.durhamradionews.com/archives/26139
Canadian military personnel

DONATE to ILLUMINATI CHARITIES to HELP JAPAN CRISIS??? NOT! $$$ MONEY stays in SIoN-JESuit PEDOPHILE =
POCKETS $$$. HUMAN MEAT is sold on the GALACTIC dragonian market. MELANIN flavoured( black people) especially.

WAR is $$$. HOLOCAUSTS are $$$. Illegal INCOME TAX= Illegal WAR
Moonday-05 02 2011 = 9-11 SioNist one
law!

party system ELECTIONS in HARPIGGYland? MARtial

Wake up call, with a huge COST (Toronto will be sacrificed to SATAN.)
G20 FEMA practice in 2010, stock markets were stolen by LONDON- last month ,
so what NEXT? (Green Party- Elizabeth May- Get off the coast of Vancouver before Rainier
BLOWS)

CANADA will be cleansed and redeemed after she falls due to home manufactured illuminati terrorism
and earth changes. Bye Canada
Christ Consciousness in all faiths will be achieved. EDEN will start here. Amor NOT ROMA. DIVINE UNIVERSAL LAW
commands INTEGRITY.
7-SUN 8- MOON- 03 27 2011- (3-11-11 or 3-9-11) Woodstock BURNS ritual sacrifice, 7 missing/dead in an apt building explosion mystery- to stop the
Age of Aquarius and bring in the NWO. COPs tried the same crap when VICTORIA STAFFORD 8 was taken and sacrificed on the Talmud Full Moon, 04
09 2009=4-9-11 or total 6, to push the MICROCHIP on children.Her DADDY got that job with the Masons, promoting MICROCHIPS). AMBER ALERTS LIVE
MYSTERY MURDERS on satanic TEEVEE are very helpful to the NWO enslavement. Before Tori's body was ever found, COPS assured us that she didn't die on the day
she was taken.Have another donut...stupid. Woodstock Burns 2011
http://www.brandonsun.com/national/breaking-news/up-to-11-residents-missing-after-suspected-explosion-in-woodstock-ont-118738044.html.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crucifixion_of_Jesus http://www.greatdreams.com/princess.htm

ARMAGEDDON UNHOLY TRINITY, Ascended Masters from Hell and Players
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ANTICHRIST ( Prince WIlliam- Draken Possessed), False Prophet ( George Kavassilas- Horus Down Under), Sophia
Magdalene FAKE-Lady nada? ( Laura Magdalene Eisenhower ), False Messiah ( Sanada- Pindar Reborn- Mormon Salt Lake
City UTAH ), Whore of Babylon LILITH (Sangrailian- Tonya Elizabeth Stracener Kane- Illuminatreee ), Locust Queen
(Sherrie Lea Laird), Sanat Kumara ( SATAN) Suprieme David Rochefeller), BEAST 666 ( Michael Noel Prescott), Yahweh +
Asterah- ( Brian Golightly Marshall and wife), Akenaton ( Barack Obamination)
GATE KEEPERS- Galactic Council or Federation ( SAME FECES different name), alternative
media, (Alex Jones, Jesse Ventura etc. )
BABYLON, NESARA DECEPTION Reptilian Deception Jahbulon JESUitS Black Pope Black Pope pdf jesuit blood oath Be
Wise as Serpents

AmeriKa, Australia, Germany, Soviet Union, Europe, Middle East.
separate. BYE BABYLON! $$$

Armageddon. Wheat and Tares must

03 23 2011

FACE SATAN USA=France AmeriKa
CanadaEngland=ATON=NATO. Amor NOT
ROMA. DIVINE UNIVERSAL LAW
commands INTEGRITY
-$$$ Satan Vatican Bombs Jerusalem, continues Nuclear holocaust in JAPAN and invades sovereign, peaceful LIBYA for more blood
ritual sacrifice. Get out the swords, these DEVILS will be uncloaking soon. Decapitation is the only way to deactivate a DEMON. Their souls have
been scalped long ago.

GREAT SATAN USA= Pedophile SATANISTS-

YOU WILL

ENVY THE DEAD
03 21 2011

YOUR LIFE TIME PENSIONS =
GUANTAMINO McDonalds Happy
Meal Coupon

CANADIAN PARLIAMENT IS
STUPID. CANADIANs are
not STUPID. MURDERING WHORES

and

SHADY Back door DEALERS currently inhabiting
Algonquin Territory OTTAWA PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, funded by
ILLEGAL war taxes.
-CURRENTLY invading sovereign LIBYA and

murdering innocent

people, as is normal protocol for AMERICAN warring insurgents, and those in bed with the GREAT
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SATAN USA= Britain, France and now HARPER/IGGY/ JACK LAYTON/ JESUIT CANADA
funded by

CTV and CBS. http://www.holyhealthy.com/indexreaction.htm

PARLIAMENTARY BANQUET of Pedophile SATANISTS who have
known about the NWO take over for a very long time and

DRACONIAN LAWS.

will be held accountable by THEIR own

YOU WILL ENVY THE

DEAD. http://www.holyhealthy.com/Steven%20Harper%20and%20the
%20Bilderbergers%20Secret%20Meeting.htm

UNBLOCK MY COMPUTER SO I can do my unpaid
work OF free speech!
pedophiles IN A panic OVER THERE?
Illuminazi 911 playlist 2003 sent to Canadian Government
-DEVILS would rather delete my websites
FLOCK (fock) together.

then

tell you

the

truth. Birds

of a

BLOOD OATH feather,

MORE ON FACE ATON nato // Envy DEAD // WhoringHillary // HitlerHarper Holocaust // Gatekeeper
Alex TeaParty Jones // IGGY-TICS Queer Culture // War Scrolls of
Essenes // Latest Earthquakes // SATANIST PEDOPHILE ALERT //
Managed MEDIA // NewMadrid // EarthChange maps // Hellen and
Chaos blogspot // BABYLON// Freedom Not FANTINOFASCISM // DANA
HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS // AnthropoSophy not Theosophy

WHY AM I COVERING THE TOP 13 ILLUMINATI BLOODLINES?
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_rockefeller_bloodline.htm
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THE SECRET COVENANT

An illusion it will be, so large, so vast it will escape their
perception.
Those who will see it will be thought of as insane.
We will create separate fronts to prevent them from seeing the
connection between us.
We will behave as if we are not connected to keep the illusion alive.
Our goal will be accomplished one drop at a time so as to never bring
suspicion upon ourselves. This will also prevent them from seeing
the changes as they occur.
We will always stand above the relative field of their experience
for we know the secrets of the absolute.
We will work together always and will remain bound by blood and
secrecy. Death will come to he who speaks.
We will keep their lifespan short and their minds weak while
pretending to do the opposite.
We will use our knowledge of science and technology in subtle
ways so they will never see what is happening.
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We will use soft metals, aging accelerators and sedatives in
food and water, also in the air.
They will be blanketed by poisons everywhere they turn.
The soft metals will cause them to lose their minds. We will
promise to find a cure from our many fronts, yet we will
feed them more poison.
The poisons will be absorbed through their skin and mouths,
they will destroy their minds and reproductive systems.
From all this, their children will be born dead, and we will conceal
this information.
The poisons will be hidden in everything that surrounds them,
in what they drink, eat, breathe and wear.
We must be ingenious in dispensing the poisons for they
can see far.
We will teach them that the poisons are good, with fun images
and musical tones.
Those they look up to will help. We will enlist them to
push our poisons.
They will see our products being used in film and
will grow accustomed to them and will never know
their true effect.
When they give birth we will inject poisons into the blood
of their children and convince them its for their help.
We will start early on, when their minds are young, we will
target their children with what children love most, sweet
things.
When their teeth decay we will fill them with metals
that will kill their mind and steal their future.
When their ability to learn has been affected,
we will create medicine that will make them sicker and cause other
diseases for which we will create yet more medicine.
We will render them docile and weak before us by our power.
They will grow depressed, slow and obese, and when they
come to us for help, we will give them more poison.
We will focus their attention toward money and material goods
so they many never connect with their inner self. We will distract
them with fornication, external pleasures and games so they may
never be one with the oneness of it all.
Their minds will belong to us and they will do as we say.
If they refuse we shall find ways to implement mind-altering technology
into their lives. We will use fear as our weapon.
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We will establish their governments and establish opposites within.
We will own both sides.
We will always hide our objective but carry out our plan.
They will perform the labor for us and we shall prosper from their toil.
Our families will never mix with theirs. Our blood must be pure
always, for it is the way.
We will make them kill each other when it suits us.
We will
by dogma and religion.

keep them separated from the oneness

We will control all aspects of their lives and tell them what to think and how.
We will guide them kindly and gently letting them think they are guiding
themselves.
We will foment animosity between them through our factions.
When a light shall shine among them, we shall extinguish it by ridicule,
or death, whichever suits us best.
We will make them rip each other's hearts apart and kill their own children.
We will accomplish this by using hate as our ally, anger as our friend.
The hate will blind them totally, and never shall
they see that from their
conflicts we emerge as their rulers. They

will be busy killing each other.
They will bathe in their own blood and kill their
neighbors for as long
as we see fit.
We will benefit greatly from this, for they will not see us, for they
cannot see us.
We will continue to prosper from their wars and their deaths.
We shall repeat this over and over until our ultimate goal is
accomplished.
We will continue to make them live in fear and anger
though images and sounds.
We will use all the tools we have to accomplish this.
The tools will be provided by their labor.
We will make them hate themselves and their neighbors.
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We will always hide the divine truth from them, that we are all one.
This they must never know!
They must never know that color is an illusion, they must always
think they are not equal.
Drop by drop, drop by drop we will advance our goal.
We will take over their land, resources and wealth to exercise total
control over them.
We will deceive them into accepting laws that will steal the little
freedom they will have.
We will establish a money system that will imprison them forever,
keeping them and their children in debt.
When they shall ban together, we shall accuse them of crimes and present a
different story to the world for we shall own all the media.
We will use our media to control the flow of information and their sentiment
in our favor.
When they shall rise up against us we will crush them like insects, for
they are less than that.
They will be helpless to do anything for they will have no
weapons.
We will recruit some of their own to carry out our plans, we will
promise them
eternal life, but eternal life they will never have for they are not of
us.
The recruits will be called "initiates" and will be indoctrinated to believe
false rites of passage to higher realms. Members of
these groups will think they are one with us never knowing the truth.
They must never learn this truth for they will turn against us.
For their work they will be rewarded with earthly things and great
titles,
but never will they become immortal and join us, never will they
receive
the light and travel the stars.
They will never reach the higher realms, for the killing of their own kind

enlightenment. This they will never know.

will prevent passage to the realm of

The truth will be hidden in their face, so close they will not be able to focus
on it until its too late.
Oh yes, so grand the illusion of freedom will be, that they will never know they
are our slaves.
When all is in place, the reality we will have created for them will own them.
This reality will be their prison. They will live in self-delusion.
When our goal is accomplished a new era of domination will begin.
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Their minds will be bound by their beliefs, the beliefs we have established
from time immemorial.

But if they ever find out they are our equal, we shall perish then. THIS THEY
MUST NEVER KNOW.
If they ever find out that

together they can vanquish us, they will take action.
They must never, ever find out what we have done, for if they do, we shall
have no place to run, for it will be easy to see who we are once

the veil has
fallen. Our actions will have revealed who we are and they will hunt us
down
and no person shall give us shelter.
This is the secret covenant by which we shall live the rest of our present
and future lives, for this reality will transcend many generations and life
spans.
This covenant is sealed by blood, our blood. We, the ones who from
heaven to earth came.
This covenant

must NEVER, EVER be known to exist. It must NEVER,

EVER
be written or spoken of for if it is, the consciousness it will spawn will release
the fury of the PRIME CREATOR upon us and we shall be cast to the depths
from whence we came and remain there until the end time of infinity itself.

YOUR GOVERNMENTS, MEDIA, LAW and RELIGIOUS
LEADERS are EXTREMELY
DANGEROUS.
AM

There is finally enough internet access to PROVE TO YOU THAT
NOT DELUSIONAL. THIS IS URGENT AND EXTREMELY
SERIOUS

I

The grid system will go down. The Illuminati plan to depopulate 3/4 of the
population thru engineered disasters, wars, vaccinations, plagues,
famine and violence. FEMA CAMPS are ready to exterminate millions.

A

They want to enslave the 44yr old and under worker beesmicrochipped, mindless population.
JUST like in WW2, they will target revolutionaries and the
religious faithfuls such as- torah Jews and Muslims, bible
believing Christians.
The problem is in the secret societies such as the HIGH
RANKING FREEMASONS and KNIGHTS. The manipulation is
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from the VATICAN and BRITISH EMPIRE. AshkeNAZI Jews are fake European Jews that are Luciferian
atheists.
NEW AGE Agenda is A LUCIFERIAN PLOY to STEAL YOUR SOUL. DO NOT buy into any Ascended
Masters, RAPTURES or UFO rescues. They have underground cities on EARTH and bases on the MOON and
MARS. You will be enslaved and used as food. REPTILIAN DRACOS occupy the 4rth dimension and possess
humans. They will be visible soon.
If you are out of work now and reading this website, then the CREATOR WANTS YOUR ATTENTION. STAY
out of FEAR, don't believe the disinfo media.
Clear yourselves of mind controlling drugs, alcohol or any food or habits
that drain your energy, such as sexual promiscuity. Strengthen your
local communities and wait for EDEN.
Once this drama dissipates (because there is going to be a war for souls),
the EARTH will experience EDEN once more.
LOVE YOU ALL....NAMASTE DANA

What is Unholy and Unhealthy about this situation?
Nazi Germany - A Creation of the Vatican and Jesuits// Important - Answer to HOW America has been
destroyed

The Illuminati

is clearly responsible for 9-11 and other

terrorist attacks. These are people who are in positions of Law, Education, Media, Insurance, Banking,
Medicine, Business, Religion, Military, Drugs (legal and illegal), organized crime and Politics.
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Who are the people at the top of the conspiracy? Illuminazi 911 playlist 2003 sent to
Canadian Government Mind control by the illuminati Arizona Wilder
playlist Who are the generational satanic families? The illuminati consists of 13 magical and
powerful bloodlines. There are also some other powerful bloodlines that are worth naming but if they are in the

Illuminati they have blood ties to one of the 13 powerful lineages. About half of the Illuminati people I know have had
their parentage hidden from them. Many of the those who still know who their real parents are, still do not know what
bloodline they belong to until the illuminati chooses to reveal it to them. Most of the Illuminati have MPD. When

emotionally break under the stress of the horrible blood
rituals that are required. Recently, a non-MPD Satanist in Chicago emotionally broke and gave his life to Christ. (I have videos available of
high level Satanists do not have MPD they very often

an interview of this man exposing Satanism.) One of the important lineages has remained secret until 3 investigators named
Lincoln, Leigh, and Bageant were spoon-fed leads and secrets. They put this into a book called "Holy Blood, Holy Grail." I
recommend the book and the two books which are its sequels, because they show how just one part of the 13 lineages
has kept itself secret and has taken immense power of all forms to themselves. In Southern Belgium there is a
castle. (If any one is traveling there and wants to find the castle, I will show them on the map, and describe it.) This is the
Mothers of Darkness castle. In that castle, is a cathedral and in that cathedral’s basement a little baby Is sacrificed
daily and Is coming to power. The pages are written almost round the clock. (This castle is also described in my Be Wise as
Serpents book.) The history in that handwritten book would reveal the real facts behind the propaganda that the world’s
major news medias give the gullible public. The history as that book reveals it would tell people about how
Abraham Lincoln was a descendent of the Rothschild's.
Abraham Uncoin was the secret head of the Rosicrucian's, a member of their 3
headed top council. (I have seen the paper trail proof to these things about Lincoln
to my satisfaction that these things about Uncoin are true.) Adolph Hitler was
also a secret member of the Rothschild lineage. Hitler carried out blood
sacrifices to open his mind up to high level demonic
spiritual control. And that Satanic book in the Mothers of
Darkness castle also mentions the Rockefeller
bloodline. Only insiders are supposed to know the real
history of what has taken place in human history. The
real decisions and the real movers and shakers have
been hidden from the public’s eyes. What the public is
given is a stage show where illuminati puppets parade
around and make big speeches according to their script. Each of the 13
families has their own set of Mothers of Darkness. Each of the 13 families has
their own secret Satanic leadership Kings, Queens, Princesses and Princes of
Darkness. For instance, the Rockefeller family has people who are selected as
Kings and Princes within their own bloodline in secret rituals. The Kings
and Princes, Queens and Princesses are strictly bloodline. They secretly rule
over an area of the world for their own bloodline. The Covens, Sisters of Light,
Mothers of Darkness, and the Grande Mothers were
diagrammed. The illuminati pulls its various bloodlines
together under several councils. The Grande Druid
Council or your Council of 13 is your principle council
for the Brotherhood of Death. Above the Council of 13
is a higher Council of 9, and an inner group of 3 is
believed to head that Council of Nine. How do we know
about these things? The power of God has reached into the
very heart of Satan’s empire and pulled out some of the most powerful Satanists and drawn them to Christ. There are several Satanists that were at
the top which have managed to find Christ. in addition, some of the next echelon of the hierarchy, such as some of the Mothers of Darkness are also
finding Christ. If someone wants to understand how and why decisions are made in world affairs and by who-- then you need to study the
illuminati. The real answers do not rest with the proceedings of the Congress of the United States or with the publicly known leaders of
the Communist countries. Believe me, there were people that Hitler listened to. They were the people he went to ritual with, and who put him into
power.

ww3 03 19 2011 FACE GREAT SATAN $$$ playlist
The Rockefeller Bloodline

http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_rockefeller_bloodline.htm

One of the 13 Satanic bloodlines that rule the world is the Rockefeller bloodline. Today, there are around 190
members of this family with the Rockefeller name and of course some others by other last names. This article is to explore

Illuminati, how the Rockefeller bloodline is involved in the
promotion of the occult and Satanism, and how they are involved in the control of the Christian
denominations. This article keys in on just one family, the Rockefellers. To understand the full extent of the
Illuminati’s control of religion, including Christendom, would require perhaps several books. The Illuminati itself draws its
lifeblood from around 500 very powerful families worldwide. The finances of the Rockefellers are so well covered that
further for those who investigate the
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Nelson Rockefeller did not pay one cent in income taxes in 1970, yet he was perhaps the richest man in the U.S. The Rockefellers exert enormous
influence over religion in this nation in the following ways:
1. They provide a large share of the money that Seminaries in the UnitedStates need to operate.
2. They provide a large share of the money that universities need to operate. Education influences the religious values of
our people.
3. They provide large grants to various religious organizations.
4. Their influence and control helps determine who will get publicity in the major news magazines, and on television.
5. Their influence has contributed to various anti-Christian organizations being set up.

Federal Council of
Churches was financed to a large extent by Rockefeller money. In my Be
The Rockefeller’s influence is both subtle and not so subtle. The

Wise As Serpents book I detail how the FCC was designed to destroy Christianity, how they carefully plotted to make
the creation of the FCC look like a grass roots movement, when it was actually the creation of the elite (Illuminati).
I further detail how the men who ran it were high ranking Masons, Socialists, and One-Worlders. Also shown is
how they carefully manipulated the real gospel for their own devious ends.
6. They directly help control certain

religious groups such as Lucis Trust.

David Rockefeller is part of Lucis Trust’s management. Lucis Trust puts out the book Externalization of the Hierarchy by Alice

The Plan for the Satanists and New Agers on how the spiritual
Hierarchy (actually the demonic hierarchy) is to externalize their rule of the planet. The book gives
Bailey which spells out

quite a few of the details of the plan, and is used as a textbook for New Agers at the Arcane Schools in
NY, London, and Europe on how the New Age/One World Religion/One-World-Government will be

brought in. If anyone doubts the Rockefeller’s commitment to Satan, read page 107 of
Externalization of the Hierarchy. On page 107 Alice Bailey, President of the Theosophical Society and part of Lucis (formerly Lucifer)
Trust, tells us who will rule when the New Age (New World Order) takes over. On the Earthly level--Humanity so to
speak, the Ruler is given on page 107 as Lucifer. On the Spiritual level--called “Shamballa - the Holy City” the coming
ruler is given as “the Lord of the World” which we Christians know as Satan. Lucis Trust knows it is Satan too, but for
public consumption they say that the “ruler of the world” is Sanat (a scrambling of Satan) Kumara. They also predict
there will be a Christ Consciousness and the
Hierarchy teaches
Masonic Lodges,
men like the Rockefellers
Education (Well, of
catch everyone in their
bearer.)

Christ (actually the Anti-Christ)

The book Externalization of the
repeatedly (see pages 511-512, 514) that the 3 vehicles to bring in the New Age will be the
(obviously not everyone attends Lodges), next the Churches (this is clearly revealing to us that
are using the churches for the Luciferian plan of Lucis Trust), and finally
course education. Not everyone attends churches. They need a safety net to
brainwashing to make us all want to be happy slaves under the Light-

The home life of the
Rockefellers is decidedly different than for most people. They have
over 100 homes to stay at. It is estimated that they have 2,500 house servants. Over the years, they have built up the
reputation of being miserly with their help, and to each other.
Many of the Rockefeller family have had troubled lives, filled with all kinds of fears and occult activities. It is known that the Rockefellers have
frequently built many hidden tunnels and hidden rooms onto their buildings. They have developed their occult and worldly powers to the
point they consider themselves gods. Their powerful often suffer violent ritual death as most high level Satanists traditionally go through.
The Rockefellers have played a role in Lucis Trust and the United Nations. Interestingly, you will notice that Prince Charles
is the
spokesperson for Lucis Trust and also works with the United Nations in various ways. Prince Charles Is from another
satanic bloodline. Readers need to study my Be Wise As Serpents book to see how Lucis Trust fits into
things. The Rockefellers were involved in the creation of the FBI, so that the FBI has always been an

FBIprograms in action today
to kidnap children and provide them for sacrifice. Yes, American people, the wolf was set in charge of
guarding the chicken coop. The organization that is working as part of the FBI is the Finders. Ex-Satanists who
worked with the FBI to receive the children the FBI kidnapped and sold to them for
sacrifice have been trying to get the word out publicly about the FBI’s corruption. The Rockefellers have had control over
arm of power for the Illuminati. That is why there are official

the FBI since they helped get it started. When Congress wanted to investigate the CIA for wrongdoing they appointed a
Commission headed by Rockefeller to investigate the CIA’s wrongdoings! Since the Rockefeller family work hand in hand with
the CIA to create Monarch slaves, of course that part of the CIA’s misdeeds got overlooked!

FBI and the CIA programs which
kidnap children in order to supply Satanic rituals with sacrificial material.
A recent convert from Satanism, Michael McArthur, has given validated inside information about the
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The Rockefellers control both education and religion in this country by their foundations.
The Rockefellers have played key roles in the C.F.R. Rockefeller wrote the book the Future of Federalism which supports the union of nations into a
world government. For many years the Rockefellers have been pouring billions of dollars into projects and international groups which are working to
bring in a public One-World government. (The world already has a secret One-World-Government.) The decisions and directions this nation has
taken, are the result of countless orders which the Rockefellers have given to their underlings.
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_rockefeller_bloodline.htm

David Icke The Robots Rebellion
Our society is run by insane people for insane objectives. I think we're being run by maniacs for
maniacal ends and I think I'm liable to be put away as insane for expressing that. That's what's insane about it. -John Lennon
"I am a firm believer in the people. If given the truth, they can be depended upon to meet any national crisis. The
great point is to bring them to the real facts."
- Abraham Lincoln

STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID
ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERTSTUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID

UNITED NATIONS MASONIC SATANISTS
funded by VATICAN currently invading and
ALERT

slaughtering a SOVEREIGN NATION-

LIBYA. GREEN BOOK homework here.
STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
STUPID ALERTSTUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID
ALERT STUPID ALERTSTUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT

Queer

IGGY-TICS
Culture

Jesuits are a Military Religious Order
of the Roman Catholic Church- On either side

The

stands a monk, one of whom holds a banner of yellow and white,
which are the Papal colors, and the other a black banner with a dagger and red cross above a skull
and crossbones, with the word

INRI, and below them the words IUSTUM, NECAR, REGES, IMPIOUS.

just to exterminate or annihilate impious or
heretical Kings, Governments, or Rulers. http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm
The meaning of which is: It is
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BIG BROTHER has
NO WHERE to
HIDE...NO WHERE
to RUN...The
GAME is OVER.
WE'RE NOT
GOING TO TAKE
IT ANYMORE! Pack
up your toys parliament and

You are

GET OUT! JACK LAYTON INCLUDED.

TRESPASSING on INDIAN
LAND!

We must protect PRIVATE PROPERTY, our WOMEN and
CHILDREN. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS. 1000 points=
100 hrs=100 shares . SERENITY GLOBAL

We will shine a light so far up their ass
their eyes will glow! The National Non Profit Party,
http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/ The political party for people who hate

politicians

The nation is in your hands. Thank you Lyn Davignon

Inanna’s Return-Remembering Who We Are
http://passage11.com/Strategy/Cosmos/Inanna.htm; http://www.inanna.virtualave.net/inanna.html ;
http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/ps/index.htm

Full Moon Mar 19 2011= 03 19 2011 =8 BEWARE-LIZARDs declare war on HUMANITY
Whoring Hillary Clinton declares war
on LIBYA's children and the WORLD
MURDERING Harper Hitler's
government INVADES LIBYA
BLOOD SACRIFICE to the alpha
DRAGONIANS.

for

OIL

and

HELLARY CLINTon (WHITE HOUSE HIGHest WHORE), high
MOTHER OF DARKNESS salivating at more ritual sex and blood
sacrifice on this full moon. PARTY TONIGHT? MOLOCH STYLE? You look HUNGRY. You're
SHAPE SHIFTING on tee vee.

http://www.greatdreams.com/reptlan/grand_dame.htm

WAR IS NOW COMING to CANADA.
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MASONic MURDERING SATANIC secret
societies and pedophile JESUITSPOLITICIANS are all USELESS, LYING,
MURDERING Criminals! CANADIANS are
Your

finished!

IT IS YOUR FAULT!

THIS criminal,

godless GLOBAL

GOVERNMENT WILL BE BROUGHT DOWN.
HEADS are going to ROLL! Illuminati Satanists Eat Humans Playlist
Red Elk Wisdom playlist for STUPID SHEEPLE 2011
03 18 2011- There will be a LOT of DEAD people SOON! Hope you
don't fear death!
HITLER HARPER and his hairdo off to FRANCE now. Going to play with
your fighter jets there MURDERER? SATANIST? Pedophiles
invading Libya now? What are you saving the Innocent for?
Ritual BLOOD SACRIFICE? You are invading
sovereign countries. You are murdering innocent Libyans,
Afghanies, Iraqians, Iranians, japanese, Haitians,
Ukrainians, Poles, Hungarians, Russians, Chinese, Africans, Columbians, Cubans...

...

WHAT NEXT VAMPIRES?

GOD is coming down on you HARD....real soon. WAKE UP or lose your SOUL.
G7 boys off to hong kong to discuss microchipping and enslaving the population after MASS INTENTIONAL GENOCIDE $$$

IGGY-TICS Queer Culture

CANADIANs may be naive and too trusting, but we are not
STUPID! After spending all night trying to link up all my crashed websites, I believe
this is what they are hiding from you.
666 BEAST AGENDA CRAMNOTEs // Canadian Professional Accountability Evidence
Stay tuned while I

rebuild my websites again and again. City of London has
servers. They will have to work for a living soon.

no business messing with my

Red Elk on Mt Rainier Blowing up on a Sunny saturNday
morning // Red Elk - Earth Changes, Prophecy,

Mount Rainier to BLOW
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03 17 2011 CANADA's Twisted VIEW reports- RCMP- LIZARD QUEEN's COPS go on a massive shooting spree as usual.
Talks of g20, provokateurs, mystery murders...blah blah blah. MEDIA WHORES are starting the propaganda spin. US
against THEM? Is that the theme today? http://www.ctv.ca/.

-EarthQuake 4.3 in Ottawa and Quebec. PREPARE for DRAMA.
-Pedophile ring identified. REALLY? Follow the $$$MONEY trail to the MASONIC Reptilian pits where the elites feast on these babies!
Mackinaw Island Michigan is a PRISON for SEX SLAVES and BLOOD SACRIFICE.

Confessions of a White House sex slave, MKULTRA victim EXCERPTS
http://www.iraq-war.ru/article/162837

IMPORTANT READ!

Cathy O'brien presents: TRANCE Form America Pt. 1
-My family routinely vacationed at Mackinac Island, Michigan which is a small island positioned in the Great Lakes close to
the Canadian border. Mackinac Island, with the Governor's Mansion and historical Grand Hotel, was a political
playground where I was prostituted by my father to, among others, pedophiles Jerry Ford, Guy VanderJagt, and later U.S. Senator
Robert C. Byrd.
-When Pierre Trudeau was elected Prime Minister of Canada in 1968, I often heard it said,

know."

"Pierre Trudeau is one of Ours, you

-my father had just literally SOLD me to Senator Byrd in an exchange for lucrative military contracts that made him a millionaire overnight
—a millionaire on a sixth grade education—a perverse, child exploiting criminal, immune from prosecution, working as a CIA operative for the U.S.
government! That mind shattering occult ritual I endured in Nashville marked a new life of wealth and prestige for my father while thrusting me into a
new phase of my tortuous existence—and I had no choice in any of it!
!!

BRIAN MULRONEY! OFF TO GUANTAMINO!
SHAME ON YOU!
Tales of a Government Sex Slave by David Icke- Cathy O'Brien
was used as a sex slave to pander to the bizarre sexual desires of big name politicians
and to compromise other world leaders. They can then be blackmailed to go along with
the demands of the Global Elite for fear of exposure. Among those who raped and
sexually abused either Cathy and/or her daughter Kelly, are US Presidents George
Bush, Bill Clinton, Ronald Reagan and Gerald Ford; Dick Cheney, the US
Defense Secretary in the Bush administration; the Canadian Prime Ministers,
Pierre Trudeau and Brian Mulroney; King Fahd of Saudi Arabia; and the President of Mexico, Miguel De La
Madrid. This is without naming the long list of other United States politicians and famous entertainers which I
highlight in 'I Am Me, I Am Free', and Cathy and Mark detail in 'Trance-Formation Of America'.

Trans-Formation Of America CHAPTER 21 - GLOBAL EDUCATION 2000 Transcription: Cathy O'Brien's
Presentation Mind Control
education. He says our taxes pay for "the indoctrination of your children in the public schools we have
set up. We want them to grow up well trained into the system of
our thinking. Your children will learn what we want them to
learn, when we want them to learn it, and you pay for it."

-"You are our property. We will not permit you to buy or sell
unless you submit to our mark of authority. If you go to court
against us, we will wear you out there and in the end you will
lose. If you use violence, we will end up having you in one of
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our labor camps, more specifically called prison industries. You need our money, our entertainments, our fuel, and our utilities to function and if you
don't have them, you feel deprived. By this, you are made to yield to our will."
-Our political leaders are chosen from the ranks of criminals and perverts because they can be made to obey using blackmail.
http://earthsfinaldays.com/mind_control1.htm

03 15 2011- Meanwhile

Stephen Harper tells British Columbians that Japan's

earthquakes are no threat to Canada. WANNA

BET. Parliament puppet pedophile politicians on

the west coast have already resigned their posts in mass numbers.
Retiring with the little lady Stockwell Day? We have a pink and orange hemp parachute for you.
Does Misses Day want a divorce now or is she being dropped into Afghanistan with you?
Mila Mulroney may w ant to choose special designer parachutes for the first LADIES? New York will be under water, so
perhaps shop in Libya, on your work break. YOU owe Canadians OUR stolen money.

better wake up CANADA and lead us HOME. Restore Jurisdiction to First
Nations. Amor NOT ROMA. Take back this planET
You

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexGATEKEEPERALEXJONES.htm

ARSENIC TEA PARTY ALERT -Contact JESUIT PAWN NWO
PUPPET ALTERNATIVE MEDIA GATEKEEPER-Alex Jones for Phil Moffett
NOT!
03 15 2011-

?

http://www.teapartyforphilmoffett.com/2010/12/contact-alex-jones-forphil-moffett.html?
showComment=1300165811505#c2972063277135679626

Tea party ameriKa
solution has ALWAYS
BEEN IN YOUR FACE BUT YOU ARE
OBVIOUSLY part of the PROBLEM not
SOLUTION. ANNUNAKI GOLD is NOT YOUR ANSWER. WAKE UP
Dana Horochowski said... the

Please review the New Paradigm that is forming north of the border. Join us. Namaste DANA
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/Community-Currency-Compatible-Websites-1000-points%20and%20solutions.pdf
March 14, 2011 10:10 PM

It has become increasingly obvious that many internet news sources that describe themselves as “alternative” or
even anti-Zionist are totally controlled.
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03 14 2011- CTV and CBC emailed POLESHIFT and NEW PARADIGM ALERT. Also notified TEA PARTIES in ameriKA.
Let's see who has INTEGRITY! Both appear controlled by big brother

the Blue Mass - Vatican Control of the Police Force // Jesuit
Fascism and their takeover of America and Alt Media

OttawaStreetNews.com pdf for OTTAWA tea party
Full Moon Mar 19 2011= 03 19 2011 =8 BEWARE

Tea party UR aMERIca United Republic of aMERIca contact list doc pdf
MARS 01 to 15 2011
TSNEWS vol 12 issue 11 Jan 16 to 31 2011 TSNEWS vol 12 issue 13 Feb 21 to Mar 10 2011
TorontoStreetNews.info

and the

LOVE police

We will shine a light so far up their ass
their eyes will glow! The National Non Profit Party,
http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/ The political party for
people who hate politicians The nation is in
your hands. Thank you Lyn Davignon

Inanna’s Return-Remembering Who We Are

http://passage11.com/Strategy/Cosmos/Inanna.htm

;

http://www.inanna.virtualave.net/inanna.html

03 11 2011

GET READY. LIzARD QUEEN and KING POPE know about planET X. THEY don't care
about LOSS of LIFE. THEY SERVE the DRAGONIANS and the Luciferian Ascended
Masters in HELL.
Your puppet

murdering governments and those who serve these DEVILS are ACCOUNTABLE!
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Canadian ZIONIST NWO Black DRAGON Ben Fulford KNEW JAPAN would be HIT! LOSER. GateKeeper.
Vampire http://www.luciferianwitchcraft.com/vampirism.htm
Serenity Global.com Solutions Playlist

New Paradigm
ASTRO-THEOLOGY It is the story of humans and the natural world in which we live. It is not history or
it's our story. Tsarion says that thousands of years ago, in the great society of Egypt that birthed
spent their lives striving
for balance within themselves and with each other.
http://www.taroscopes.com/highwindowsarticles/astro-theology_interview.html Michael Tsarion link here
even her-story,

the legendary Stellar and Lunar cults, men and women lived together as equals. They

Michael Tsarion - Divination & The Goddess Tradition pt 1

In the
tradition of Joseph Campbell, Michael Tsarion reveals the origins of the enigmatic Book of Genesis, and
the actual hidden significance of religion, yoga, magick, ritual and science. In this captivating
presentation, Program Three, of the "Origins & Oracles" series, Michael Tsarion investigates the real history of
religion and reveals its Egyptian origins. Michael also delves deeply into the gender divide and exposes why

debarred women from assuming
positions of authority. Additionally, we are introduced to the "Western Magical Tradition", and to
it is that the elites within the orthodox religions have

the meta-sciences employed by the Magi of old to engender psychic hygiene, moral rectitude, and spiritual
empowerment. We discover the true hidden connections between the

Tarot, the Zodiac, the

Kabalistic "Tree of Life"and sacred Numerology.

PlanET X our Prison Break Peggy Kane
http://innersites.com/feet2fire/archives2011/f2f110206.htm
From reverse speaking, I have learned about the reptilians, the plight of the
people in the Astral world, the reptilian eating of human meat, the net, the
extent of the manipulation of all structures and beliefs, the cloaking of reptiles within people, the multidimensional
nature of all of us, the role of other allies like the Pleiadians, the incoming of Planet X as well as the true nature of the

Creator. I had to let go of so many of my beliefs and now simply serve the One, which is all Life, to the best of my
ability.

- reptilian top brass will be leaving on a large ship hidden underwater in either the Persian Gulf or the Indian Ocean near Iraq. They are
already casting off the bodies of the big players on this planet and many of these humans are now dead. We are watching their clones perform.
The reptilians plan to set the net on fire via chemtrails, and HAARP which have made it more volatile.
-We will then have the underground reptilians coming up to try to take control. There will be a war, but a short one. The Pleiadians will
help and the reptilians will be defeated. I have heard this over and over. I have never heard that they win-not ever!
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We will be set free at last. It will be very frightening at first and then as people see what has actually transpired on this planet they will be

overjoyed that we have finally been released from the bonds of this satanic, demonic race. We will have the
opportunity to go to our true homes, or stay and help with the rebuilding. This planet will over time, become the paradise that it was always

meant to be. We will be reunited with our deceased loved ones. There will be so much joy and yes, sorrow at the pain and
suffering, but this planet and its people will be revered throughout the galaxies for what it has endured and the tremendous growth and
strength that it has acquired. This beautiful planet and all life will become the Garden of Eden it was meant to be.
-They will create havoc in every way possible as they lift up from the water in a huge ship called the Phoenix. It is filled with the astral human
meat from all the unnatural disasters as well as the war. They will stop on Mars and want to make it to the home world in Orion, which by
the way, will be heated up and destroyed by the One.
- There will be fire in the sky and it will turn red. It will
am asking all of you to try and figure out a way to protect
this heat. I’m also asking you to put aside water and food
systems will break down and it will be a mess. I don’t
will last more than a few days. The air will be smoky and
leave the physical world. It will be considered the worst
heard that once the net burns, we will actually see out
time. There will be a war in the heavens as the Phoenix

get very hot. I
yourselves from
for a while as all
think the heat
black. People will
of times. I have
for the first
and all aboard

Mysterious drop in refugees
Libya: UN

leaving

are brought down by forces called the Alliance. Peggy
http://innersites.com/feet2fire/news/peggy-kane.htm

Kane

http://www.ctv.ca/CTVNews/TopStories/20110306/libya-lessborder-110306/ ARE THEY GETTING RAPTURED and
DRAGONIANS? DON'T think

refugees-tunisiaeaten BY

HARPER/Hilter or

IGGYTICs
AREA. LIARS

really care about LIBYA. THEY WANT to CONTROL THAT

Diana would NOT have ALLOWED HER
CHILDREN
TO BECOME DRACS and Satanic Creatures... Unfortunately this is precisely what is happening. Fools means
the OO owl bird tribes dna , those whose eyes face forward..or shall we say That's what they call US.....their FOOLS!. btw US means "of the S"
however the bird tribes came in and gave us their dna to help us defeat the Snakes...... and
http://wiolawapress.com/diana.htm

we ARE..
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C/2010 X1 (Elenin)-

http://secchi.nrl.navy.mil/STEREOorbit/C2010_X1.html

Timeline:
Feb 11 Nibiru between Jupiter and Mars orbits. 2.66 AU from Earth; March 4 Nibiru breaks through solar ecliptic plane to enter
northern hemisphere. 2.26 AU from Earth;; March 15 Saturn, Nibiru, Earth, Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Uranus are in alignment
creating gravity trough and pole shift event. First Conjunction. 2.09 AU from Earth; June 30 Nibiru crosses Mars orbit. 1.77 AU
from Earth; Aug 3 Nibiru crosses Earth orbit and Earth reaches Nibiru perigee position. 1.48 AU from Earth; Aug 18 Nibiru crosses
Venus orbit. 1.24 AU from Earth; Sept 11 Nibiru reaches perigee position at Mercury orbit. [b].70 AU from Earth; Sept 25 Nibiru
equidistant from Sun and Earth. Second Conjunction. .40 AU from Earth; Oct 2 Nibiru at Venus orbit. .316 AU from Earth; Oct 17
Nibiru at Earth orbit and nearest position. .24 AU from Earth @ 22.3 million miles; Nov 14 Nibiru crosses Mars orbit. .47 AU from
Earth; Nov 22 Nibiru, Earth and Sun alignment for third and final conjunction. .57 AU from Earth; Nibiru will finally be farther from the Earth
than the Sun on March 1, 2012 marking 165 days from Sept. 18, 2011 that Nibiru was nearer our planet than the Sun. "The migrating animal
life dying and poles migrating and super storms, volcanoes, earthquakes, rogue tides, islands sinking, the earth wobbling and about fifteen
other things say a very large planetary object between the size of Jupiter and the Sun is about to make a pass within 22.3 million miles by October
17, 2011. The kickoff date is March 4, 2011 when the brown dwarf passes through the solar ecliptic plane where all the

symptoms will increase dramatically." http://www.themistsofavalon.net/t1936-elenib-planet-x-nibiru
Comet Elenin (ELEven-NINe) is Nibiru? ELENIN=911(ELEnin=ExtinctionLevelEvent)

earth change

http://www.doomsdaytube.com/

CONSTELLATION LEO= Yaldabaoth Pindar Demiurge? ANU would be on NIBIRU NOT YALDABOATH. DEMONS are
/were trapped in the abyss until Sangrailian let them out. http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon

The Nag Hammadi Library-On the Origin of the World
GNOSIS AND CHRISTIANITY: Christos and Sophia Achamoth
http://www.blavatsky.net/topics/bible/GnosisAndChristianity.htm

IMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA
BEAST BRIBE IMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA
BEAST BRIBE IMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA
BEAST BRIBE IMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA
BEAST BRIBENESARA DECEPTION

NESARA DECEPTION

“ Jesus” SANANDA Esu Immanuel on EARTH CHANGES
http://indianinthemachine.wordpress.com/2009/06/18/jesus-sananda-esu-immanuel-on-earth-changes/

YOU SHOULD HAVE RESCUED US LONG TIME AGO...these are VATICAN SHAPESHIFTING CARTOONS.
STAY OFF THE SHIPS

NESARA ANTICHRIST AGENDA Playlist

(ARCHONS haven't killed me off yet)
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NOW YOU WANT TO LAND? TRY IT!

Freemason JESUS

SOON? These SATANIC PEDOPHILE IDIOTS want your WARSHIP. THEY WILL
destruction.

PLANNING on LANDING in SALT LAKE CITY MORMON UTAH

STEAL SOULS after the enhanced EARTH CHANGES and

NESARA's JESUS is NO SAVIOUR. HE IS A MURDERER.
SANANDA IS

NOT YESHUA haMASHIAH -Emmanuel ( the INCARNATION, The WORD, The CHRISTOS)

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED. Surrender your power to Dragon YAHWEH and HE WILL HAVE YOU FOR DINNER and your CHILDREN
for DESSERT. BASTARD CARTOON PEDOPHILE FAKES SHOULD have landed after the orchestrated 9-11 bombings. THEY have been
controlling the WHITE HOUSE for a very long time. BEAST BRIBE BACKED BY
bribed back to you after it was stolen from you. DON'T TAKE THAT CHIP.

2011 SEQUENCE of EVENTS

ANNUNAKI GOLD. YOUR BLOOD MONEY being

http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html

Update Jan 2011: - We had presumed that ATON
was the decision-maker, but some time back he referred
to a meeting with 'his peers', where he had agreed to
delay implementation of these plans. Now we hear that
his request to allow immediate action by the end of
2010 was denied by 'his superiors', so who is actually
in charge? It seems that the decision is taken by those at
a very high level - and how close are they to fully understanding the real impact on
mankind .....???] ...blah blah blah some distribution of funds may take place before then,
so that monies can be made available to mitigate the effect on the many devastated by the
seismic events, which would follow shortly thereafter - earthquakes and tsunamis, and this
disbursement of funds would also help the "train wreck" of the Illuminati.

ILLUMINATI MASONIC WRECK WITH $$$?)

-[Update: and, yes, once

( fixing your

are given information and
on fixed paths, the
2009) appears to be that the

more we have a prolonged delay. At times it is a tactical action - only those who "need to know"
they do not distribute it further! Now we know that although we believed all astral bodies to be
Celestials - or at least Aton - has the power to ALTER these circuits ..... The current situation (July
instability or wobble of the Earth must be corrected before 'stasis' begins as this is a critical time

and therefore unsuitable for

major operations of this nature] BLAH BLAH

"The BIG SLEEP"

"STASIS"-This event was first brought forward as removal of the

Illuminati had to be carried
many destinations, where
be uncreated; some will

out as a priority before the announcement. They will be taken off-planet to
they may experience the Void or relive Stone Age conditions. Some will
finally decide to join the Light. In the meantime there has been delay after

delay, as Aton awaits the most propitious moment.

NATO=ATON=sATAN

( GET LOST)

During this time increased photon activity will also eliminate those of highly negative vibrations; their bodies will be
gathered up and cremated, the souls passing on to a more suitable location. Humanity will be spared from observing this
unpleasant scene.

( MURDERERS STILL HIDING THIER DEEDS FROM US)

-This will cover a period of three to six weeks or more, during which 30% of the planet's population will be removed - those of the Dark and
their minions. One might expect that in some countries or areas it will be more than 30%, in some maybe less - but imagine waking up to find a
much reduced population. Talk about "Shock and Awe" .....

After stasis and the removal of pollution from the Earth's atmosphere, land and oceans, no polluting sources of propulsion (fossil-fuel
engines) will work, so transportation will be seriously affected and the need for new engines or conversions will be acute. We shall have the
help of ET technology in overcoming this (THEY HAVE BEEN LYING ABOUT THIS BEAST BRIBE ALIEN INVASION FROM
DARK SIDE OF THE SUN FOREVER. )

ATON- THE

-New currency backed by precious metals issued (ANNUNAKI GOLD PROBABLY ALREADY TAKEN BY THE
ORION SNAKE QUEENS. )
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-DIGITAL TV MIND CONTROL -PUBLIC EDUCATION TV and radio taken over for TWO
WEEKS of public education, reporting the truth of past government misdemeanours
and explaining events which are still to take place later in the year
-By now we have seen ample evidence of extreme weather changes worldwide
and some seismic activity, so the start of major change cannot be far away. In
Europe in particular airports closed, trains stopped running and highways were
blocked. Thousands spent days at airports without food or water - and sometime

no electricity. One report stated that the Celestials were partly involved
in the severe weather at the end of 2010, in order to keep people at home so that they could watch announcements on
TV ......! But at this point in time (Jan 2011) sadly nothing to report .....

BEAST BRIBE and VERICHIP ENSLAVEMENT-

BANKING The establishment of the first $$$$$$ SAINTLY
BANK, which is being set up by St Germain. This will take care of humanitarian and environmental projects before long. The
first will be in CANADA, followed by a US bank, then in other countries. All plans have already been completed for this
project - a major NESARA benefit..

SAINT GERMAIN is not a SAINT ( HE IS A COUNT=

VAMPIRE).
???MONTHLY COMPENSATION Compensation for banking and tax fraud, paid to all citizens and permanent residents, a

$75,000

sum reportedly to be about
monthly over a ten year period,
was originally stated to start about one year after the announcement. This is when true
abundance begins for all.
??? RE-PRICING OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES Reduced to 1/10th of their current value. Initially planned for
30 days after the announcement, then about 90 days after, but as this will entail equivalent action in other major
countries throughout the world, the actual timing is still somewhat up in the air. In due course the

use of money will be discontinued.
http://nesara.insights2.org/2007.html

GET LOST Cronus and MARDUK! TAKE YOUR
LIZARD QUEEN and hit the Stargate Black Hole ROAD into the ABYSS. ...D
NESARA DECEPTIONIMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA BEAST BRIBE
IMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA BEAST BRIBE IMPOSTER FAKE
FALSE MESSIAH JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA BEAST BRIBE IMPOSTER FAKE FALSE MESSIAH
JESUS SANANDA ET 4D NESARA BEAST BRIBENESARA DECEPTION

VenUS vs mARS, inDIANs vs COW of SIN boys. 8th Fire or HELLFIRE Amor vs Roma -cANADaStreetNews.com
mARS 2011

Adam, Eve and the Serpent : A Gnostic View

( serpent= EA ENKI)

Yahweh of Samaria & His Asherah
-There were many Yah gods throughout the lands of Egypt, Canaan, and
Assyria. Yah is associated with the moon god in Egypt, with the heifer/cow
gods of Jeroboam, and with goat gods. One thing is certain, the real God of
Israel was not Yah or Yahweh as we are led to believe.
-EHYEH is the ancient name (of the invisible God) given to Moses and the

false Baal god Yahweh

(images and figures made of him) was
adopted by the Israelits soon after coming over into Canaan land. This
Baal worship has been a pain and a problem for the Jews from the time
they entered into the land of promise. They were warned not to adopt
these gods, their worship and rituals, and not to intermarry with these
heathens. But the Old Testament reveals they went after Baal (Yahweh) and
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the sexual rituals associated therewith, with such enthuasim, the nation was finally morally destroyed and God evicted them to Babylon as
punishment.
-Yahweh. Was he the God of the Israelites or a Baal god brought in from somewhere else? Yahweh and his Asherah heifer/cow, is from
Samaria circa the 8th century BC. This was a time of extreme Baal worship in that region and the heifer/cow god (Asherah) set up, one in Dan
and the other in Bethel (1Kings 12:28-33). This cow worship is associated with Isis and the sexual rituals of this religion include homosexuality
and beastality. For Yahweh to have his own heifer/cow and demonstrate his Baal identity, tells us this is not the God of Israel. The God of
Isreal would not be imaged in the first place, this being forbidden, and certainly not drawn on potsherds with his thing dangling to show
his prowess! There are only two other beings here, another man and a female playing a musical instrument. Neither of these are Yahweh's
"Asherah." This leaves the heifer/cow as Yahweh's consort. Is it just coincident that down through the ages men have spoken of their
wives as heifers and cows?
http://www.yahwehism.com/html/yahweh-samaria.html

ATTENTION- FEMA PUPPETS FOR ROMA and LONDON....
The Cataclysmic pole shift hypothesis has been around for some time.
- there is a FEMA readiness exercise on May 15th in the middle of the country near the New Madrid
Seismic Zone. Interesting thing about this exercise is the size and scope for which they need supplies
for 7 million people over a period of 10 days...
National Level Exercise NLE 2011 Private Sector Participation
Catastrophic disaster event within the New Madrid Fault System for a survivor
population of 7M to be utilized for the sustainment of life during a 10-day period of
operations. He also mentioned the pole shift after talking about the collapse of the
dollar:
- FEMA buying huge quantities of survival gear like blankets and food. TPTB are preparing for something to go down on
or even before March 15.
LOOK AT THE WEATHER FORECAST. HIGH WINDS. COMET/PlanET COMING IN. GRAVITATIONAL PULL
towards it will increase. All 7 planets (goDS) align
/center on March 15 2011. It is a fight for the control of GAIA. ( the girl is gonna win!)
THIS BEGINS the TRIBULATION ( TESTING). Do not TAKE THE CHIP. FOLLOW the path less travelled.
OPEN YOUR HEARTS to UNCONDITIONAL LOVE (AGAPE AMOR)
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=62cccef98e5833104bddc6956bf68170&tab=core&tabmode=list&=
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread658735/pg1

Contracting Office Address :
500 C Street SW
Patriots Plaza -- 5th Floor
Washington, District of Columbia 20472
Primary Point of Contact. :
Thomas Zaboski,
Contract Specialist
thomas.zaboski@fema.gov
Phone: 202-646-7929
ARE YOU PLANNING MASSIVE GENOCIDE in AMERIKA and NOT TELLING ANYONE ABOUT IT? WE shall see who needs a FEMA COFFIN!
You are acting AGAINST DIVINE UNIVERSAL LAW. YOU ARE ACCOUNTABLE. STOP YOUR GENOCIDE!
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DANA HOROCHOWSKI
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/Community-CurrencyCompatible-Websites-1000-points%20and
%20solutions.pdf

www.danahorochowski.com
www.canadastreetnews.com
www.jrgenius.com
www.serenityglobal.com
www.holyhealthy.com
Dana Horochowski
468 Northern Ave E
Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, P6B 4J1
416-419-9023 ( voicemail), danah@jrgenius.com
Join us in a PEACEFUL New Paradigm of Universal
Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity for All.
We need a Network of People with Integrity and an OPEN heart to make our future a better place.

Earth Changes, Pole Shift, 2011 2012 Playlist MAPS http://www.greatdreams.com/maps.htm

Earth Changes -5D scenario (the ascending stairway on the Hopi petroglyph)--About 10 to
30 million (<0.1%) of Earth’s souls will likely achieve ascension during this lifetime. They will enter into
the 5D Earth, a world of indescribable beauty and harmony. From this vantage point,
they will assist those in the 4D realities (and perhaps even those on other 3D worlds). A very tiny
portion of the ascending group will go on into the celestial realms (6D - 8D), but most of them will
have a desire to help raise the awareness of 3D and 4D civilizations and will therefore stay with the 5D
Earth.* http://www.salrachele.com/ Choosing a Scenario

There is, of course, a choice. We can be part of the 80% of humanity that
stays in 3D and goes down with the ship (reincarnating onto another 3D
world). OR we can be part of the 20% that evolves into 4D and creates enlightened self-sufficient communities
on the New Earth. OR we can be part of the <0.1% of
humanity that evolves into 5D and
becomes part of the Heavenly Earth (the Ascension).
The choice is ours! Our only problem is: How
How much do we cherish that Hummer in the driveway (or
sustenance comes from God, or from Visa and
this old-world stuff in order to protect the body? From
happen is that we might lose these shells (our
into the 5th dimension if we want.

I say, bring on

attached to that old world are we?
SUV or whatever)? Do we believe our
MasterCard? Do we believe we need all
what? I figure the worst that could
bodies). Actually, we can take them

the changes!

The degree of our consciousness will determine whether or not we are wiped
out by a natural event, because we
draw experiences to us based on our consciousness. If enough of us wake up,
the comet (or whatever) will have
minimal effect on Earth. If we keep slumbering soundly and voting for neoconservatives and greater “security”, we
will likely be rudely awakened by a global event of some sort. http://www.salrachele.com/webarticles/earthchanges.htm

Happy New Year? For Homeless?
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By: Mukhtiar Dahiya, Barrister & Solicitor, Street Lawyer, City Law Centre
“When law and morality contradict each other, the citizen has the cruel alternative of either losing his moral sense or losing his respect
for the law.”
-– Fre’de’ric Bastia
--------------------------------------The misrule by the exploiters at the Law Society of Upper Canada has almost shaken the trust of the people in

Charter of Rights and Freedom
to ensure dignity to all along with a set of charter standards of legal help in case equal rights were
the legal profession. However, when Pierre Elliott Trudeau brought the

trampled, the hopes and expectations of downtrodden Canadians were aroused. It appeared that at last the masses
foresaken by luck and ignored by the preceding regimes of exploiters would attain the fulfillment of their aspirations.

But Alas! It proved to be a vain dream. Before and after confederation, lawyers of all hues and colors,

who succeeded in rigging and winning bencher’s elections, exploited the profession and the most vulnerable
in a relentless manner. They formed rules and enacted by-laws to demoralize lawyers and spun every story in an
impossible manner around to control them .They betrayed the public by sabotaging constitutional rights of
equal, fair and free legal services entrenched in 1982 (assuring every one, no matter what their financial status
is, first, second and last a citizen of this state with equal rights, privileges and obligations) and held that equal right was
a political matter and not a legal one. They misused and misdirected the
resources of law societies for their selfish ends. These unscrupulous
regulators encouraged immorality among lawyers and perpetuate their
power at the expense of the public. In a nutshell, because of these corrupt,
unprincipled and selfish leaders, the lawyers and the public have now
become totally helpless and have given way to despair. Consequently, a
strange division has erupted among lawyers and public groups on ethical and economic lines. They

little concern for the fate
of our beloved country. This is indeed an infamous chapter in Canada’s history. The security and
conspire against each other and are ready to collide to settle scores with

future of a nation depends on respecting constitutional rights of its citizens. It is frightening, is it not,

that the same people who are obligated to fight for human dignity trample
over the sick and hungry homeless/street people (who forwhatever reason can not look after themselves) lie scattered

around court houses and Osgoode Hall. Is it not surprising to see law society ignoring and ripping constitutional provisions of human
rights of legal redress for the homeless in regulating lawyers and then to weekly feed them when they need their rights.

constitutional failings. 300
pregnant homeless women on the streets; homeless dead in the thousands; etc., etc. Lack of ID denies human
Such is the power of the unscrupulous elements misusing a public pulpit in a highly emotive matter such as

rights daily for thousands of homeless. Mukhtiar Dahiya, Barrister & Solicitor, Street Lawyer, City Law Centre
http://www.citylawcentre.info/

03 2011 MARS- God of WAR
MARS 01 to 15 2011

BLOCKED EMAIL ALERT New Paradigm

March 15, Sept. 25, Nov. 22, 2011 Earth
Shift ( 03 15 2011 = 11:11; 06 30 2011 = 11:11; 11 25 2011 = 11:11; 11 22
ATTN:

2011) Blue and Red Kachina
of Hopi Prophecy)
Did you happen to study the 3 comets that will travel near earth, and will come in

March 15th, June
30th, and late November, creating a magnetic tug of war between earth,
sun, and all planets, creating devastating floods? In other words, this is the 2012
Nibiru scenario happening in a week from now. These 3 events
perfect aligment with sun, planets, and all solar bodies, on

have been blacked out by the media in order to to give away the truth and cause
uncontrolled panic.
-March 4th, 2011 marks the day that the brown dwarf (info) breaks through the
ecliptic plane into the northern hemisphere to begin influencing the earth into
convulsions and severe spasms. Earthquake and volcanic activity will

escalate
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from this time forward and increase like birthpangs where the earth groans and the oceans slosh tidal
waves too and fro.
March 15, 2011 is the first of three conjunctions where the earth is caught in the gravitational gradient lines-or the trough-that binds the
sun and brown dwarf together. The sun will be pulling one way and the brown dwarf the other way and the predicted pole shift event will take
place. The interesting thing about this particular day is that Saturn, the brown dwarf, the Earth and the Sun and Mars and Jupiter and Uranus
are all in alignment. The astronomy people and the media should be talking about this alignment, because rarely do seven planetary and solar
bodies line up in a straight line like we see on March 15, 2011.

Prepare your Children Lilith has unleashed the DEMONS from HELL playlist
ATTENTION !!! ATTENTION !!! ATTENTION !!!
SECOND MOST

WAR !!!

URGENT MESSAGE

OF

PLANET SECURITY THIRD WORLD

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/

SATURNIANS OR CRONIANS OR SAVAOTHIANS OR MUTINOUS
ANDROMEDIANS, AS PSEUDO - "GOVERMENTAL ANDROMEDIANS AND
PLEIADIANS" EXTRATERRESTRIALS.
IMPLICATION OF

DRAGONIANS OR REPTILIANS, AS PSEUDO "RETICULLIANS AND GREY"
EXTRATERRESTRIALS._S.O.S - S.O.S. - S.O.S.
IMPLICATION OF

-note that the Thunder in the Ancient Hellenic style of writing of the “S” – “6” – “666” is semiologically identical to Zeus-Jupiter, bringer of
the Thunders (EMP - E/M Maser Weapons). Therefore we have again here hubris against the Andromedian Zeus as allegedly carrier of

sinomongolian-hebrew and CronianSavaothian priesthoods such as the Byzantine
priesthood.
SATANISM, as a hubris that was generated from the

But Satan is a Hebrew term and means: THE GAINSAYER.
And so is concluded that indeed the GAINSAYER of the Lunar
Commander Sin-Sion-Zion-pseudoYahweh, is in reality ZeusJupiter who is carrier of the supreme knowledge of the
Hexahedron (Earth) – and of the Dodecahedron (Ether), which also
was demonized as allegedly “satanic geometry” (together with the
Pentagon and the Pentagram) by the Byzantine priesthood and by
the Rabbis who also in parallel founded and the collusion Satanic
churches and priesthoods and rituals and symbols, namely the

White
Andromedian and the Black Sirian Race, to never again recall their lost
collective memory of their Pelasgian Hellenic Pre-Historic Global Civilization
other – reversed satanic face of the same crook Lunar pseudo-God, in order for Hellenes, the

and in order to never again acquire the …awesome Unified Scientific Knowledge of the Dodecahedral, with all this implies for today’s suzerains of
the Planet.
The ancient

“S” – THUNDER as was written in an ancient boustrofidon (vice-versa) inscription that was found in Corfu

Namely, the end of the Dragonian current NWO Dark Occupation and the

return of the "STAR-CHILDS" Ancestors from

Pleiades

and Andromeda, the men of Wisdom.
That's why the hebrewsaxons "elite" are so panicked and they announce
through SETI in "Pravda" and through the British Academy of Sciences that the
forthcoming will be "HOSTILE". They are panicked as hell.
President Obama ran for cover inside the Bunker Alice-2012 with the
Norway-Spiral exercise.
I Say: No Bunker is gonna save them. Every current terran
matter of the 1st Dimension (3rd Real) is completely transparent for
the netrino-naser detectors and for the netrino concentrated directed

forthcoming MEN OF WISDOM ANDROMEDIAN JUDGES.
energy weapons of the
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Mayas: According to the statements of the Mayans Elders themselves, the Mayas are former residents of the destroyed by the Dragonians
planet Phaethon (today asteroid's belt), who originally came from the Pleiades star cluster. Their advanced Star-Alligned Calendar knowledge
was given to them by those star-childs ancestors who promised their return for the inspection of Earth on 12 baktun and 13 ahau (28
October 2011 http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2011/02/re-post-ghrees-second-most-urgent.html
Read Also: The Maya Today:http://www.criscenzo.com/jaguarsun/mayanow.html

Instead of Yet Another Eulogy by Kevin Annett www.itccs.org
William Arnold Combes, Fighter and Friend:
1952-2011

I don't want your condolences for my brother.

I want you

to help us stop these killings.

- Frank Thompson at the memorial rally for Johnny Bingo Dawson,
January 2010, Vancouver
I would insult the truth of who Billie Combes is if I reduced
what has happened to him to a series of words. I have no desire to comfort or explain anything
anymore, for none of that stopped his murder.
When I received the horrible but not unexpected news of his death, I
responded by shutting the door and sobbing for a long time, as an
outrage kindled in me that will never go out.
Eulogies are possible only for strangers, and Billie was not just another dead Indian. For I came to know and love him as we
struggled from the same lonely place to do the necessary impossibility. William Combes was one of the very, very few
survivors of our home grown genocide who spoke out, clearly and persistently, about the crimes: and who never let his own
fear or threats from others still his voice or his actions.

consolers is the kind of

raw courage that
Holy Rosary Cathedral during a Sunday

What is required from all the
Billie showed the day he joined fifty of us as we occupied
mass, despite his crippling memories of being stretched and

tortured on a rack by Brother Murphy at the

Kamloops Indian residential school.

It's precisely such bravery that is lacking
wilt our numbers and our resolve even more, as it is meant to.

in our ranks these days, and each new killing seems to

Many kind words have been sent to me since he died,

I understand better than most people the despair
face immovable injustice, and authorities. So did
and I share is a capacity to respond to our own
predicament and lost cause by doing
more than simply despair.
Billie saw that quality in the group of us the day we
five years ago, outside Christ Church Anglican
Vancouver, as mounted cops tried scaring us
the scurrying church goers and scowling
was a small and unlikely warrior, but he beamed
encouragement as he came to me and said, "I saw

get killed and buried up at the
school."

but it isn't words that we need.

that descends when we
Billie. But something that he
hopeless
something
first met some
Cathedral in
away from
priests. Billie
with

some kids
Kamloops

Later, as we got to know each other, Billie said that
protest about the murdered residential school
nerve to finally speak about what he knew, and

it was only when he saw our
children that he found the
suffered.

He and I taught each other the ultimate supremacy

of a single act.

comes to crimes of state and

When it
church, only acts matter,

for the official discourse and language is held

captive to these powers.

"Talk

reporter, at the last church

is just shit" Bingo Dawson said to a
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protest

he attended before he was beaten to death by three Vancouver cops.
"All these churches care about is losing face and their money. They're scared their shit will all come out and

they'll do the time for the crime. That's why I'm here with this sign and I'll stay here until they do
the time." The reporter never quoted Bingo, naturally. But it didn't matter to him, or to Billie, for being there that day, in
the face of their rapists and torturers, was enough: for that was their
victory.

Something of the dead passes into the souls of those who have known

our
actual nature as people born without fear or shame:
and we are meant to carry these fallen ones on with us.
That is the final gift of our warriors to us, and we denigrate the
offering and their sacrifice by not continuing all that
they fought for and embodied.
them, my Gaelic people teach, for in the best among us we see

And so this April 15, on the seventh anniversary of our inaugural Aboriginal Holocaust Memorial Day, we will be carrying a simple sign outside many
church and government offices around the world, declaring,

"Who Killed Bingo Dawson, William Combes, and thousands

of others?"

Join us on that day, and share our outrage and purpose. Bingo and Billie will be standing beside you, and me.
....................
See the evidence of genocide in Canada at www.hiddennolonger.com and at the website if the International
Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State (ITCCS) at www.itccs.org .

Queen of England in Abduction of
Aboriginal Children dies suddenly in Vancouver
Hospital February 28, 2011 by itccs A Special Report by Kevin D. Annett

Star Eyewitness who named

William Combes, Eyewitness, 1952-2011
Vancouver, Canada:
The aboriginal man who claimed to witness the abduction of ten fellow residential school
children by the Queen of England and her husband in October, 1964 at the Catholic school in Kamloops, B.C.
has died suddenly at the Catholic-run St. Paul’s Hospital in Vancouver.
William Combes, age 59 and in good health, was scheduled to be a primary witness at the opening session of the
International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State (ITCCS) on September 12 in
London, England.
I last saw William ten days ago, on the eve of my departure for a European speaking tour,
and he looked better than I had seen him in years.
According to his partner Mae, William was in stable health and was assigned a new doctor at
St. Paul’s Hospital this past week. William was then committed to the hospital for “tests”,
and his health began to immediately deteriorate. He died suddenly yesterday of a still-undisclosed cause.
The Vancouver Coroner’s Office refuses to comment on William’s death.
William was the sole survivor of a group of three aboriginal boys who claim to have witnessed the abduction of
ten children during a royal visit to the Kamloops residential school in mid October, 1964, when both the Queen
and Prince Philip were in Canada.
“They took away those ten kids and nobody ever saw them again” described William, in several
public statements made over the airwaves of my former Vancouver Co-op radio program, and in the following signed and
witnessed declaration made on February 3, 2010:
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I am an Interior Salish spirit dancer and am 58 years old. I live in Vancouver, Canada.
I am a survivor of the Kamloops and Mission Indian residential schools, both run by the Roman Catholic

suffered terrible tortures there at the hands especially of Brother
Murphy, who killed at least two children. I witnessed him throw a child off a three story
church. I

balcony to her death. He put me on a rack and broke some of my bones, in the Kamloop school basement,
after I tried running away.
I also saw him and another priest burying a child in the school orchard one night.
In October, 1964 when I was 12 years old, I was an inmate at the Kamloops school
and we were visited by the Queen of England and Prince Phillip. I remember it was
strange because they came by themselves, no big fanfare or nothing. But I recognized
them and the school principal told us it was the Queen and we all got given new
clothes and good food for the first time in months the day before she arrived.
The day the Queen got to the school, I was part of a group of kids that went on a picnic with her and her
husband and some of the priests, down to a meadow near Dead Man’s Creek. I remember it was weird because we all had to bend down and kiss
her foot, a white laced boot.
After awhile, I saw the Queen leave the picnic with ten children from the school, and those kids never returned. We never heard anything
more about them and never met them again even when we were older. They were all from around there but they all vanished.
The group that disappeared was seven boys and three girls, in age from six to fourteen years old. They were all from the smart group in
class. Two of the boys were brothers and they were Metis from Quesnel. Their last name was Arnuse or Arnold. I don’t remember the others, just an
occasional first name like Cecilia and there was an Edward.
What happened was also witnessed by my friend George Adolph, who was 11 years old at the time and a student there too. But he’s dead now.
I believe that

William Combes died of foul play, and that his murder was arranged by those who stood to lose from his speaking
Catholic Indian residential schools.

out about his witnessing of the child abductions and other crimes of murder and torture at

I am writing a soon to be issued eulogy for my friend and fellow fighter, William Arnold Combes. Like another murdered front line native activist,
Johnny Bingo

killed by the Vancouver police in 2009, William will
those who killed him will, like the system that
caused the death of so many children, be brought to real justice.
Dawson, who was

never be forgotten – and

His murderers have not won. William’s videotaped
statements, including his witness of the 1964 abductions, have
been registered in the archives of our ITCCS, and will be made public at
our opening session on September 12, 2011.
I will be proposing to the ITCCS executive that William Combes and
Johnny Dawson both be named post-humous Honorary Elders of the
Tribunal.
In his name and memory, and for all the children.

A National Crime

Appendix 3:
by Dr. Peter Bryce, 1922 (4 MB) Download pdf here (51 MB)
Please donate to the work of The International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State. Your donation will be used to produce our books and
films, and fund our research and travel costs. Send a cheque or money order made out to: Lori O’Rorke 260 Kennedy St., Nanaimo, B.C. Canada V9R
2H8 FOR MORE INFORMATION Contact : or Kevin Annett at 250-753-3345

Feb 16 to 28 2011
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in

DIANs vs COW of SIN boys playlist .

.8th

Fire or HELLFIRE

playlist

OFF
hEADS!
PEDOPHILE ALERT
with their

STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID
ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
UNITED

NATIONS MASONIC
SATANISTS funded by VATICAN

currently

invading and slaughtering a SOVEREIGN

NATION-

LIBYA. GREEN BOOK homework here.
WAKE UP STUPID. You have blood on your hands.
I HAVE NO MERCY FOR THE
LESS, LIVING DEAD.
IGNORANCE has no place in a

SOUL-

new

paradigm.
ONTARIO and OTTAWA PARLIAMENT
PUPPETs for the BEAST 666 CARTEL $$$, doing another
02 26 2011-

SATANIC TANTRA DANCE to see who can be vampire king/queen next.

GET OFF OUR LAND, YOU ARE ON SOVEREIGN

INDIAN

LAND!
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TRESPASSERS! MURDERERS! TREASON! HERETICS, DEMONcrats! THIEVES!
RAPISTs! SODOMIZERs. TRAITORS to the HU-MAN RACE! VIAL
PESTULENCE! HELL FIRE. HOARD of LOCUSTS, TARES, DAMNED,
LOST, ABYSS BOUND, BOTTOMLESS, BURN BASTARDS

PUBLIC NOTICE: GLOBAL SETTLEMENT FOUNDATION =
NEW NAME FOR ANNUNAKI GOLD BEAST BRIBE
NESARA 2011 = GESARA =
GLOBAL ENSLAVEMENT = BEAST
BRIBE = GSTAR = SERIOUS
DANGER = DRACONIANs EAT
HUMAN FLESH = NEW AGE =
VATICAN = MARDUK RA = SATAN
KUMARA = SANANDA = Galactic
Federation or Council = UFO's =
fake rapture = GET LOST

http://www.fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/nesara/news/news.php?q=1296600948

FOUR WINDS 10 = 4 ARCHONS =
BEAST SATAN = Aton = NATO =
Satan Kumara = Antichrist =
ASSHOLE http://www.fourwinds10.com/

Vlad III the Impaler
http://parksfacts.blogspot.com/2010/12/vlad-iii-impaler.html
-Vlad

III, Prince of Wallachia called "Vlad the
Impaler" and also known as Vlad Dracula or simply
Dracula, in Romanian Draculea; 1431 – December
1476), was a Wallachian (southern Romania) voivode. His three

Vlad the
Impaler is known for the exceedingly cruel punishments he imposed during his reign as
reigns were in 1448, 1456–1462, and 1476.

recorded in later chronicles. However, in many stories of Slavic origin and in his native

Romania he is a national and Christian hero, helping to save Europe from the Turks.
In the English-speaking world, Vlad III is best known for possibly inspiring the name of Count
Dracula in Bram Stoker's 1897 novel Dracula. Although this identification has been questioned, the
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story of Vlad
reconstruction.

and of Dracula has become intertwined in film, fiction, legend

and in serious attempts at historical

-Vlad's family had two factions, the Draculesti and the Danesti. His father, Vlad II Dracul, born around 1395, was an illegitimate son of Mircea
the Elder, an important early Wallachian ruler. As a young man, h
e had joined the court of Sigismund of Luxemburg, Holy Roman Emperor and King of Hungary, whose support for claiming the throne of

Dragon

Wallachia he eventually acquired. A sign of this support was the fact that in 1431 Vlad II was inducted into the Order of the
(Societas Draconis in Latin), along with the Jagiellion rulers of Poland and Serbia. The purpose of the Order was to protect Eastern Europe and
the Holy Roman Empire from Islamic expansion as embodied in the campaigns of the Ottoman Empire. Wishing to assert
his status, Vlad II displayed the symbol of the Order, a dragon, in all public appearances, (on flags, clothing, etc.)
-Vlad II Dracul finally became prince of Wallachia in 1436. During his reign he tried to maneuver between his powerful
neighbors, opposing various initiatives of war against the Ottoman, which finally attracted the irritation of the Hungarian
side, who accused him of disloyalty and removed him in 1442. With the help of the Turks (where he also had connections)
he regained the throne in 1443 and until December 1447 when he was assassinated

scalping

by means of
("scalping," for the Turks, meant cutting the edges of the
face and pulling the face's skin off, while the person was still alive and conscious on
the orders of John Hunyadi, regent of Hungary.
The identity of Vlad Dracula’s mother is somewhat uncertain, the most likely variant being that she was a
Moldavian princess, niece or daughter of Moldavian prince Alexandru cel Bun.
In some sources she is named Chiajna—Princess. Vlad seems to have had a very close
relationship with Moldavia: he spent several years there after his father’s death; he left with

his presumed cousin Stephen the Great to Transylvania, and helped the latter
gain the crown as Prince of Moldavia in 1457 and was later helped by Stephen to return to the
throne of Wallachia in 1476.
-Vlad III seems to have had three brothers. The oldest was Mircea II, born before 1430, and
who briefly held his father's throne in 1442, and who was sent by Vlad Dracul in 1444 to fight in his place during the crusade
against the Turks that ended with the Varna defeat. Mircea II was an able military leader, and fought some successful yet small
campaigns against the Ottomans prior to his capture along with his father in 1447. Mircea II, captured by the boyars, had his eyes burned out,
after which he was buried alive. Vlad IV, also known as Vlad Calugarul (Vlad the Monk), was born around 1425 to 1430, and was Vlad's halfbrother. Vlad the Monk spent many years in Transylvania waiting for a chance to get the throne of Wallachia, trying a religious career in the
meantime, until he became prince of Wallachia (1482). Radu, known as Radu cel Frumos (Radu the Handsome), the youngest brother, was also
Vlad’s rival as he continuously tried to replace Vlad with the support of the Turks, to which he had very strong connections. Radu seems to
have been also favored by the Turkish Sultan Mehmed II.
From his first marriage, to a Wallachian noble woman, Vlad III apparently had a son, later prince of Wallachia as Mihnea cel Rau (Mihnea the Evil),
and another two with his second wife, a relative of Matthias Corvinus of Hungary.
-The very different portrayals of Vlad in various bodies of tradition also reflect political rivalries at
the time of his life, between the Slavs, who generally remember him as a hero, and the German
who had territorial ambitions in the region. In an interesting variation on the Dracula myth, in some

Romanian tradition he is also "undead" but ready when needed to rise up to save the nation.

Here, he is un-dead but potentially a Savior, not a friend. His inhuman strength would be put to
heroic, not villainous use. Vlad's legacy, for better or for worse, became the
subject of culture war. The truth of his life may lie between the two versions; he
may have been a less than perfect hero. It is, however, difficult to believe that
no atrocities lie behind the stories of cruelty that abound in the chronicles.
The challenge for the student of history is to sift through all the materials,
examining the motives of those who wrote or analyzing their backgrounds
and likely loyalties, to produce what might be a balanced account. This is
sometimes an impossible task. With reference to Vlad III, the task of separating fact from fiction may
be impossible. What attracts interest are the different ways his legend has been used, and why people
choose to put his legacy to work in the way they do, as hero or as villain. The hero and the villain may
be two-sides of the same coin; heroes are capable of deeds of compassion or of cruelty, of humanity or of inhumanity, of good or of
evil.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlad_III_the_Impaler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlad_III_the_Impaler
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the Blue Mass - Vatican Control of the Police Force // Jesuit Fascism and their takeover
of America and Alt Media

We will shine a light so far up their ass their eyes will glow! The
National Non Profit Party, http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/ The political party for people who hate politicians

is in your hands. Thank you Lyn Davignon

The nation

Bride of CHRIST LAST callhttp://amightywind.com/
John Hunyadi

(Croatian: Janko Hunjadi, Hungarian: Hunyadi János ['hu??di 'ja?no?], Medieval Latin: Ioannes
Corvinus or Ioannes de Hunyad, Romanian: Iancu (Ioan) de Hunedoara, Serbian: Sibinjanin Janko, Slovak: Ján Hunady) (c.
1407[3] – 11 August 1456), nicknamed The White Knight of Wallachia was a general (1444–1446) and RegentGovernor (1446–1453) of the Kingdom of Hungary
Hunyadi is widely celebrated as a successful and powerful generalissimo. He promoted a revision of dated military doctrine and was an
outstanding and iconic military opponent of the Ottoman Empire. Hunyadi was, in a sweeping scope of European military history, the preeminent strategist and tactician of the 15th century in Christendom. He was also a Voivode of Transylvania (1440–1456), and the father of the most
renowned king in Hungarian history — King Matthias Corvinus.
Hunyadi's military genius, prowess and wherewithal to prosecute preventive and aggressive crusading warfare
policies welded together many Christian nationalities against the onslaught of the vastly numerically superior
Ottoman Muslim forces. Hunyadi's leadership achieved a state of integrity, stalemate and détente for the Hungarian
Kingdom and the many European states that lay to its periphery
These victories made Hunyadi a prominent enemy of the Ottomans and renowned throughout Christendom, and was a
prime motivator to undertake in 1443, along with King Wladyslaw, the famous expedition
known as the long campaign. Hunyadi, at the head of the vanguard, crossed the Balkans
through the Gate of Trajan, captured Niš, defeated three Turkish pashas, and, after taking
Sofia, united with the royal army and defeated Sultan Murad II at Snaim. The impatience of
the king and the severity of the winter then compelled him (February 1444) to return home, but not before he had
utterly broken the Sultan's power in

Bosnia, Herzegovina, Serbia, Bulgaria, and Albania.

No sooner had he regained Hungary than he received tempting offers from Pope Eugene IV, represented by the
Legate Julian Cesarini, from Ðurad Brankovic, despot of Serbia, and Gjergj Kastrioti Skanderbeg, prince of
Albania, to resume the war and realize his ideal of driving the Ottomans from Europe. All the preparations had been
made when Murad's envoys arrived in the royal camp at Szeged and offered a ten years' truce on advantageous
terms. Brankovic bribed Hunyadi – he gave him his vast estates in Hungary – to support the acceptance of
the peace. Cardinal Julian Cesarini found a traitorous solution. The king swore that he would never give up
the crusade, so all future peace and oath was automatically invalid. After this Hungary accepted the Sultan's
offer and Hunyadi in Wladyslaw's name swore on the Gospels to observe them.

Battle of Varna Two days later Cesarini received tidings that a fleet of Venetian galleys had set off for the
Bosporus to prevent Murad (who, crushed by his recent disasters, had retired to Anatolia) from recrossing into
Europe, and the cardinal reminded the King that he had sworn to cooperate by land if the western
powers attacked the Ottomans by sea. In July the Hungarian army recrossed the frontier and advanced
towards the Black Sea coast in order to march to Constantinople escorted by the galleys.
Brankovic, however, fearful of the sultan's vengeance in case of disaster, privately informed Murad of
the advance of the Christian host, and prevented Kastrioti from joining it. On reaching Varna, the
Hungarians found that the Venetian galleys had failed to prevent the transit of the Sultan - indeed, the
Genoese transported the Sultan's army (and received, according to legend, one gold piece for each soldier
shipped over).
Hunyadi, on 10 November 1444, confronted the Ottomans with less than half the Hungarian forces. Nevertheless, victory was still possible
in the Battle of Varna as Hunyadi with his superb military skills managed to rout both flanks of the Sultan's army. At this point, however, king
Wladyslaw, who up to that point had remained in the background and relinquished full leadership to Hunyadi, assumed command and

with his bodyguards carried out an all-out attack on the elite troops of the Sultan, the Janissaries. The Janissaries readily massacred
the king's men, also killing the king, exhibiting his head on a pole. The king's death caused disarray in the Hungarian army, which was
subsequently routed by the Ottomans;
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Hunyadi himself narrowly escaped. On his way home, Vlad II Dracul of Wallachia imprisoned Hunyadi; only the threats of the palatine of
Hungary brought the voivode, theoretically an ally of Hunyadi against the Ottomans, to release him.

Belgrade victory and death

- Meanwhile, the Ottoman issue had again become acute, and,
after the fall of Constantinople in 1453, it seemed natural that Sultan Mehmed II was rallying his
resources in order to subjugate Hungary. His immediate objective was Nándorfehérvár (today
Belgrade). Nándorfehérvár was a major castle-fortress, and a gate keeper of south Hungary. The fall
this stronghold would have opened a clear way to the heart of Central Europe. Hunyadi arrived
the siege of Belgrade at the end of 1455, after settling differences with his domestic enemies. At his
own expense, he restocked the supplies and arms of the fortress. He proceeded to form a relief
army, and assembled a fleet of two hundred ships. His main ally was the Franciscan friar, Giovanni
Capistrano (known today as St. John of Capistrano), whose fiery oratory drew a large crusade
made up mostly of peasants. Although relatively ill-armed (most were armed with farm
equipment, such as scythes and pitchforks) they flocked to Hunyadi and his small corps of
seasoned mercenaries and cavalry.

of
at
da

On 14 July 1456 the flotilla assembled by Hunyadi destroyed the Ottoman fleet. On 21 July, Szilágyi's forces in the fortress repulsed a fierce
assault by the Rumelian army, and Hunyadi pursued the retreating Ottoman forces into their camp, taking advantage of the
Turkish army's confused flight from the city. After fierce but brief fighting, the camp was captured, and Mehmet lifted the
siege and returned to Istanbul. A 70 year period of relative peace on Hungary's southeastern border began with his flight.
However, plague broke out in Hunyadi's camp three weeks after the lifting of the siege, and he died August 11. On his
deathbed Hunyadi said

Defend, my friends, Christendom and Hungary from

all enemies. Do not quarrel among yourselves. If you should waste your energies in altercations, you will

seal your own fate as well as dig the grave of our country. He is buried in the Roman Catholic Cathedral of Gyulafehérvár
(now: Alba Iulia) next to his younger brother, John. Sultan Mehmet II paid him tribute:"Although he was my enemy I feel
grief over his death, because the world has never seen such a man."
The Noon Bell- Pope Callixtus III ordered the bells of every European church to be rung every day at noon, as a call for believers to pray for the
defenders of the city.[51][52] The practice of Noon bell is traditionally attributed to the international conmemoration of the Belgrade victory and to the
order of Pope Callixtus III. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hunyadi

2011 A Call To Repent Or Perish, YAH Has Your Number
http://amightywind.com/prophecy/proph119.html

“It's not you Elisabeth; it's not you I'm talking about”. HE said, “It's those who do not answer. It's
(those in) the world who refuse to answer the call to repent, knowing that I have warned.
Only those who are counted worthy will escape the Great Tribulation. It's those who know
what they are doing and offend ME and continue on in their sin, who say I have the Holy Spirit within

sin, (those) who make excuses knowing I watch
everything that they do whether it be porn, whether it be homosexuality,
whether it be booze, whether it be adultery, fornication, drunkenness, drugs,
cursing, they know I watch, they know they are to be an example, they claim the name of Jesus
Christ, even YAHUSHUA and yet I am far from them. The Holy Spirit can not dwell in a Tabernacle of
sin, yet they test ME again and again
yet they continue on with their

STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT STUPID ALERT
I AM OFF THE HAARPED PHONES...so I WILL NOT ANSWER. I CANNOT BE ON
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THE PHONE
Email or voice mail ONLY...I am waiting for integrity to arrive.
NO COPS or SUITS need bother. Your BLOOD OATH to the LIZARD QUEEN makes you a criminal.
I am not in your jurisdiction.
FREE THE true CHIEF of BATCHEWANA FIRST NATIONS. OPP are trying to kill him. Cowards with a
tazer.

PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
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OFF
ALERT

with their

hEADS! PEDOPHILE

PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

PEDOPHILE SATANIST ALERT !!!
666 $$$ SIN MICROCHIPPING

in

STATION MALL

on

Feb 26, 2011.

Sioux 8th FIRE Anishinabe TERRITORY.
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

02 24 2011 3/4 moontime

OFF with their
hEADS!
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PEDOPHILE
OFF

ALERT
hEADS!

with their

PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

the Blue Mass - Vatican Control of the Police Force // Jesuit Fascism
and their takeover of America and Alt Media

PEDOPHILE SATANIST
ALERT !!!
666 $$$ SIN MICROCHIPPING

in

STATION MALL

on

Feb 26, 2011.

Sioux 8th FIRE Anishinabe TERRITORY.
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PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

Orgone
MASTER
Qi
Miracles
Dome energy is female energy/ WOMB/
FUSION /GROWTH/ MATTER from ENERGY/
EARTH/ SPHERE/heart chakra.

Flat topped

orgone is FEMALE DOME ENERGY
orgone because the energy radiates in all directions,

far
wide. LOVE/LIGHT/HEALING is shared
equally. It is not a STARGATE.
and

CLEANSE crystals in pure water ( rose oil/water has
high vibration life force energy) or meditate with them in your bath, if you are healthy and clear of demonic attacks. Charge them in high sunlight 11
am to 1 pm and then

full moon 11 pm to 1 am ( moon

energy is

feminine)

Others have suggested
Stuart Wilde suggests

chamomile tea

and

lavender essential oil

for the ghouls in your fractal reality

snakes feed on human emotional energy as well (fear, anger). They're soul eaters. Black tourmaline +
mica works great against dark siders when used in orgonite. It grounds their negative energy and can also reflect it back on to
them. I also use rose quartz.
The

FEB 14 2011- HAPPY VALENTINES DAY???
HUGE orgone ARK of the COVANENT by encasing my beloved deceased pet ROMEO in the centre of
ORGONE MASTER MIRACLE MAKERS. http://www.orgonemasters.info/
I actually made a
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I air tight wrapped his little body in an aluminium EMERGENCY blanket, bubble wrap, towel and my selected daisy dowser around his little chest
to connect with my frequencies and protect him on his JOURNEY should he get stuck in a BLACK HOLE or confronted by an astral ARCHON, who
may want to EAT HIM. He is encased in shells and beautifyl crystals.His blood, bones, dna are amplified in the orgonite. My tears, screams,
love and mourning all went into his little body as I held him for hours, until he stiffened and his soul light left. ( bones and blood access all
dimensions and manifest intent)
(He died WITHOUT fear, KILLED suddenly by a sidewalk sander to the head. He died happy, healthy and released from his genetic space suit to
travel the stars. He can find his way home and always visit with me. I didn't want him rotting in the ground or his little precious DNA
cremated.The ground is still frozen and I still have him here, now preserved and encased, empowered. He is coming with me and I will place him
where he wants to be...definitely away from

BIG BROTHER.TRAFFIC. PEDOPHILE SATANISTS in this city who

FRIED

my brother's brain.
ANGELS SERVE us WELL on the other side.
Do not fear shedding this snake skin for the new coat of

ANISHINABE AGAPE AMOR

MY ROMEO...is with me, ramping out his energy, protecting me and my surrounding area with his aura
and frequencies. I am waiting for my 500 foot playful ETHERIC TIGER to show up to give me a ride on his
back. We may have to go HUNTING alpha DRAGONIANS soon.

pissed now. She doesn't care much for
homo sapiens. SATANISTS just
KILLED my FAMILIAR. MY BEAUTIFUL baby
KALI is

JOYfriend ROMEO.

THIS IS THE FINAL STRAW.
YOU WANT TO SEE THE WRATH OF A MOTHER...wait for
the KALIS...you Pedophiles!
-you WILL NEVER hurt our babies and women again.
I miss him but I know he is playing in the stars and I have access to him forever. I would want to be entombed that way too. HAUNTING all
the politicians and pedophiles...even DEAD. )

www.orgonemaster.info Kali Ma playlist

The

CHILDREN of the LIGHT are on OUR SIDE. NAMASTE...
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LET's DANCE and SING a NEW SONG of JOY...the
have inheritted the EArth...go GET IT! CARPE DIEM.
the DAY!
I'm off to LITTLE ROMA, Woodbridge

meek
SEIZE
ONTARIO

to escort FANTINO to FEMA.
DANA

and the

LOVE police

OFF with
THEIR
HEADS!
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

PEDOPHILE SATANIST
ALERT !!!
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8th FIRE PROPHECY TERRITORY!

666 $$$ SIN MICROCHIPPING

in

STATION MALL

on

Feb 26, 2011.

Sioux 8th FIRE Anishinabe TERRITORY.
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE
ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE
ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE
ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

02 21 2011 = 9 Family day???
NICE
Numerology.
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I am currently experiencing a volume of phone calls and interruptions from panicked POLIticians, pedophiles and other
and discuss matters NOW. It is too late. This should have been fixed long ago.

pests. You need not try

Back of the line or wait for your parachute/microchip and FEMA camp LOCATION.
YOU MAKE THE LAWS, YOU BREAK THE LAWS, YOU WILL FOLLOW THE LAWS OF YOUR

THE

SOULS OF THE CHILDREN SLAIN

lizard queen and king.

WILL RULE YOU now.

Amor vs Roma,
in

DIANs vs COW

ANG

IGGY-TICS

ELS

vs

boys

DEMons

Queer Culture
Jesuits are a Military
Religious Order of the
Catholic Church- On either side
The

Roman

stands a
monk, one of whom holds a banner of
yellow and
white, which are the Papal colors, and
the other a
black banner with a dagger and red cross above a skull and crossbones, with
the word

INRI, and below them the words IUSTUM, NECAR, REGES,

just to exterminate or
annihilate impious or heretical Kings, Governments, or
Rulers. http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm
IMPIOUS. The meaning of which is: It is

BIG BROTHER has NO WHERE to
HIDE...NO WHERE to
RUN...The GAME is
OVER. WE'RE NOT
GOING TO TAKE IT
ANYMORE! Pack up your toys
parliament and

GET OUT! JACK

LAYTON INCLUDED.

You are

TRESPASSING on INDIAN LAND!
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We must protect

PRIVATE PROPERTY, our WOMEN and CHILDREN. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS. 1000 points= 100
hrs=100 shares . SERENITY GLOBAL

We will shine a light so far up their ass their eyes will
glow!
The

National Non Profit Party, http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/ The political party for
people who hate politicians
The nation is in your hands. Thank you Lyn Davignon

WARNING, New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION - EDEN awaits: the WAMPUM WAY
US. Canadian border deal will
Destroy Canada as you know it.
The

Harper's plan is to make Canada the 51st. state
Harper with the Liberal, cohorts are selling you and
your Canada out again and are using fear to shove
this down your throat.

This is what you are going to lose and
what it will cost you.
Your privacy & human rights. The US will have full access to all your personal information,
financial, medical, education, political & religious beliefs, who you know, who are your relatives and
friends. The US will have full control of where you travel. The US will have full control of who can come to Canada, who can immigrate and
from where. The US track record on human rights and civil liberties is one of the worst on the planet. In addition to the numerous wars to
enhance the American corporate profit and invasion of many nations the US has created and supports the most brutal dictatorships on the
planet and actively supports and practices torture.
Do you want your family to be under the thumb of this type oppressive corporate regime?

Harper is doing everything he can to selloff your rights and liberties.
Your health care. Canadian health care will be converted to the US private insurance

system. (See Sicko documentary)
SO IF YOU GET SICK, YOU GO BROKE, and lose everything you own, they do this now in the US.
IF YOU ARE POOR YOU DIE. Americans die every day because they are poor. Do you want to live
like an American?
IF YOU ARE OLD AND CANT PAY FOR SENIOR CARE they will throw you out on the street, they do
this now in the US.
Prescription drugs will cost you 300% to 400% more, this how it is in the US now.
The US private health care insurance will cost you 4 to 15 times more than what you pay in health
care taxes, depending on your occupation.

Your pensions

Harper and his Liberal cohorts want to
Plan.
This will send a river of large profits
of banks & investment companies.
by charging interest, fees, service
In this American style system the
to every few years so many people
they keep your money. And like what
investment companies, they have a
lose your savings (Its grab the money

privatize the Canada Pension
into the overstuffed pockets
They will bleed your savings off
charges and withdrawal charges.
retirement age will be raised
will die before collecting and
happens so often to US pension
planned bankruptcy and you
and run)
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Your Canada Old Age Pension Plan.
The income supplement will be phased out and the retirement age will be raised, also to be eligible you will have to sell your home, and have
next to nothing in the bank.
Our social safety network
Canadian Unemployment Insurance will be completely privatized. (They do this now in the US)

Welfare payments will be cut and to be eligible you will have to sell your home and have next to nothing in the bank.
Disability payment will be abolished in favour of the US private insurance system they do this now in the US. (See Sicko
documentary)

Mental health care will be abolished in favour of the US private insurance system.
(They do this now in the US)

Your Job.
This Conservative / Liberal sellout, Canadians will lose another 500,000 Five
Hundred Thousand good jobs. The Conservative / Liberal free trade deal of the 80’s
cost Canadians over 1,000,000 One Million permanent jobs. Your salary will go down to US pay
rates. Job security will disappear, this how it is in the US now. US companies will be able to bring
in US workers to bust the Canadian Unions. You will have to stand in line (probably behind an
American for a JOB) US companies will be able to bust Canadian Unions,(the Wal-Mart effect).
Professional fees will increase from 300% to 1000% this how it is in the US now. Canadian
Unemployment Insurance will be completely privatized. (They do this now in the US)

You & Your Children’s Education

University tuition will go up to US rates up by 400% or more this how it is in the US now. If you have the MONEY you will probably have to
stand in line behind an American for a spot in school. If you’re not rich, you will be screwed. Canadian Education levels will decline to match
the US rates. Your Children’s future is at stake.

Child care will be completely privatized. (They do this now in the US.)

Your Water

The US Wants Canada’s water and Harper is going to give it away!
The Americans are now pumping huge amount of water from the great lakes (In violation of existing
water treaties)
The American demand for Canadian water and Harper's new deal will make you have to pay a lot
for water and food that Canadian Farmers use for irrigation. ( See Blue gold documentary)

Your Food

The US food industry monopoly on food commodity trading is the cause of the increase in global
food prices. And with Harpers new deal Canadian food prices will triple in about 5 years.
The US corporate food industry produces some of the poorest quality food in the world. (See Food
Inc.) Before the Conservative / Liberal free trade deal of the 80’s US (pro-tend) meat was classified in
Canada as unfit for human consumption. Now you may be eating it especially in US fast food
chains. Some Nations class some US food as unfit for human consumption.

The environment
Do you think the Americans will give a shit about the water you drink the air your children breathe, the land you live on? Do you think the
Americans will give a shit about Canadians? The US corporate total disregard for the environment will turn Canada into a toxic waste
land. (See Gasland documentary)
It’s Your Canada, Not theirs.

Canadian small business.

This Conservative / Liberal sellout, will force over 200,000 Two Hundred Thousand
Canadian small business out of business. The Conservative / Liberal free trade deal
of the 80’s squeezed out 300,000 Three Hundred Thousand Canadian small
business, out of business. Canadian business will not be able to compete with
large American companies for financing. 70% of ALL CANADIAN JOBS are created
by SMALL BUSINESS

Canadian Military
Will be forced into American wars for profit, the Liberal & Conservatives got us into
the war in Afghanistan so oil companies and weapon dealers can make large
profits like Locked Martin (The makers of Harper's fighter planes) (See Fahrenheit
911 documentary)
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Canadian Military Families and Veterans benefits will be cut, much more than they have already have been cut. In the US many Military Families
depend on food banks to have enough FOOD to Eat. (They do this now in the US.) This is Harpers plan for your future!
Regardless of what they say or show you on TV, the Conservative and Liberal parties are backed and financed by the same companies, banks
and special interest. They are the same cereal, just different boxes, so you think you have a choice.

Your Grandparents, your Parents worked and struggled to build
this unique diverse tolerant compassionate Nation. You are
working and struggling to build a better future for your children
and they will build the future.
Canada of ours. It belongs to you and your children; it is not the
personal property of Steven Harper to selloff.
Canadians cannot let this Judas sell our future off for 30
pieces of silver.
This

The power is in your hands, at your finger tips, to protect what we have, what we share. It is in your hands,

decent.
IF YOU DO NOT STOP THEM they will eat away your rights, your freedom,
your liberty. Just like termites when you finally see what is happening, all you have left is dust.

do what is right, what is

I created the National Non Profit Party to improve the lives of Canadians and protect
your future.
The NNPP will Cancel all the free trade sellouts, all the backroom deals that have
stolen your money and future, we will investigate every deal and every corrupt kick
back contract the Conservative and Liberal governments have done all the way back

We will shine a light so far up their
ass their eyes will glow! The National Non Profit Party,
to the 80’s.

http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/ The political party for people who hate politicians

The nation is in your hands. Thank you Lyn Davignon

50 Years in Prison for children refusing to Read! I guess I didn't understand how big these things were that
I exposed. I just thought that any good person would do the right thing and try to save the little girls and educate people what was
going on and who was doing it. christie@truthbrigade.org http://www.truthbrigade.org

The Web Bot and ALTA Reports for the years 2011-12 and beyond (“The Shape of Things to Come
(2011/2012) - Issue Nine (9)”) – predicts a period of food hyperinflation, earth changes including “planetary
earthquakes”, social chaos, and government collapse. The positive timeline envisions 2012-13 as follows: “2012 heralds
Earth’s entry into the Golden Age, and between now and then is a time of transition from life as you have known it into life totally in
harmony with all of Nature.” http://www.canadastreetnews.com/cliff high webbot 9 20112012.htm

Christ Consciousness = Amor not ROMA
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CANADA's NEXT ROBO COP POLITIAN- Julian Fantino

VAUGHAN YORK REGION ONTARIO CANADA ( little
ROMA) http://www.cANADaStreetNews.com/indexfantinofascism.htm

ISSUES: MONEY LAUNDERING, TAX EVASION, CONSPIRACY ET AL
Subject: Guiliano (Julian) Fantino DOB: 13 AUG 1942 Residence: Woodbridge, Ontario.
A rough total of the monies on deposit to the credit of Julian Fantino in the various accounts noted above

over$2,744,220.00 USD, €2,041,911.00 EUROS and £100,000.00
POUNDS STERLING. it is difficult to imagine how this individual could have amassed
and hidden some $6,000,000.00 CDN in the numerous
off-shore bank accounts and jurisdictions noted above given the cost

amounts to

of living and level of personal income tax levied in relation to known reported
income in Canada.
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexfantinofunnymoney.htm

Real Health 2011-01j-24 - Shelley Ann Clark
tells how Mulroney's free trade agreement was a secret
document
ThatChannel.com
http://www.blip.tv/file/4685833#
This work is
TWO
who faced down
Mulroney gave
AND SPECIAL
HEALTH IS

Feb

licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0. She typed the Free Trade Agreement….
VERSIONS…AND CANADIANS NEVER SAW THE REAL ONE! Find out what happened to the woman
the government to expose this treason in our House! Find out just what was on the table that
away, and what that means for Canadians right now! JOIN US AS WE WELCOME SHELLEY ANN CLARK
GUEST INTERVIEWER VICTOR FLETCHER, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER OF TORONTO STREET NEWS! REAL
ARCHIVED FOR LATER VIEWING AT ThatChannel.com PLEASE FORWARD --- TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS!

1 to 15 2011
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$$$ STOP FEEDING

the

BEAST $$$

Start FEELING your planET
SOVEREIGN
ALGONQUIN TERRITORY

CANADA>>>clean up OTTAWA. It is on

.

666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000
XXX
HelenWhite.info

http://www.youtube.com/user/helenwhite666

Who are the Cathers? Albigensians?
The Holy Inquisition -Pope Innocent III grew impatient, declaring that “anyone who attempts to
construe a personal view of God which conflicts with Church dogma must be burned without pity. The town
of Beziers fell on July 22; when the abbot commander was asked how to distinguish a Cather from a
Catholic, he reportedly replied, “Kill them all, the Lord will recognize His own,” and by the end of the day
wrote to the Pope, “Today Your Holiness, twenty thousand citizens were put to the sword, regardless of
rank, age or sex.” Such slaughters followed in other towns for two decades, making hundreds of thousands
of victims (many of them ordinary Christians and leaving the Cathars severely crippled.
With the Roman Catholic Church’s political influence in western Europe now firm
enough, in 1231 Pope Gregory IX institutionalized suppression in the form of the Inquisition, a special
tribunal for heretics, manned mostly by Dominicans and Franciscans. The Cathars were its first target. On
16 March 1244, over 200 initiates were seized from the Cather fortress of Montsegur, which had withstood a year-long siege, and thrown into a
fire at the foot of the fortress. Hundreds more perished at the stake as a result of Inquisition trials over the next century, till the movement died
out.
In 1252, Pope Innocent IV (another “innocent”) sanctioned the use of torture in Inquisition trials to obtain confessions of heresy as well as
the names of other heretics. While immediate confessions were at times treated leniently (though often with excommunication, humiliating penitence,
or confiscation of property), heretics who refused to “recant” were handed over to secular authorities to be executed.
The Inquisition spread to France, Germany and the Scandinavian countries. In Spain, it was established by King Ferdinand and Queen
Isebella of Castile (1478), where it targeted mostly converts from Judaism suspected of relapsing to their original faith. Dominician Tomas de
Torquemada-thousand of whom ended at the stake. Spain extended the Inquisition to Holland, then its possession, and to some of its colonies,
such as Peru and Mexico, for the benefit of native converts.
Portugal followed Spain, with its King Joao III establishing the Holy Inquisition there in 1536, at
the request of Jesuit missionaries such as
About that time,

countries.

Francis Xavier, it spread to Portugal’s empire in Asia.

Protestants were added to the list of heretics in all Catholic
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It would be a gruesome task to detail the numerous instrument of torture invented by those pious

crush thumbs, stretch
limbs to dislocation, break them, burn and suffocate, rip out flesh or
wrench breasts and genitals. Gentler methods included suspending the accused with his or
servants of Lord Jesus Christ. Suffice it to say that some were designed to

her hands bound behind the back, thus dislocating the shoulder joints; weights could be added to the
legs for greater effectiveness. http://listentohearts.wordpress.com/2009/05/24/the-holy-inquisition/

judged books, sentenced them
and often burned them, to stop them from propagating ideas regarded as heretical, or simply
susceptible of promoting free, independent thinking. “Indexes” of prohibited titles were
The Inquisition did not judge only human beings; it also

published at regular intervals in many countries of Europe; besides the writings of Christian heretics (including
a few great mystics), the indexes listed, for instance, those of Ovid, Dante, Rabelais, Machiavelli, Eramus,
and the great works of Spanish literature. In fact, the Roman Catholic Church made it mandatory for
authors to seek its permission – the obnoxious imprimatur – before publishing a work, which meant
submitting to a censor in the first place. The Church in effect became the world’s first thought police;
had this been in its power, it would have publicly burned ideas at the stake. Although this policy no doubt
prolonged Europe’s Dark Ages, it also produced a backlash during the age of Enlightenment.

Catholic Inquisition and The Torture Tools
Immanuel Khoury Nov 2010 on Alien Races and DNA Shape Shifting
Ron Angell on Human Sacrifice in Canada and USA // Reptilian Deception, Pole Shift, Good vs bad et's,
NSA, Prepare

666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX

02 11 2011

= 13:13 = 8 ( infinity)

Don't HOLD YOUR BREATH

for

FREEDOM in

EGYPT.

ALEXANDRIA was seized first when BLOODY ROMA
invaded in the early 100 AD's , It raped and
massacred all the HERETICS (early christians, cathars,
essenes ) who resisted ROMA's TYRANNICAL
GLOBAL GOV'T and its goals to unite the RALEGIONS and $$$.
CRONUS and MARDUK RA's possessed
pedophiles will do it again. AS PLANNED.
ROMA does not like eGYPSYs. They are too INTUITIVELY Spiritual
SACRIFICED to SATURN?
At 6 pm,
down?

after

18 days=9 of protesting

the

to bow down to the

BEAST. WILL THEY BE

MUBARAK regime, the British PUPPET

( Feb 12 is a killing day for the ILLUMINATI. It also falls on SATURN's day.) What is the

satanist dictator steps

OBAMINATION planning?
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Meanwhile... city of LONDON just STOLE Canada's TSX
and Germany grabbed the NEW YORK Stock Exchange.

cities

Get out of the
! GET THOSE MICROCHIPS DEACTIVATED.
UV light deactivates them. GET YOUR WOMEN and CHILDREN out of HARM's
WAY! DRACONIANS prefer young flesh ! (PREPARE- ORGONE your areas.
RAISE the VIBRATION. DEACTIVATE cell towers. . Titanium golf clubs and
flashing NEON lights confuse the 4 d INVADERS.)

Cosmology Valentin

ian literature described the Primal Being or
Bythos as the beginning of all things who, after ages of silence and contemplation, gave rise to other beings by a process of emanation. The first
series of beings, the aeons, were thirty in number, representing fifteen syzygies or pairs sexually complementary. Through the

error of

Sophia, one of the lowest aeons, and the ignorance of Sakla, the lower world with its subjection to matter is
brought into existence. Man, the highest being in the lower world, participates in both the psychic and the hylic
(material) nature, and the work of redemption consists in
freeing the
higher, the spiritual, from its servitude to the lower. This
was the word
and mission of Christ and the Holy Spirit.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valentinus_(Gnostic)

Gospel of Truth

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel_of_Truth
(Gen. 28:3). "I am God Almighty [El Shaddai]: be fruitful
in number" (Gen. 35:11). "By the Almighty [El Shaddai] who will
blessings of heaven above, blessings of the deep that lies beneath,
breasts [shadayim] and of the womb [racham]" (Gen. 49:25).

and increase
bless you with
blessings of the
Harriet Lutzky

has presented evidence that Shaddai was an attribute of a Semitic goddess, linking the epithet with Hebrew
šad "breast" as "the one of the Breast", as Asherah at Ugarit is "the one of the Womb".[24]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adonai#Adonai

George Kavassilas, Fraud, Eisenhower, Laura Not magdalene, Project sCAMALOT // Lilith the Dark
Goddess playlist
666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX

TSX and S&P to MERGE. BYE BYE PENSIONS. BYE BYE CANADA. HELLO NEW WORLD GLOBAL
DICTATORSHIP! News Release TMX Group Inc. Statement Regarding London Stock Exchange Group plc
February 8, 2011 (TORONTO) - TMX Group confirmed today that it is in advanced discussions with London Stock Exchange Group regarding a
possible merger of equals to create an international exchange leader. http://www.tmx.com/en/news_events/news/news_releases/2011/2-82011_TMXGroup-LSEstatement.html

02 04 2011 -Obamination and Hitler/Harper delivering
CANADA to CORPORATE ameriKA. (Expect border INSECURITY
to SEAL the DEAL, compliments of Vatican funded alCIAda)
- Roma/AmeriKA INC replacing EGYPTIAN DICTATOR
with another PUPPET SATANIST after TERRORIZING innocent protestors
with $$$BEAST BRIBED THUGS. ( typical SOLUTION to their
engineered PROBLEMS. )
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Digital TV: Mind Control by the Sound of Silence pdf
A. True Ott, PhD, ND | Educate Yourself.org
December 15, 2008
Why is the government so anxious to spend 8 billion dollars on her citizens to improve the
clarity of a TV picture? This technology is used, albeit in a more subtle fashion, against American
citizens in a highly classified and covert operation to mind control and manipulate the entire
population into ‘compliance’ with our New World order overlords. Pentagon psychotronics
technology known as Silent Sound Spread Spectrum (SSSS) has been fully operational since the early
1990s.

allows for the unwarranted implantation of specific thoughts,
emotions, and even prescribed physical actions into unsuspecting human beings.
“Sound of Silence”simply

In short, it has the very real

ability to turn human beings into mere puppets in the hands of certain
takeover of American society without a single

“controllers”or puppet-masters. . It could easily result in the

bullet being fired.
Iran 1980-1988- They were subjected to a technology that was so extreme and incomprehensible that they were suddenly
reduced to the level of compliant children and felt grateful to still be alive in the wake of their mind-wrenching experience.
The physical, emotional, and psychological effects of this technology were so severe that hundreds of thousands of Iraqi troops
surrended en masse without firing even a single shot against US led coalition forces. The numbers reported in the news were staggering:
75,000 and then another 125,000 (or more) Iraqi troops would come out of their deep desert bunkers waving white flags and falling to their
knees before approaching US troops and literally kiss their captor’s boots or hands if given the opportunity.
-A sophisticated electronic system designed to ‘speak’ directly to the mind of the listener; to alter and entrain his brainwaves, to manipulate
his brain’s electroencephalographic (EEG) patterns and thus artificially implant negative emotional states ---- feelings of intense fear, anxiety,
despair and hopelessness were created in the Iraqi troops. This incredibly effective subliminal system doesn’t just tell a person to feel an emotion,
it makes them feel it; it implants that EMOTION in their minds.”
The technology utilizes a combination of HAARP transmitters, GWEN towers, microwave cell phone towers, and the mandatory High
Definition Digital TV that will enter your home via: a) cable, b) satellite, c) HD TVs, or d) those oh-so-easy-to-obtain “digital converter boxes”
that the government is so anxious to help you obtain and underwrite most of the cost on your behalf
http://www.wariscrime.com/2008/12/15/news/digital-tv-mind-control-by-the-sound-of-silence/
For example, imagine utilizing the Sound of Silence in a large Wal-Mart store, mixing the ELF waves with background music to subliminally
brainwash dishonest shoppers NOT to engage in shoplifting? Such a device would save Sam Walton many millions of dollars in lost revenue every
year. Moreover, what if televisions across the U.S. and Canada all went 100% DIGITAL [E.g. the mandatory HD
conversion Feb. 2009] in their signals (which must happen in order to successfully link to pre-positioned, interconnected GWEN (Ground-Wave
Emergency Network) Towers) which of course would allow the unrestricted use of the Sound of Silence frequencies in a complete and
massive control of the nation’s mind and consciousness? http://educate-yourself.org/cn/soundsofsilence11dec08.shtml

Many computer monitors and HD TV screens, when displaying pulsed images,
emit pulsed electromagnetic fields of sufficient amplitudes to cause excitation. It
is therefore possible to manipulate the nervous system of a subject by pulsing
images displayed on a nearby computer monitor or DIGITAL TV set. For the latter,
the image pulsing may be embedded in the program material, or it may be overlaid by modulating a
video stream, either as an RF signal or as a video signal.
The image displayed on a computer monitor may be pulsed effectively by a simple computer program.
For certain monitors, pulsed electromagnetic fields capable of exciting sensory resonances in nearby
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subjects may be generated even as the displayed images are pulsed with subliminal intensity.
http://www.wariscrime.com/2009/01/30/video/more-evidence-hd-tv-is-a-set-up-for-mind-control/

Dying NASA Scientist tells the real deal playlist
MIND CONTROL HDTV playlist
THE USE OF ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICITY
fiber optics, computers, electronic communications, nanotechnology, bio-chips & neuro-electrical research have combined to bring mankind to the point where mankind can be controlled
Developments in

by one centralized monolithic Beast computer. The ultimate mind-controlled slavery is now possible.
http://z13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIVED_MIND/index.php?showtopic=32607&st=15

Age of Aquarius 2011

7th fire is Rainbow Warrior Territory
TORONTO which will be sacrificed soon.
WAY of the children of the
LIGHT/FAE/FEATHER/ANISHINABE/ANGEL may
relocate in Anishinabe areas out of the cities. Many will travel
by water after the earthquake that will rock the Great Lakes
Those following the

basin.

8th fire-

We meet at the

rapids between SAULT STE MARIE Ont and Michigan

starting in

MARCH.

We are ready. Big brother isn't ...but who cares...outta the way. Meegwetch DANA
Anishinabe.info , saultstreetnews.info , kinakwii.com , 8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com

Your solution is HERE. It is YOU and YOUR
Jurisdiction restored to

USURYFREE COMMUNITY.

FIRST NATIONS. REMOVE ROMA remember AMOR. See you at the

7th

and

8th fire. GET OUT OF THE CITIES and off the waterways.
PUT those

INDIGO-CRYSTAL KIDS on farmland NOW. hu MAN= FEARLESS.

http://www.jrgenius.com/
cooperative.

ALL SUBJECTS ALL AGES. 100 hours = 100 shares = 1000 points in a global
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New Energy Invention - Magnetic Motor

06:49 - 2 years ago

Fascinating demonstration of a new energy invention with the potential to vastly transform our world. Using only magnets, two plastic
strips, and securing components, this video clip shows how a freestanding device can be built to generate power using nothing but natural
magnetic forces. This is only a proof of concept video. There are many variables to be worked out, but the
potential is clearly demonstrated. If you take the small model in the video and extend it for 20 feet
upwards or so, the magnet should easily jump up 12 feet or more. A simple device could then pull
the magnet off the track dropping it down and thus generating energy through gravity by
passing through one or more rotors. Double the length and get twice the energy. After dropping, a
curved track at the bottom could then slip the magnet right back into the bottom of the device where
magnetism would again pull it up, thereby creating perpetual motion while generating
power. A circular track might also create a similar effect. Any tinkerers want to play this
one and potentially transform our world? For more on the origin, specifications, and future
development ideas of this project, see http://www.PerpetualMotors.com. We ask you to
spread the word and help to make this exciting project a reality. License is hereby granted
for this invention. You are free to copy it, alter it, develop it, and include it in any noncommercial applications free of charge. Invite your friends and colleagues to work on it
with you. If you do find a way to make a commercially viable product using this concept and profit
financially from it -- and we hope you will -- then as an acknowledgment for our help in creating
something useful, send us a royalty fee of ten percent of sales for units actually sold
at the above website. We offer this powerful concept and demonstration into the creative
commons. For more on this, please consult the website http://creativecommons.org and look under their
licensing section. Let's join our forces and work together to transform our world for the good of all of us!
also see CANADA's own http://www.youtube.com/user/TESLABROTHERHOOD
your self LIVE, http://www.blogtv.com/people/teslacoils2001

Design

,

teslacoils2001- Broadcast

http://www.perpetualmotors.com/design.html
This is just the first, very basic, simple, do this at home, "proof of concept" design. From here
onwards, obviously there are many possibilities. But here is the key design specification that we
have discovered and want people to know about:
ALL OF THE MAGNETS--with the sole exception of the traveling magnet-- have their poles
oriented exactly the same: PERPENDICULAR to the direction of travel of the traveling
magnet.(Say, all of the stacks of magnets have their North pole facing up. Then the
traveling shuttle magnet has its North pole facing down. And it moves, is pushed along, on
an "East-West" plane of travel.
For centuries, people have been trying to find a design that made use of the obvious very
strong push-pull of the North South poles. The insight genius of this design is that, counterintuitively, it does NOT try to use this main axis of magnetization as its direction of travel, but
instead runs along on the energy in the far weaker (but-still-able-to-be-added-onto,
cumulatively, indefinitely...) "East-West" plane (perpendicular to North-South axis). We
have oriented the stacks at about 60 degrees to the direction of travel. And this will
demonstrate the effect nicely. For an even more dramatic effect, build a trackway where the
stacks which are at sixty degrees to the direction of travel alternate with stacks that are
placed flush up against and parallel to the direction of travel.
http://www.perpetualmotors.com/Limits.html

your

Time for YOU to start the NEW PARADIGM
COMMUNITY. Follow us! The WAMPUM WAY.

in

RED ELK's

VISION- SAW MANY GREAT WHITE CLIPPER-LIKE SAILING SHIPS PATROLLING OUR COASTLINES. THESE GREAT WHITE PROTECTORS WERE....ANGELS !
A

MERICA THEN SETTLED DOWN TO PEACE and GODLINESS LIVING....AND LEADING!! Folks,
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WE BECOME A PARADISE. The "Garden"
EXAMPLE to
ALL EARTHS
PEOPLE of what

"RETURNED". An

"Gentiles" can DO,
and BE.
IS There HOPE?

YES! Can this
be CHANGED to let
ALL THE BADNESS
"CHANGE"?

YES! But

85 to
87% OF OUR WORLDS' POPULATION RETURNS
ONLY IF

TO RIGHTNESS IN GOD....NOW !

And in the ONENESS...in

MERCY ONE/FOR ALL MANKIND. We have"
TILL THE "SKYS TURN RED"
LIKE MIND.... PLEAD FOR

THERE WILL BE

NO HOPE OF CHANGING THAT "PROBABILITY"

DURING, OR AFTERWARDS!

CHANGE NOW! Before it's too late.

I PLEAD OF YOU....LISTEN!
http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm

8th fire. anishinabe.info, jrgenius.com
The Prophecy of the 8th FireTHE 8TH FIRE One Earth * One Whole Circle * Again. A vision of hope.... for the future......for the
Earth…...for the children
They will come to a

fork in the road. One road will lead to Materialism

and

Destruction, for almost all living creatures.

other road will lead to a Spiritual Way upon which the Native People will be standing. This path will lead
lighting of the 8th fire, a period of eternal peace, harmony
and a "New Earth", Where the destruction of the past will be healed.
The

The prophecy of the 8th fire is one of many ancient prophecies that refer to the year
http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/transcripts/ojibwe.html

to the

2012 and the years directly preceding it

Aztecs this is the time of the 6th sun, a time of transformation and the creation of a new race, To the Mayans it is the
end of time as we know it, To the Incas it is the time of meeting ourselves again. In Egypt, according to the Great
Pyramid [stone calendar] the present time cycle ends in the year 2012. The calendars of both the Mayans and the Cherokee end in
To the

2012. http://www.the8thfire.org/

Red Elk's Great Vision-Death, so GREAT train box cars haul thousands of bodies to put in the Dakota badlands using the Auroras as burial places. Almost

all dead come from the East. Yet to happen.

http://www.redelk.net/website/Great_Vision.htm
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New Madrid Fault Line
Watch New Madrid Fault Line in Educational | View More Free Videos Online at Veoh.com

The New Madrid Earthquakes of 1811-12

http://www.new-madrid.mo.us/index.aspx?

nid=132

From December 16, 1811 through March of 1812 there were over
2,000 earthquakes in the central Midwest, and between 6,00010,000 earthquakes in the Bootheel of Missouri where New Madrid
is located near the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.

no other earthquakes
have lasted so long or produced so much
evidence of damage as the New Madrid
earthquakes. Three of the earthquakes are on the list of America’s
In the known history of the world,

top earthquakes: the first one on December 16, 1811, a magnitude of
8.1 on the Richter scale; the second on January 23, 1812, at 7.8; and
the third on February 7, 1812, at as much as 8.8 magnitude.
The

Mississippi Ran Backwards

After the February 7th earthquake, boatmen reported that the Mississippi actually ran backwards for several hours. The force of the land upheaval
15 miles south of New Madrid created Reelfoot lake, drowned the inhabitants of an Indian village; turned the river against itself to flow
backwards; devastated thousands of acres of virgin forest; and created two temporary waterfalls in the Mississippi. Boatmen on flatboats actually
survived this experience and lived to tell the tale.

Getting Over Cracks

As the general area experienced more than 2,000 earthquakes in five months, people discovered that most of crevices opening up during an
earthquake ran from north to south, and when the earth began moving, they would chop down trees in an east- west direction and hold on
using the tree as a bridge. There were “missing people” who were most likely swallowed up by the earth. Some earthquake fissures were as
long as five miles.

-Lights flashed from the ground, caused by

quartz crystals being squeezed. The phenomena is called “seismoluminescence.”

Warm Water -Water thrown up by an earthquake was lukewarm. It is speculated that the shaking caused the water to heat up and/or quartz light
heated the water.
Earthquake Smog -skies turned dark during the earthquakes, so dark that lighted lamps didn’t help. The air smelled bad, and it was hard to
breathe. It is speculated that it was smog containing dust particles caused by the eruption of warm water into cold air.
Loud Thunder Sounds of distant thunder and loud explosions accompanied the earthquakes.
Animal Warnings -People reported strange behavior by animals before the earthquakes. They were nervous and excited.
Domestic animals became wild, and wild animals became tame. Snakes came out of the ground from hibernation. Flocks of ducks
and geese landed near people.

Tecumseh’s Comet and the Battle of Tippecanoe -The earthquakes were preceded by
the appearance of a great comet, which was visible around the globe for seventeen months, and
was at its brightest during the earthquakes. http://www.new-madrid.mo.us/index.aspx?nid=132

UR America 8 th FIRE 7th FIRE New Madrid ANISHNABE Feb
04, 2011
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Background on earthquakes in eastern
Canada http://earthquakescanada.nrcan.gc.ca/zones/eastcan-eng.php

PANTHER-ACROSS-THE-SKY: Tecumseh
& the New Madrid Earthquake,
December, 1811 another remarkable compilation of the
"forgotten past", thanks to David Yarrow
http://www.ratical.com/ratville/Tecumseh.html

Monday, December 16, 1811

At 2:30 A.M. the earth shook. In
the south of Canada, in the villages of the Iroquois, Ottawa, Chippewa and
Huron, it came as a deep and terrifying rumble. Creek banks caved in and
huge trees toppled in a continuous crash of snapping branches.
In all of the Great Lakes, but especially Lake Michigan and Lake Erie, the
waters danced and great waves broke erratically on the shores, though
there was no wind.
In the western plains, there was a fierce grinding sound and a
shuddering, which jarred the bones and set teeth on edge. Earthen vessels
split apart and great herds of bison staggered to their feet and stampeded
in abject panic.
To the south and west, tremendous boulders broke loose on hills and cut swaths through the trees and brush to the bottoms. Rapidly
running streams stopped and eddied, and some of them abruptly went dry and the fish that had lived in them flopped away their lives on the
muddy or rocky beds.
To the south, whole forests fell in incredible tangles. New streams sprang up where none had been before. In the Upper Creek village of
Tuckabatchee, every dwelling shuddered and shook, and then collapsed upon itself and its inhabitants.
To the south and east, palm trees lashed about like whips, and lakes emptied of their waters, while ponds appeared in huge declivities which
suddenly dented the surface of the earth.
All over the land, birds were roused from their roosting places with scream of fright and flapping wings. Cattle bellowed and kicked, lost their
footing, and were thrown to the ground where they rolled about, unable to regain their balance.
In Kentucky, Tennessee and the Indiana Territory, settlers were thrown from their beds, heard the timbers of their cabins wrench apart, and
watched the bricks crumble into heaps of debris masked in choking clouds of dust. Bridges snapped and tumbled into rivers and creeks. Glass
shattered, fences and barns collapsed and fires broke out. Along steep ravines, the cliffside slipped and filled their chasms, and the country was
blanketing with a deafening roar.
In the center of all this, in that area where the Ohio River meets the Mississippi, where Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, Missouri, and Illinois
come together, fantastic splits appeared in the ground and huge tracts of land were swallowed up. A few miles from the Mississippi, near the
Kentucky-Tennessee border, a monstrous section of ground sank as if some gigantic foot had stepped on the soft earth and mashed it
down. Water gushed forth in fantastic volume and the depression became filled and turned into a large lake, to become known as Reelfoot
Lake. The whole midsection of the Mississippi writhed and heaved and tremendous bluffs toppled into the muddy waters. Entire sections of land
were inundated, and others that had been riverbed were left high in the air. The Mississippi itself turned and flowed backwards for a time. It
swirled and eddied, hissed and gurgled, and at length, when it settled down, the face of the land had changed. New Madrid was destroyed and the
tens of thousands of acres of land, including virtually all that was owned by Simon Kenton, vanished forever; that which remained was ugly and
austere.
Such was the great sign of Tecumseh.
This was the earthquake which occurred where no tremor had ever been recorded before; where there was no scientific explanation for such a
thing happening; where no one cold possibly have anticipated or predicted that an earthquake could happen. No one except Tecumseh.
And though they were only a small percentage of those who had pledged themselves to do so, nevertheless quite a number of warriors of various
tribes gathered up their weapons and set out at once to join the amazing Shawnee chief near Detroit.
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Wednesday, April 1, 1812
The earthquake of December 16 was only a starter. It lasted, intermittently, for two terror-filled days; and at the end of that time, the
atmosphere was so choked with dust and smoke that for a week afterwards the sun shone sickly reddish-bronze through an ugly haze.
The second earthquake struck on January 23, and the third hit four days later. And
finally, on February 13, came the last and worst of them -- a hideous grinding and
snapping which last for only an hour, but caused about as much damage as the other
three combined.

This was powerful medicine -- more powerful than the Indians had ever seen.

True, the white man brought great change. But the varied fruits of his

civilization, though highly colored and inviting, are sickening and deadening. And if it be

to maim, rob, and thwart, then what is progress?
man who sat on the ground in his tipi
meditating on life and its meaning, accepting the kinship of all creatures, and
acknowledging unity with the universe of things, was infusing into his being the true essence of civilization. Chief Luther Standing
the part of civilization

-I am going to venture that the

Bear, 1933, From the Land of the Spotted Eagle, p.515 http://www.ratical.com/ratville/Tecumseh.html

666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX 666 $$$ 999 000 XXX

Immanuel Khoury on the Coming Deception- beware
ufowest.com

of

PT 1
PT 2

Locust Queen Sherrie Lea LIARD now promoting the

PUBLIC NOTICE: GLOBAL SETTLEMENT FOUNDATION =
NEW NAME FOR ANNUNAKI GOLD BEAST BRIBE
NESARA 2011 = GESARA = GLOBAL ENSLAVEMENT = BEAST BRIBE =
GSTAR = SERIOUS DANGER = DRACONIANs EAT HUMAN FLESH = NEW
AGE = VATICAN = MARDUK RA = SATAN KUMARA = SANANDA = Galactic
Federation or Council = UFO's = fake rapture
http://www.fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/nesara/news/news.php?q=1296600948

Sangrailian = medUSA = Lilith = Mother of
Vampires
other deleted videos

http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian
or http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon

http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888
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Perseus and medUSA
Getting tired of babysitting the
Original Templars? The

Armageddon INCUBUS and ARCHONS. Where is Perseus? Where are the

Black and Red Dragons are LOOSE. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/

Sit with Sit

http://www.survivalseekers.info/

Fruit is becoming 'alternative currency' in youth prison By Nick
Huber Monday, 31 January 2011 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/fruit-isbecoming-alternative-currency-in-youth-prison-2199012.html

DHS And The Rebels By Jim Kirwan 1-18-11
Another Chemtrails Illusion
Riots spread as global food shortage worsens
Signs In Nature
World Chemtrail Awareness Day – January 22, 2011
“All I saw in Israel was cowards with guns”

Christ Consciousness = Amor not ROMA
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SUNgodDAY

, JANUS 30, 2011 =

( marduk RA idiot)

01 30 2011 = 6/11 = 8 ( infinity)

RISE UP CHILDEN of the LIGHT

-LIZards are moving in to DESTROY EGYPT
EGYPT??? WHY is there CHAOS in CAIRO EGYPT?
ASK LIZARDBETH- the CHAMELION
QUEEN.
Hillary CLINTon High Mother of Darkness-on TV
today wants to chart a new path for EGYPT.

(idiot box)

- Lizard King PINDAR's child- Prince William to marry in less then
100 days. Merovingian DIANA DNA + Pure Pindar DRAGON DNA= Pure Reptilian
HYBRID.

-Supriem

DAVID
ROCKEFELLER and Michael Noel
still in the NWO GAME? Vatican
the Serpent” which the Pope even has the
chest plate and he carries the Sun staff, the
Ra."I was Marduk Ra but became Amen Ra once I
exile. Amen just means “The Hidden One”. The pledge
by placing the Obelisk in ST. Peters Court inside the
surrounded by the Celestial Cross. " says the future FALSE MESSIAH

Prescottmeans “House of
Serpent on his
symbol of Marduk
was sentenced into
their allegiance to me
Sun Circle

-“In the second coming, he will call himself Supriem and come from the west”. No matter how you spell
Supriem or Supreme, it is still SPRM. They even saw drawings that looked exactly like me. They told me that they knew I was Lucifer, the Son of GD, leader of the 12 Elohim and keepers of the D12 Stargate. Marduk Ra was just one of my names, I am the same life force as YHWH, Samech,
Moloch, Azazel, Lucifer and The Supreme Deity. It is time to for my rule again, thus who are against it will perish, in fact I have ability to end
Earth as a planet if I see fit. The time is around the corner for my rule, Heil Imperium!!!" 2011 SEQUENCE of EVENTS for BEAST BRIBE

//

NESARA 2011

Awaken and Unite - Love is our "Weapon"
The Hopi Prophecy - No more distractions
This is a video I worked long and hard on. I created this video when I realized the 7th sign of this prophecy has been fulfilled and is getting
worse. I have come to peace with the fact that everyone will not make it through these times, which is meant to be. I hope to be one to rebuild
with the other peace lovers and trust the power of the universe and our mother Earth to sort it all out perfectly as planned. I can only offer the

wisdom to truly find yourself, and stop with the distractions... Stay away from religions, especially ones such as the NEW AGE religion
designed to keep the truly peaceful and awake in a state of inaction, teaching them you need to change nothing and not prepare, keep slaving
to the system and as long as you meditate with crystals, you will be saved by ascension (kinda like Jesus returning to SAVE YOU??). You can only save
yourself first, after the purification that is imminent, we will have help again, but not until this process is complete.
Death is nothing but a continuation date, and life is but a school... I am at peace, if I die, I know my work here is complete. I pray for our Earth, it is
more important than any life of ours, we must not be selfish and arrogant. Peace to you. http://www.youtube.com/user/awkword519
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CANADA's NEXT ROBO COP POLITIAN- Julian Fantino
VAUGHAN YORK REGION ONTARIO CANADA ( little ROMA)
http://www.cANADaStreetNews.com/indexfantinofascism.htm

ISSUES: MONEY LAUNDERING, TAX EVASION,
CONSPIRACY ET AL
Subject: Guiliano (Julian) Fantino DOB: 13 AUG 1942 Residence:
Woodbridge, Ontario.
A rough total of the monies on deposit to the credit of Julian Fantino in the

amounts to over$2,744,220.00 USD,
€2,041,911.00 EUROS and £100,000.00 POUNDS
STERLING. it is difficult to imagine how this individual could have amassed
and hidden some $6,000,000.00 CDN in the numerous offshore bank accounts and jurisdictions noted above given the cost of living
various accounts noted above

and level of personal income tax levied in relation to known reported income in Canada.
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexfantinofunnymoney.htm

Real Health 2011-01j-24 - Shelley Ann Clark
tells how Mulroney's free trade agreement
was a secret document
ThatChannel.com

http://www.blip.tv/file/4685833#

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0.
She typed the Free Trade Agreement…. TWO VERSIONS…AND CANADIANS
NEVER SAW THE REAL ONE! Find out what happened to the woman who
faced down the government to expose this treason in our House! Find out
just what was on the table that Mulroney gave away, and what that means
for Canadians right now! JOIN US AS WE WELCOME SHELLEY ANN CLARK
AND SPECIAL GUEST INTERVIEWER VICTOR FLETCHER, EDITOR AND
PUBLISHER OF TORONTO STREET NEWS! REAL HEALTH IS ARCHIVED FOR LATER VIEWING AT ThatChannel.com PLEASE FORWARD --- TELL ALL
YOUR FRIENDS!

PolyTICS

MARdi, Janus 25 2011 =Janus 9/11
(Mars-ROMAN God of war, Janus/ Saturn-ROMAN God of CHANGE) 01 25 2011

The TERMINATION of the OBAMINATION
OBAMANATION- STATE of the UNION ADDRESS. When are they planning on
assassinating this BLACK Kennedy to put in the TERMINATOR. GUNCONTROL IS NOT IN
THE SPEECH TONIGHT...so prepare for GUNS? Mentioned Robert Kennedy.
ARMAGEDDON PLANs ON SCHEDULE!
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GABBY's intern is present at this address. MORE JOBS say aMERIcans. ASSASSINATING
this IRISH BLACK AFRICAN BORN MUSLIM PRINCE is going to start a RACE
WAR. AS PLANNED
Who will RC REAL PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN put in next?
THE TERMINATOR of course. Arnold Schwarzenegger - PRESIDENT OF KALI-fornia.
SHRIVER KENNEDY-ILLUMINATI SNAKE LINE. THAT's DEMONcracy for you!

Religion- Roman Catholicism Arnold Alois Schwarzenegger
http://www.paulsadowski.com/numbers.asp

Religion Christianity???? Barack Hussein Obama 11

(addressed his speech at

9 pm EST) MUSLIM, african

BORN actually.

REMEMBER

THAT YOU ARE A

REPUBLIC and our FREEDOMS have been HIJACKED by

SATANISTS!
You are the CHILDEN of the LIGHT. BE THAT. BE PASSION!
PRAY for aMERIca. She is about to fall!

Mars- the Roman God of War, was one of the most worshipped and revered gods throughout ancient Rome. He was the son of
Jupiter and Juno and according to legend, fathered Romulus and Remus, the founders of Rome, with the vestal virgin Rhea Silvia.
Because of this mythological lineage, the Roman people felt as though they were also the children of Mars and he was regarded as
their protector. Mars held a special place in the Roman Pantheon not only for his patronly influence, but because of the importance
of military achievement in the republic and the Roman Empire, conquering Northern Africa and much of Europe and the Middle East
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuesday TUESDAY and MARCH ( PISCES Christian FISH)

Janus

was usually depicted with two heads facing in opposite directions. According to a legend, he had received the gift to see
both future and past from the god Saturn in reward for the hospitality received.[citation needed] Janus-like heads of gods related to
Hermes have been found in Greece, perhaps suggesting a compound god. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janus

Credo Mutwa on Reptilian Agenda playlist
Are you getting the hang of things now? CAN I GO FISHING NOW? I AM SICK OF BEING ON THIS
COMPUTER. I NEED FREEDOM! MEET ME AT THE RAPIDS. POW WOW with the
FISH.

9/11 Moonday = 01 24 2011 = 11
-Initial Public Fascist (Vatican) Media Reported-130 injured, 35
infinity) people dead in suicide bombing at Moscow Airport baggage
claim, at 4:30 pm. JESUit owned media blames the Russian
Causcas Mountain, ISLAMIC TERRorists... but you know the Game By
NOW. SIN SION ZIONISTS/ ATONISTS in ROMA are
DEPOPULATing the pure WHITE Andromedan race, as usual.

(8

http://www.ctv.ca/CTVNews/TopStories/20110124/moscow-airport-blast-110124/
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CanadaStreetNews 2009 to 2010 pt 1

STOCK Markets UP

- vatican (sin #) casino is going down permanently
FEDERAL ToiLET NOTES NOW

very soon!

- SELL ALL FIAT

New Paradigm Details - Buy seeds and supplies to build a covenant community. Get off the
waterways and out of populated areas. Awaken your own neighbourhood. PLAN home groups and assign
what is needed and RECORD who can do what, in your tribe. Use BLANK bank deposit
passbooks to record your community point transactions. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
Free Lessons Here Cure All Disease
- Harper celebrated 5 years of Canadian Fascism on Marduk Ra Sun goDday,
yesterday to kick off their NWO JESUIt Protocols of SIN/SION GENOCIDE
ELECTION CAMPAIGN. John Baerd and Jason Kenney reported on the orchestrated
current Canadian unemployment and immigration disaster. Baerd said
CONServatives didn't want an election. (Busy Genociding Canada with HAARP? PACKED for your
underground base box seat bunkers funded by innocent blood and drug money?
Grays..get your forks out! Supper is coming. WARNING )
- SATANIC ACCOUNTABLE ILLUMINATI War criminals- before we parachute you over IRAQ, and feature
you on SURVIVOR, Canadians will vote on the clean up equipment and prison suit colours that you will bestow. OH
YES...would you like your microchip in the forehead or the RIGHT HAND? Jahbulon //
jesuit blood oath //JESUitS // Black Pope pdf // Black Pope
- Canadian JOHN GRAHAM is not guilty in the ANNIE MAE AQUASH killing in 1975 in S Dakota.
Annie May was shot in the back of the head. Vatican media reports that she was a spy and that
John Graham pulled the trigger. John Graham is sentenced to LIFE in Prison in USA with no hope
of parole. That's
- New

DEMONcracy for you

Brunswick and the rest of the AVALON peninsula is FROZEN to -40C
ANGELS playing HAARP with underwater pyramids off the

due to FALLEN
Atlantic coast.

_ RCMP ( plaqued with their own hidden murders and blood money trades) have arrested Albert
LeBlanc, priest 81 (9) and charged him with 40 sex offences. (You make the laws...You
will obey the laws- we have parachutes and shovels for you too -

OPERATION CLEAN UP YOUR MESS!)

-MEDIA MAFIA MEXICAN SWAMP METHANE MYTH-DID NOT cause the EXPLOSION OUTSIDE a tourist HOTEL. IT WAS
MUCH MORE SINISTER....says paid puppet propagandists for the black pope. NO KIDDING. Yawn

Another Columbine STYLE ritual Murder, compliments of the WHITE HOUSE and BLACK
POPE in NEW YORK. NEW Media occult numbers in Gifford Gunnings- 6 dead and 13 wounded.
Arizona shooting suspect pleads not guilty-HOW MANY GUNS did the Manchurian
Candidate KID supposedly have? Where are the surveillence
/webcam videos? Jared Loughner, 22- What is HIS story?
PHOENIX (antichrist) ARIZONA for trial???
http://www.ctv.ca/CTVNews/TopStories/20110124/giffords-shootingcase-110124/
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Cameras were ALSO down when the British Monarchy
Moon Goddess Diana" Bridge in France.

had

Dodi

and

Diana Murdered

under the

"Passage of the

Royal engagement photos 'inspired by Diana'
FUTURE KING ARTHUR

ANTICHRIST-

If Prince WILLIAM had a

SOUL, he would expose HIS MOTHER'S MURDERERS, not place DIANA's
wedding ring on another woman's finger (ring of SATURN? replace DIANA with KATE?).

(It still has the main leopard-lion-bear beast theme but is missing several items like
the full ten horns, the dragon "who gives him his power", and the one horn
with eyes of a man (the unicorn).

Prince William Pindar Reborn

Lizard King PINDAR's child- Prince
William to marry in less then 100 days.

Merovingian DIANA DNA + Pure Pindar DRAGON
DNA= Pure Reptilian HYBRID. The wanker was born
on the summer solstice, 1982, by Cesarean birth and all the devils eagerly await his coming to
power. He'll do it defeating a faux antiChrist and ploclaiming himself the living God, the final
blasphemy.
Reptilian Annunaki Seraphim Archons Nephilim Cherubim Rephaim Elohim Anakim Zazzummin The Watchers Giants Brotherhood Of The Snake Grigori
Sons Of God Angels & Demons Serpent Dragon Snake Brothers Grey Draconian Serpentine Species Beast Draco Summerian Planet X Satanism Nagas
Reptoid ShapeShifter 2012 Nibiru Nergal Sharrapu Djinn Fire-God Satan-Shaytaan Draco Commanders Reptilian Royalty Mind Masters Lower Astral
Reptilian White Scaled Dracos Devil Reptilian-Hybrids 4D Reps Insectoid Species Hive Mind Collective Babylonian Reptoid Mothmen Gargoyle Reptilian
Rulers Montauk Reptilian Base Satanism The Alpha Draconians Pindar/The Lizard King Chitauri Nukua Dulce Underground Reptilian Bases Reptoid
Beings Lucifer Quetzalcoatl The Great Feathered Serpent (Aztec And Toltec) Kukulkan/Gucumatz The Great Plumed Serpent (Maya) Reptilian Humanoid
Dragon Dracula Draco Collective Hive Mind Multidimensional Reptilian Demon Lords 5th Column Hybrid Forces Reptiloid Blue
Bloods Iblis/Satan Incubus Succubus Dinosauroids Saurians Reptilian/Human Hybrids Demon Possessed Reptilian Hierarchy
Saurian Greys Serpent Cults Ouroboros Cherub Angel Seraph Hierarchical Reptilian Species Retican Grey Mercenaries Demon
Lords MIB Draconian Serpents Ciakars Astral Parasites Feline Species Deep-Subterranean Dwellers Dulce New Mexico And
Montauk -Point Joint Nazi Operations Reptiloid Underground Bases Reptilian Bloodlines The Draco-Orion Empire InnerTerrestrial
Reptilians Sobek Sumerian Subterraneans Reptilian Grey Hybrid Sauroids Nefilim Cains Serpent Seedline Deep-Subterranean
Dwellers Seraph Chukara Cherub Molecular Shape Shifting Technotic Projection Laser Holograms Superficial Bio-Phasing InterDimensional Travel Hu-Man Sub-Cities Terra Winged Draco Hierarchy Biological/DNA Sources For Experimentation/Engineering
Draco/Borg Collective Cybernetics Implant Technology Stargates Nachash Changeling Nesu Itzamna Watchmen Fallen Angels
Itzem EL Joint Nazi (American Corporate & European Millitant Nazis Gray And Reptiloid Underground Bases Fallen Verities ReptiPoltergeists Wer-Dracs Sarpa Kappa Sheti Cecrops Hu-Man Replica Replacements Reptilian Technology Orionites Draco Fleet
Orion Wars Sol Sirius-A Capella Sirius-B Lyra Taygeta Pleiades,Tau Ceti,Vega Lyra,Procyon Alpha Draconis,Rigel,Orion,Epsilon Bootes,Zeta II Reticuli
Sirius-B,Arcturus,Aldebaran,Al tair,Pleiades Cluster satanists, caanannites, israel, masonry, elite, shadow walkers. Pigs.

Fatima Madonna Magdalena Sophia Prophecy
Canada's Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate Criminals, SOLUTION, Canadastreetnews.com //
Canada's Child Crimes Kid's Next Door

LET THE GAMES BEGIN! BRING IT ON!!! BYE BYE CRONUS and CRONIES
-In May, 2000, the long-awaited "third prophecy" of Fatima was finally revealed by the Vatican. For some, it was a relief and for others
an anticlimactic disappointment http://paranormal.about.com/od/marianapparitions/a/fatima-prophecies.htm

SAALM NWO ILLUMINATI JESUitS VATICAN MARDUK RA
JahBulOn
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We oppose the SAALM (supreme Annunaki assembly of Lord Marduk) brotherhood.The SAALM
brotherhood has until Dec 22nd 2012 to bring about the formation of a one world government under their ruler (an ancient
Annunaki king called Lord Marduk LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus. Part of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets population to bring
the numbers down to a level they can control and then impose a slave society. SAALM call this the FINAL SOLUTION. I believe Lord
Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings prophesized in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which
has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will
use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly as
prophesied
according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations).
http://z13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIVED_MIND/index.php?showtopic=17599

LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus The Devil

is known by many different names, here we have listed most
ones by which he is known. http://www.cleveleys.co.uk/paranormal/devils_names.htm
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexjahbulon.htm

MEEGWETCH for your work and your RARE INTEGRITY

of the common

-Anishinabe.info

Graham Hancock, his fact findings views on our Ancient past
Inca Civilization

http://www.crystalinks.com/incan.html

The Veritas Show - Show 13 STARTS at

Robert Morning Sky 3:23:59 - 1 year ago

14 min into the video. LISTEN TO THIS. Also see more mp3's here.

The Veritas Show, with Mel Fabregas, brings you Robert Morning Sky. The Veritas Show Website : http://www.veritasshow.com Originally Aired :
March 20, 2009 Robert Morning Sky - The Terra Papers Solution http://robertmorningsky.com After a decade of voluntary self retreat from the public
and the media, Robert Morning Sky is back and has granted his first interview to the Veritas show. This is fascinating and enlightening interview

Who are we? Why are we here?
What is the Divine Femininity? Who created monotheism? Who created us? Why are women stronger than men? Was
covering the origins of mankind and what destiny has planned for us on 2012 and beyond.

Adam really a woman and Eve a man? Who is the Madonna? How did RA alter our view of Isis and Osiris? Who really is Moses? Who built the
pyramids? Why are the pyramids aligned with the Orion constellation? What is the connection between Earth and Orion and Sirius? Who built all
the monoliths? What are the Nazca lines for? Why is 19.5° so important and what does it all mean?
What will happen in 2012? What does the prophecies from Babylonians, Sumerians, Egyptians,

David Icke
correct about the reptilians? Where do we go from here? What is the Terra Papers Solution? For
Mayans, Aztecs, Incas and the Dogons mean? Are we humans or extraterrestrial? Is

an in depth examination of all these questions and much more, listen to this show. Bio ---- Robert Morning
Sky travels almost constantly, mesmerizing audiences large and small around the world. He
demonstrates traditional native American dances, then tells his story in living rooms, theatres, in
school auditoriums, on radio and TV shows and in personal interviews -- anywhere people will listen

words resonate
with truth. People receive answers to far more questions than they could ever think to ask, and they come
to him. He has quickly become a favorite speaker at expo’s and UFO conventions. His

back to hear him again and again. morning sky has been subjected to several burglaries at his office with
confidential files and computer equipment stolen. His travel trailer was vandalized. His life has been threatened.

promise to his grandfather, and that promise
will not be broken, no matter the cost. In his own words: "My name is Robert Morning Sky. I
He has suffered great losses, but he made a

am a nobody, I am no one special. I am, however, a dancer who has had the extraordinary privilege of
performing an honoring dance for the ‘ancient ones’ of the world at literally dozens of sacred sites. To perform
these honorings in the right way, I have studied the oldest scriptures and words of the ‘ancient ones’. To
distinguish the miraculous from the natural phenomena of the world, I have had to study different science
disciplines, the way the human mind works, and the many kinds of shamanism and magic of the ancient world.

The future of our world is in the hands of our young ‘seekers’. In the hopes that I can
truth is hidden behind the
‘reality’ used to control the masses...” “There were many reasons that led to my eventual decision to withdraw from the speaker’s
What I have found is astonishing.

help today’s young ‘seekers’ join hands with the ‘ancient ones’, I share my journeys with you. “the

circuit as soon as my one-year commitment to my grandfather was complete. When the year was over, I began my journeys to visit ancient sacred
sites and to pay my respects to the ‘ancient ones’. I also began to search out those individuals, both civilized and primitive, who could help me in my
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search for answers to the mysteries of the world. Truly, in many cases, I went into the ‘shadows’: hidden canyons, hidden ruins, hidden corridors in
civilized institutions and hidden back rooms for conversations with individuals who did not want their identities revealed

SATURNday JANUS 22 2011= 01 22 2011= 9= Sion SIN= Pindar= Levan=
Leviathan = Allah

-Haiti ritual earthquake murder anniversary

today. Murderer Duvallier Doc welcomed back by satanists.

- Japanese rocket launch

of White Stork to land on THOR's day 01 27 2011 (Thor (from Old Norse Þórr) is a
hammer-wielding god associated with thunder, lightning, storms, oak trees, strength, destruction, fertility, healing, and the
protection of mankind) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thor

- Berlesconi should be asked- who he didn't have sex with!
Soap opera Hollywood live- VATICAN SCRIPTED byBAAL revelation PLOT for revived
martyr Gabrielle Gifford. THE BIONIC TEA PARTY POLITICIAN appears to be making a
remarkable recovery. WHAT is inhabiting this genetic spacesuit now? ROBOPOLITICian

is married to astronaut

doing)

Mark Kelly. Why TUCSON ARIZONA?

(what ever is on tv is mostly their

-medUSA PRESident RC Joe
Biden and 13 puppet snakelines

at

RC black ritual funeral for Sergent
Shriver today. Will Terminator
ARNOLD be reborn into the

OBAMINATION Babylonian
Brothel now? PRESIDENT EX-TERMINATOR follows OBAMINATION.
Arnold Schwarzenegger and the presidential conspiracy theory?

http://lwtc247.wordpress.com/2008/08/30/arnold-schwarzenegger-and-the-presidential-conspiracy-theory/

-

Lizard King PINDAR's child- Prince William to marry in less then 100 days.
Merovingian DIANA DNA + Pure Pindar DRAGON DNA= Pure Reptilian HYBRID.

satanists

Lizardbeth...I know you are reading this. Get off the plan_ET EArth and take your
with

you.

Sherrie Lea LOCUST Liard has lost her lipstick

as well as

her mind.

- disclosures of G.H.REES, proved that all these are schizophrenic and greed for power incarnations Nazis under
Demons possession – catalepsy of Metatron, namely of the Jehovah Satan of the Moon as the Second Face of the
“Good little God” Sin-Sion-Sina-Sedi (See also the God that worship the lunar-possessed “Epsilon” of LA.O.S. Dimosthenis
Liakopoulos), which those Jehovah Demons are counterfeiting the “Dodecatheon of Zeus”, with purpose to drive the
Andromedian White Race and the Sirian Friendly Black Race, but AND also the Mongolian not purely yellow Races of the
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Hebrews – Saxons – Albanians – Bulgarians – Turks – Tatars, Tsetsenians – Azerians – Hungarians – Uighurs – Laplanders – Bavarians and rest, into
the Chinese “Armageddon” of the Asiatic Deserts, for their Complete Genocide from the Pure Yellow Race of China and Korea (North and
South Korea).
In conclusion, G.H.REES will never let happen the above planetary scale mass genocide crime that you are trying to achieve, you the pervert
Jehovah Demon possessed and greedy for power Nazis Satanists of “LA.O.S.”, of “Web E”, of “Golden Dawn”, of “New Acropolis”, of
“Epsilon”, of “Olympians Epsilon” and of the rest Nazi Satanists Theosophical Masons of the “Hellenic Theosophical Society” of the Hebrew
Blavatsky and of the Hebrew Anna Bezant. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/concisely-causes-of-ghrees-documents.html

44- THE TRUTH OF THE FUTURE SO WE SHALL STOP THEIR CYCLE OF EVIL -22
-watch

for DISINFO disclosure of ALIENS and UFO's on the TEEVEE. They are intraterrestrial DEMONS
from HADES. ASCENDED MASTERS= perverted fake white conditional love light DESCENDED DISASTERS. What does BABYLONIAN,
BOHEMIAN, VATICAN HOLLYWOOD have planned for their next mind programming of the sheeple.

Honouring Innocence, Integrity, Justice, SERENITY and FREEDOM for all those WHO KNOW HOW TO SHARE
and HONOUR MOTHER EARTH and her Ascension.
Univeral Truth is still being HOARDED

for

ego and money. Keep it to yourselves then! The Meek will inherit
the EARTH anyway!

recent news // Jan 2011 //2010 CSNEWS //2009 CSNEWS// TSNEWS all// Important STUFF 2011

AVALON is NOT BABYLON Jan

1 to 18 2011

cANADaStreetNews.com- AVALON is NOT

BABYLON
2011 will SHED MORE LIGHT ON the
ALTERNATIVE MEDIA GATEKEEPER
CIRCUS. ARSENIC in ALL
EXOPOLITICAL PRESENTATIONS.
http://www.loohan.com/agentlist.htm

George Kavassilas and CREW....Laura Eisenhower is NOT CHRISTSOPHIA/Magdalene. YOU HAVE BEEN OUTTED as DISINFO NOW. I am disappointed!
Note to

IS AMERICA BABYLON? IT IS NOT GOD, BUT THE FALSE PROPHETS OF AMERICA WHO HAVE UTTERLY FAILED THEIR FLOCK.
They are DECEIVED, AND THUS ARE DECEIVERS AND HYPOCRITES, FOR THEY LEAD
MILLIONS TO ETERNAL RUIN.
It is GOD'S PEOPLE WHO ARE SUPPOSED TO BE ABLE TO
IDENTIFY THE ANTICHRIST NATION, THE NATION THAT
SPAWNS ANTICHRIST. Remember that antichrist rises in
DECEPTION.
"My people (Christians) hath been LOST SHEEP (UNSAVED,
UNREGENERATE - HELL BOUND): THEIR SHEPHERDS (THE
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CHRISTIAN CLERGY, THE EVANGELISTS, THE PREACHERS, THE TEACHERS) HAVE CAUSED THEM TO GO ASTRAY,..(Jeremiah 50:6).
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/america_babylon.htm

Jan 7 2011
2012 Deception Searching for the Truth

http://the2012deception.net/

AnthropoSophy...not Theosophy. (We can discuss it at the Pow Wow in March.) ‘Michael
Tsarion’ Category. You decide.
David Icke Debunked (Full Movie)

PlanET EArth- No ALIENS are ALLOWED to interfere with your evolution. PERIOD!
Christ Consciousness comes from INDIVIDUALS who choose the Path of
Peace. NOT a RA-legion, but a choice to be LOVE to the world as a HUMan (god man). AGAPE LOVE.

Amor not ROMA.
I refer you back to my original teachers in 1998.( Tsarion and Icke BUT
AnthropoSophy...not Theosophy).
I STRESS

that the
Cathars Essenes

ESOTERIC CHRISTIANITY

missing link is the

is the

DIVINE FEMININE- Grail Christianity.

KEY to Global SERENITY.

-There is no clear historical link between the Knights Templar, which were dismantled in the 14th
century, and any of these other organizations, of which the earliest emerged publicly in the 18th century. However, there is often public
confusion and many overlook the 400-year gap. There are many self-styled orders. Since at least the 18th
century the Freemasons have incorporated some Templar symbols and rituals. JESUitS have infiltrated
all aspects of society.

-Baphomet becomes the Greek word Sophia, which means Wisdom. What the Templars were worshipping was the
search for Wisdom, or Truth, and not some goat headed monster.

Dr. Karla Turner RIP

http://www.karlaturner.org/

WAKE UP before the SATANISTS DESTROY AMERICA. They sacrifice your

ANGELS in your face and LAUGH at how CLUELESS you all
are!
TORONTO WILL BE SACRIFICED SOON. GET OUT. UNDERGROUND BASES
HOLD HYBRID CARNIVOROUS ENTITIES. EARTHQUAKE FAULTS in Lake Ontario will cause Toronto to flood
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up to St. Clair Ave. Some shamans say water up to HWY 7. GET off the waterways NOW. Broken gaslines will fuel fires for entire blocks. UFO's
may look welcoming but it is a TRAP! They are the source of your PROBLEM! Get to your COTTAGES and stay there.
from Canadastreetnews.com May 16 to 23 2009 Issue

What Your Name Means
Ryan
Russell, Gabrielle Giffords, Christina Taylor
Green and Gabriel Zimmerman.
http://www.paulsadowski.com/numbers.asp Try

Sgt Ryan Russell ritual 01 18 2011TUESDAY - GOD OF WAR- MARS, at 11, am, ceremony 1pm,
10,000 chairs, police march,( FOR ATON/ ATEN/ NATO). ( badge
7686=9) died 6 days ago, 30 years old, leaves behind wife CHRISTine and son NOLAN. (Killed by an
apparent, shoeless, homeless man...GOOD FEMA REASON). (What is it with cops and shoes? )
http://www.torontosun.com/news/torontoandgta/2011/01/12/16854896.html

Jan 17, 2011 01 17 2011= 11:11 Social work community honors GABRIEL Zimmerman
http://www.kvoa.com/news/social-work-community-honors-zimmerman/

the Blue Mass - Vatican Control of the Police Force // Jesuit Fascism and their takeover
of America and Alt Media
Algoma U support staff vote for strike-SooToday.com, Friday, January 14, 2011 ONTARIO
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS' FEDERATION-OSSTF/FEESO District 35,
Algoma University vote in favour of strike action.A strike mandate of 96 per cent should
send a clear message to the university - if you value the work of this group of employees, it’s time to come to
table with a mandate to negotiate, otherwise there will be job action,” added Paul Elliott, OSSTF/FEESO
provincial vice president and chair of the OSSTF/FEESO District 35, Algoma University bargaining team.
http://www.sootoday.com/content/news/full_story.asp?StoryNumber=50362 (GOOD RIDDANCE ...Dana)

the

WARNING, New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION - EDEN awaits: the
WAMPUM WAY.
Terra Papers 1 and 2 Honouring Robert Morning Sky by Jrgenius

-When the day of Martial Law begins the 6 million UNISF and UNMNTF troops in
America and Canada will be deployed to round up, gangrape and kill millions of
Americans whose names appear on the CIA Red Hit List and the CIA Blue Hit List. Do not
think it won't happen,
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it most definitely will. You have been
warned.http://www.apfn.net/Messageboard/09-13-05/discussion.cgi.37.html

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_underground25.htm
There is a massive number of missing children in Britain, America and other places connected to
these underground bases. The figure in Britain seems to be at least twenty thousand children disappear
without a trace every year. In a 1995 classified CIA, DIA (defense intelligence agency) and FBI report,
it stated that one hundred thousand children and one million adults disappear and are never found in
the US every year.
Phil Schneider - Underground Bases & Greys - last video before being killed (1995) - 1:11:00

You may ask yourself how is this being covered up. The same group
working with the greys and reptilians which is MI6, CIA and the MIEC, own
and control the mainstream media.
-My name is James Casbolt and I worked in MI6 covert cocaine trafficking operations with the IRA in London between 1995 and 1999. My father
Peter Casbolt was also MI6 and worked with the CIA and mafia in Rome in 1993 on covert cocaine and heroin trafficking operations.
-These projects are being

run by a secret, unelected international governing body connected to the

U.N.

-The global drugs trade run by many factions of the global intelligence community co-operating together (MI6, CIA, MOSSAD etc) is worth at
least £500 billion a year. This is more than the global oil trade. MI6 control many of the other intelligence agencies in the world. MI6 created the CIA in
1947 and still control them today.
-This ‘black ops’ drug money or in classic Orwellian terms, MI6/CIA ’non-appropriated funds’ is being used to fund government and military

projects classified ‘Above top secret’. -These operations include a huge worldwide UFO cover up and the building and maintaining of deep
underground military bases (D.U.M.B.S). There are many of these bases worldwide but here is small list: Dulce in New Mexico, Brecon
Beacons in Wales, Los Alamos in Mexico, Pine Gap in Australia, The Snowy mountains in Australia, The Nyala range in Africa, West of
Kindu in Africa, Next to the Libyan border in Egypt, Mount Blanc in Switzerland, Narvik in Scandinavia, Gottland island in Sweden and
many other places
- There are at least 1400 of these D.U.M.B.S worldwide. 131 in the US. With 2 underground bases
being built per year in the US at the moment. The average depth of the bases are four and a quarter miles
underground ( some shallower and some deeper ).

-The bases are on average the size a medium sized city. Each DUMB base costs
between 17 and 26 billion dollars to build which is funded by MI6/CIA drug
money. Each underground base employs 1,800 to 10,000 workers. A nuclear
powered drill it used to dig underground. This drill goes through rock at a
tremendous rate and literally melts the rock away to form a smooth glass like
surface around the edges of the tunnels.

cannot handle the truth.

-By executive order the NSA is exempt from all laws which do not specifically name the NSA in the text of the
law, which basically means they can do whatever they want and are answerable to no one. This is
because of its interaction with extra-terrestrial species and its twisted view that the people are children and
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-The grey and reptilian aliens working together with the military in the underground bases is called MIEC (military industrial extra-terrestrial
complex). This is a malevolent organization, as you shall see with the following information.

Pleiades, Andromeda, Lyra,
Procyon, Tau Ceti, Sirius A, Ummo. These groups seem to work together in some kind of protective ‘federation’. These peace loving
There are also benevolent ET’s on this planet. These groups are not part of the MIEC and are from: the

‘human looking’ beings refused to be co-opted into the emerging military industrial extra terrestrial complex (MIEC) in the US, Britain,
Russia and elsewhere on the planet.
-On July 11, 1934 the first treaty with the greys from Orion
occurred aboard a naval ship in Balboa. This was one of the
most important events in human history because it thrust us
into a role we were not prepared for as regards to being a host
to a malevolent extra-terrestrial race. -The US federal government
disregarded the constitution of the United States by not telling the
people, that the agreement was first made between the greys
representing the reptilians from Orion and representatives of the US
intelligence community.
-The treaty stated that in return for the greys providing high technology (anti-gravity, metals and alloys,
environment, free energy and medical technology) the government would allow the greys to proceed
unhindered with human abductions.
-In the cave large metallic vats were found filled with human body parts, generally glands. In the vats were high tech stirring devices that
stopped the blood coagulating.
- photographs of human mutilations they had found near the heavily guarded Breaken beacon DUMB in Wales. These photos were taken at a sealed

girl of sixteen and a boy of twenty who had their
genitals removed, eyeballs removed, lips removed and directly half of their skin was missing.
off area where UFO activity had taken place. The photos showed a

-Aleister Crowley had performed many satanic rituals at a cottage in Zennor (there seems to be a close connection with Satanism and the greys
and reptilians).
-So what is going on with these human mutilations and missing people?. The truth of the matter is that the

greys and reptilians feed off the glandular secretions and hormones through a
type of osmosis. This is why major organs are taken from people. Your mind may want to go into denial
that this is happening but if you start digging you will find this is 100% true. -The workers said the Dulce facility goes
down at least seven levels. Level six is privately called ’nightmare hall’amongst workers. They tell of bizarre
experimentation and multi-legged humans that look half human and half octopus, reptilian humanoids,
furry creatures with hands like humans that cry like a baby, and mimic human words.
-Also a huge mixture of lizard humans in cages, several cages of winged humans, three and a half to seven
feet tall bat like creatures and gargoyle like beings. In level seven are thousands of rows of human and
human genetic mixtures in cold storage, humanoid embryo storage vats with embryos in various stages of
development.
-one in ten people have been abducted and implanted by the Greys and
reptilians and returned with their memories erased. This report has been sent out to one hundred and ten thousand clinical psychiatrists
in the US. The Roper report also states that women are being raped by reptilian ET’s as part of a ongoing genetic
program by them.

alien/government treaties this amounts to government
sponsored rape. According to the Roper report 99.3% of the abductees being used in this ongoing genetic ET
-They say that because of the

program are female and 0.7% are male.
-I have personally seen intelligence documents of studies into the Grey and Reptilian problem that show they are

slowly and
covertly take over the planet in the next thirty years, reduce the population and
run the planet from underground using the surface population as food to be
involved in genetic sabotage of the human race. The Grey and Reptilian alien agenda is to
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taken when and how they wish. The British, Russian and US government is shooting down around one Grey and
Reptilian craft a month with particle beam weapons developed from Tesla technology.
-The headquarters of the secret international governing body in charge of dealing
is in Geneva, Switzerland. The ruling body is made up of representatives of the
well as the executive members of the group known as the Bilderbergers. As I
American and Russian governments are working very closely together because
threat to the planet.

with the ET phenomenon
governments involved as
have said the British,
of the Grey/Reptilian

-Although the situation is so horrendous that these governments have shattered
of which have ’sold out’ and are directly helping the Greys and Reptilians.

into panicked factions, some

- The Greys and reptilians from Orion have been involved in an ancient
Pleiadians and other groups. The Pleiadians are a very powerful group and
solar system. I personally do not believe they will let the grey/reptilian agenda
helped us in the past, are helping us now and will help us in the future.

war with the Benevolent
are the guardians of this
fully unfold. They have

-There is also the CIA ‘finders case’. This involved negative factions of the CIA directly involved in child kidnapping. There were instructions on
impregnation of female teenagers and also instructions on how to avoid police detection. The destination for the children in the instructions was
New Mexico.
-anonymous man says batches of children numbering one, two and three thousand were kept in cages piled up to the ceiling of large
hangers. He says these cages are called ’woodpecker grids’. These are electrified and the children were tortured with electric shocks. Children are
today still being transported to china lake naval base by train, car and air. One of the main delivery routes for children into China Lake is by plane from
the Santa Rosa airstrip near

Bohemian Grove.

-Evidence seems to point to the ET’s promising these humans certain powers when this happens. The name of the powerful secretive group ‘The
Trilateral Commission’ is taken from the Orion Grey/Reptilian flag known as the Trilateral insignia. This shows how much trouble the Human
race is in.
&

SPECIAL REPORT "NIGHTMARE HALL"

http://www.think-

aboutit.com/underground/nightmare_hall.htm
-"Level

7 is worse: row after row of thousands of humans and human-mixtures
in cold storage. Here too are embryo storage vats of Humanoids, in various stages
of development. "I frequently encountered humans in cages, usually dazed or drugged,
but sometimes they cried and begged for help. We were told they were hopelessly insane, and involved in
high risk tests to cure insanity. "We were told to never try to speak to them at all.
-"They were interested in intelligent "Disposable Biology" (Humanoids), to do the dangerous atomic
(Plutonium) rocket and saucer experiments. "We cloned "our" own little Humanoids, via a process perfected in the Bio-Genetic Research Center of the
World, Los Alamos!
-"Now, we have our own `disposable' slave-race. Like the alien `Greys' (EBES), the U.S. government clandestinely impregnated females, then
removed the hybrid fetus, (after about 3 months) and then accelerated their growth in the Lab. Biogenetic (DNA Manipulation) programming is
instilled; they are `implanted' and controlled at a distance through regular RF (Radio Frequency) transmissions.
-"Warning: Manipulation and Control, Fear and Favor...The Pentagon, the CIA, NSA, FBI,DEA, NSC, etc. seek to capitalize on

Secret Government is getting ready to `stage' a contactlanding with Aliens in the near future. This way they can `Control' the release of Alien related propaganda.
the beliefs of the American public. The

- staged version, using the beliefs of the American people in regard to the BOOK OF REVELATION, wherein entities would
be expecting the return of Christ after some kind of event or situation that might lead to a kind of Armageddon. This Awareness
indicates that the only thing about this is that there is, in fact the threat of the Reptilian invasion;
- there is the conflict and agreement between the Grey Reticuli and the Reptilians; that of the Grey Reticuli, the orange
group as being the more hostile to the Reptilians; that it is also the more hostile group in regard to Grey/human relationships. This Awareness
indicates, however, that it does offer a potential for shifting of alliances between the Greys and the human
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-"They are untrustworthy manipulator/mercenary agents for another extraterrestrial culture (the Draco), who are returning to earth (their
ancient `outpost') to use it as a staging area. But, these alien cultures are in conflict over whose agenda will be followed for this planet. All the while
mental control is being used to keep humans `in place,' especially since the Forties."
-it would appear that there is the potential of a situation occurring on this planet in which if the Reptilians arrive, the human race would not survive
for any meaningful length of time in any quality of life. It would, it appears, deteriorate in such a manner that the human race would simply become
useful as food for the Reptilians; this in the event sufficient numbers of Reptilians came and were able to control the masses of humans, and
through their present allies, the Greys, it would appear this would be possible. Without the alliance between the Greys and the humans, it would
appear that the Reptilians would have very little obstruction to their total dominion of the planet.

Bill Cooper - Alien Agenda - Are Aliens Real? Nephilim, Mars,
Moon, Pyramids
CANADA'S UNDERGROUND These areas and waterways MUST be
orgoned IMMEDIATELY

http://www.think-aboutit.com/Underground/CANADAUNDERGROUND.htm

CANADA'S UNDERGROUND

Banff, Alberta, Calgary, Alberta,(Bovine Genetics), Lake Ontario,

Kanta-Notes: Kanata, just west of Ottawa, Canada is reportedly the location of an alien projects test center.
Huge facilities for U.S. and Canadian military corps, the research center provides projects and storage for Area-51
or Dreamland.
This site is also involved in an ongoing battle with an alien collective that has succeeded in infiltrating much of the
governmental/military complex via sell-out by Industrialist, Fraternal and Intelligence agencies. Some joint US/Canadian forces are apparently resisting
the takeover - infiltration - assimilation on the one hand and attempting to buy time via further appeasement on the other in order to develop
defensive technology.
Mount Greenough, CANADA Functions: Industrial Base. Supplying the planet's bases with machinery.
Notes: Base has two parts; parts for ships, the other one for refined machines such as medical and spying devices. Therefore different technicians are
used.Broken parts are brought here where they are repaired or modernized.
-Their handling of machines is different than ours, as if those machines are more part of themselves, which makes their understanding of the machine's
problems much easier to spot. This Base would be a delight for any of our engineers. Amazing, but this is a very
peaceful Base, they work here as they are used at home.
-Composed of: ET's 450 - Hybrids trained as technicians 550 - No ships of their own as they receive those for repair
and if needed use them. They must also make tests to see that they function properly.
The Nahanni Valley, Canada
Notes: This valley is inhabited only by animals as people entering the valley are usually found headless and quite
dead. The Indian tribes of the area avoid this valley. (These tribes include the Ojibways, the Slave, the Dogribs, the
Stoney, the Beavers and the Chipweyans.) This valley is
often referred to as "the Valley of the Headless Men.
Newfoundland Iron Mine, CANADA Notes:located is near the Newfoundland-Quebec
Border
Ontario, CANADA
Notes: Alfred Scadding of Toronto, the sole survivor of the 1936 Moose River Mine
disaster, insisted that right before the disaster occurred he saw a light swinging 2 feet
above the ground in a side-shaft where no one else was supposed to be, and following
the collapse he and Dr. Eddie Robinson [who did not survive until rescue] heard for the
space of 24 hours the sounds of shouting and laughter, "as of little people having fun".
Richardson Mountains - Mount Hare, CANADA Functions: News Control System.
Notes:Interested in data told about them. Confusion is OK. They love miss information.
They want us to use Satellites, Internet & Computers in order to have an easy access to
the planet's information. It just has expanded faster than they thought and some is
getting out of hand for them. Also they send things at their convenience. Now they are a
bit confused, things do not run exactly as they have planned. Seems as if some of us, Homo Sapiens, are waking up.
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Masses they have no real problem with, but there are INDIVIDUALS making things known. In this Computer age data is been spread with a speed no
one has expected. All their misinformation is not able to drawn the right data. Their disadvantage is to work only with long term programs and are not
used to make fast changes of their plans. Even they get overwhelmed with the amount of information they have to go through. They have their own
satellites in order to have a world wide information available.
Composed of: ET's 200 - Hybrids trained as robots to check on their machines 110 - Hybrids for menial work 65 - 55 Homo Sapiens, needed for
language problems. Once they are there, they cannot leave again.
Most amazing machines, but mostly SMALL. Getting lots of things through rays. Can even have devices
outside as the area is deserted.
For them it is a natural thing to control everything as they consider themselves the rulers even though
they are hidden leaders. Used to control this way throughout the Physical Universe. Ships they do not
need. This shows the organization system, each Base has exactly what it needs.
Schefferville, CANADA
Notes: A deep iron-mine near the Quebec-Newfoundland border has been the site of unusual
disappearances. Three men who visited the mine discovered an automatic door in the rock which led to
an underground alien system of tunnels, chambers and strange machines.
In one chamber they saw a disc-like craft sitting on a platform, part of which became transparent
revealing the inner mechanisms. Also in this same chamber a diminutive human like being appeared on
a view-screen and gave a speech stating that they meant no harm and condemning those "picayunish
deceivers" on the surface who would demonize the inhabitants of the inner world and their intentions. The three men then fell unconscious when an
energy field illuminated the room, ad awoke outside of the mine. Shortly thereafter two of the young men reportedly died of radiation poisoning, and
the remaining survivor's notebook about the incident mysteriously spontaneously combusted into ashes.
Toronto , CANADA
Notes:There is a small opening to the underground tunnels off Parliament Street in downtown Toronto.
(The entrance is between two apartment buildings, and leads to the tunnels via the sewers.) The underground
city (abandoned?) beneath Toronto has its center beneath Gerrard Street and Church Street. Above
this area, strange magnetic effects have been observed.
CANADA, SOUTHERN Cave explorers reportedly entered a cavern in southern Canada and discovered a perfectly circular polished shaft from which a
"humming" sound emerged, when suddenly the group was attacked by "strange looking beings/creatures/humanoids" wielding heat-ray weapons. The
only survivor, who was knocked into an alcove, was badly burned, and came to only to find the rest of his party missing. When a nearby village heard
the story they dynamited the cave entrance shut.

They are Misleading You/ // CIA, Knights of Malta, Alex Jones and Bill Cooper
Dr. Norman Geisler writes, "The first real parallel of a dying and rising god does not appear until A.D. 150, more than a hundred years
after the origin of Christianity. Dr. Gary Habermas and Dr. J.P. Moreland write, "Not one clear case of any alleged resurrection teaching
appears in any pagan text before the late second century A.D., almost one hundred years after the New Testament was written." Charlie

Campbell says, "To insist that Yeshua Christ is a myth—that He never existed—as the Zeitgeist movie does, is foolish. Beside the
twenty seven New Testament documents that verify He lived, there are thirty nine sources outside of the Bible, written within 150 years of Jesus life
that mention Him. These sources include the Jewish Talmud, the Roman historian Tacitus, the Didache, Flavius Josephus, Pliny the Younger, Suetonius,
the Gnostic gospels (e.g., the gospel of Thomas), etc. These extrabiblical sources reveal to us more than 100 facts about His life, teaching, death and
even resurrection.
"Blavatsky http://www.blavatsky.net/ http://www.blavatskyarchives.com/, Theosophy: THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY: Its Origin, Plan and Aims
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/bcw/b78-5-3.htm, Lucifer Magazine Publications availble for purchase on www.amazon.com, Jordan Maxwell:
http://www.jordanmaxwell.com/bio/ http://www.truthseeker.com/ http://www.zeitgeistmovie.com/, Kersey Graves:http://www.atheists.org/,Christ
Conspiracy, Alice Bailey: http://www.lucistrust.org/ (UN NGO) The Destiny of the Nations by Alice A Bailey, Discipleship in the New Age 2 Volumes by
Alice A Bailey, The Externalization of the Hierarchy by Alice A. Bailey, The Reappearance of the Christ by Alice A. Bailey, UN Charter (focused on chpt 8
11):http://www.un.org/aboutun/charter/, The Garland of Nation-Souls: Complete Talks at the United Nations By Sri Chinmoy; THE NEW AGE
INFLUENCE AT THE UNITED NATIONS http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/index.shtml, http://www.aquaac.org/about/about.html article entitled,
"A New World Religion", by William Jasper, Share International/Benjamin Creme:
http://www.share-international.org; On Masons worshiping Lucifer: http://www.cuttingedge.org/free11.html; On Masons deceiving: Albert Pike, father
of the Scottish Rite, writes: "Masonry conceals its secrets from all except the Adepts and Sages, or the elect, and uses false expla nations and
misinterpretations of its symbols to mislead those who deserve only to be misled; to conceal the Truth, which it calls Light, from them, and to draw
them away from it....

"
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NWO DISINFO Agents Exposed (revised version)
The purpose of this video is to inform and spread awareness by exposing disinformers. New World Order propaganda.
-Some do not spread disinformation intentionally (caught up in a lie or a multi level of lies).
-Some do, which makes them double agents.

people tell half truths mixed with lies, and or misinformation...Alex
Jones, Dylan Avery (Loose Change), Barbera Walters, Peter Joseph (Zeitgeist),
Jeff Rense, David Icke, Alan Watt, Leo Zagami, Leonard Horowitz, Jordan
Maxwell, George Bush, Barack Obama, Michael Tsarion, Eric Von Daniken,
Acharya S, David Wilcock, Ron Paul.
The following

This is all part of the NWO agenda. If they can stage someone like Ron Paul in Politics, then who said they can't
produce agents within the Truth Movements? Learn to see they have planted in some areas of alternative media controlled opposition.

MEDIA MIND CONTROL around Saturn's Day-Jan 8 2011= 01 08 2 11= 9 + 2 =11:11
and Illuminati Ritual Sacrifice of Tucson Arizona Congressman Gabrielle Giffords and 9
YR OLD martyred Christina Taylor Green
More

THE PHOENIX BIRD- Antichrist is whom the Phoenix Bird
symbolizes.
- As you are probably aware, the media and Hollywood are the major evangelists
of the forces of Antichrist. As such, the programming used will be to transform
the way society thinks. Now, we can clearly see how the Phoenix Bird is being used to
condition the minds of the American people that in the future, the "messiah" will be
identified with The Phoenix.
-This bird is actually the occult Phoenix Bird that has it's root in Ancient mythology. It actually symbolized
the New Age concept of being born-again. While Christians are born again when Jesus Christ comes into

their heart, the New Ager is born-again with a different demon spirit. The
Antichrist will also be a born-again individual when he is possessed with Lucifer himself. http://www.cephaslibrary.com/nwo_symbols.html

.-Baal or Moloch became identified with the Roman god Saturn. Somehow, the
planet Saturn and its symbolism became confused with that of Tiamat, which was thought to
be the second sun that fell to Earth. Kings of the Earth were said to rule as Saturn, or for
Saturn. The Hebrews identified Saturn with Lucifer or Satan, god of restriction, materialism,
negativity, and chaos, who also fell from “heaven http://www.truthcontrol.com/node/saturn
- Saturn's tyranny over Mother Earth, his murderous attempt to

squeeze all potential

for life out of the cosmos, continued over vast periods immeasurable to the human mind.
it. At the end of this history we will also see that his most decisive intervention, an event
long predicted by the secret societies, is expected to take place shortly.
-The planet Saturn rules Capricorn while the Sun rules Leo and Satanists and black magicians are very much focused on the Sun and
Saturn in their rituals.
-So when you get married, you get married with a ring, and the symbol of that God is the ring, the ring of Saturn. You're wearing God's ring.
And the yarmulke was the round ring that you wear on your head, for Saturn your God. Even in the middle ages, in the temples, Catholic
monks would shave their heads in a round circle, and the Hebrews, instead of doing that, would wear the yarmulke. But it all had to do with the
round rings of Saturn http://www.truthcontrol.com/node/saturn
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Jupiter, Apollo, Mars, Mercury, Diana, Athena and
rebelled against the limitations imposed by Saturn.

-the Olympic gods the others -

-Without the presence of the greater gods to keep them down, the crablike progeny of Saturn, that had been imprisoned in underground caves began to
creep up into the daylight again, infesting the surface of the earth and preying
on humankind. Sea monsters also leapt on to the shore to drag off members of the tribe
who had strayed too close. Giants carried off cattle and sometimes preyed on human flesh,
too. — Mark Booth; The Secret History of the World http://www.truthcontrol.com/node/saturn

DIARY 2004 – 2010- SURVEILLANCE, ASSAULT, TORTURE
AND MUTILATION by SATELLITE AND BRAIN WEAPONS, AND GANG STALKING
True Mayan Elder's Prediction of 2012

HELLEN and CHAOS - G.H.REES Andromedian Portal True Geostrategics &
Astrostrategics -Three giant spaceships are heading towards Earth. The largest one of them is 240 kilometers
wide. Two others are smaller. At present, the objects are beyond the orbit of Pluto. The ships will reach Earth
in December 2012.
While then there are around us and much closer than Pluto, hundreds of observable Ships of enormous
dimensions (volume) and of multiple dimensions of matter rarification, with a volume class of slightly lower than
Moon, and the observer of SETI by-pass all these and “see” only the 3
relatively small Ships coming from Pluto, this automatically makes the
Pravda article not only suspicious and negative, but also a lie. (omitting
the 360 visible and the rest of invisible dimensions of the Andromedian
Governmental Starfleet in the area of Planet Saturn and the 120 visible of the
Dragonian Starfleet in the area of Planet Jupiter)
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2011/01/pravda-alien-invasion-in-2012with.html

from Perseus-

no good draconians. The reptiles
Universal Justice.
Secondly, there is no Draconian invasion happening right
There are

are all mutineers and are condemned by the

now.

already here for the last 13500 years oppressing humanity and
annihilating the white and black race. These motherships are Moon and Lilith(=Behind Moon)
The Draconians, they are

Those who are coming are the Andromedian Government of Zeus who are right now
at the orbital elipse of planet Saturn (not Pluto) and have forced a tight military quarantine
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against the alien species of the draconians and their allied mutineers inside the inner
planets of our Solar System (From Sun up to Jupiter) http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2011/01/pravda-alieninvasion-in-2012-with.html

Saturn's Day-Jan 8 2011= 01 08 2 11= 9 + 2 =11:11
( these updates and numbers change depending on the ROMA VATICAN RITUAL BLACK MAGIC INTENT)

Illuminati Ritual Sacrifice- Tucson Arizona Congressman Gabrielle Giffords
(SHOT IN THE HEAD, may recover from the fatal wound)- 10 am ( aten/aton/nato); 15 (6) injured , 9 YR OLD
GIRL DEAD- CHRISTINA recently was baptized and had communion before
she was martyred. Christina Taylor Green was a 9-11 poster birthday
baby. 18 (9) PEOPLE SHOT. High freemason POLICE have (in)secured SAFEWAY and the
surrounding area.

http://politicallyillustrated.com/index.php?/lpnh/2170/

-15 (6) Fifteen bodies, all but one of them decapitated, were found early on Saturday in the Pacific resort city
of Acapulco Mexico

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE70715L20110108

ARMAGEDDON ALERT- BABYLON at it AGAIN.
Mars Enters Capricorn January

(charlatans false gods of yours,
Savit-Savaoth-Saturn (Cronus) and Sin-Sion-Sina-Zion-Jeid-Jedi-SediYahweh). “PROPHECIES” (Read: Dragonian programs) of the
“Apocalypse” of the Mongolian “New Testament” and of the Mongolian
“Talmud”, planned to genocide the 2/3 of the global population, namely
five billion people of White and Black Race until 2011, and BEGAN TO
COMMIT THIS GENOCIDE through wars in Yugoslavia – Iraq – Afghanistan and
through Aircrafts Chemtrails – Biotrails – Radiotrails, of devious pollutions and
destruction of the Environment, of mutated foods and other genocidal
methods. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/01/intellectual-death-ofhebrew-mongol.html
from 9.600 B.M.C., namely continuously for 11.600 years till today, the Spirits of the
Dragonian Demons of Sin – Sion – Sedi and of the Lunar Metatron are doing pseudonym incarnations, namely:
-From 9.600 B.M.C. up to 300 A.M.C. (After Mongol Christ), by counterfeiting the Gods – Demigods – Heroes Spirits of the Dodecatheon of
Zeus, they incarnated into priesthoods, systematically they humiliated the Real Andromedians of the absent Zeus, by ordering to the Hellenic Pelasgian
people Civil Wars and Civil Genocides (See Hellenes Achaeans against Hellenes Trojans, and See Hellenic Cities against Hellenic Cities between Athens
– Thebes – Sparta etc), or “Holy Prostitutions” of prostitutes that delivered their profits to the Temple’s Priesthoods, black magic, human
sacrifices in ritual murders ordered by the Priesthoods, sexual orgies of Satyrs and Mainades, and a general degeneration of the Pelasgian
White Race Hellenes.
- From 300 A.M.C. until today the Lunar Dragonian Spirits divided in 2 collusion groups, namely into “Angels of the Good little God Savaoth
Sedi” and into “Demons of the Bad Satan – Metatron”.

“Good Angels”, is incarnated into Christians
prophets – priests – monks – writers and civilians, with general
teaching the stupid defeatist “Unilateral Love” and the “Unilateral
Disarmament” in order for the Eastern Mongolian and the Islamic Hordes to easily genocide
The first group of the

the Western Christian populations, namely the White Race Pelasgian Hellenes and the rest
Pelasgians.

The second group of the “Bad Demons”, by counterfeiting the Dodecatheon and the Spirits
of the Scandinavian god “Thor” as allegedly Dodecatheon and Spirits of the “Hellenic God
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Zeus” are incarnated into Satanic Priesthoods of the “Religions of Satan” or the “Religons of Metatron” into the “SS” of the Nazi Third Reich,
into the members of the Nazi Organizations of all Countries and in regard to Greece, into the members of the Neonazi Organizations: “New
Acropolis”, “Golden Dawn”, “Web E” and other neonazi organizations with general teachings:
-“War – Hierarchy – Discipline” as motto of the “Reborn Greek-Byzantine Empire” which will force globally the
Christian-Dodecatheon Religion “Sufism 666”. The leadership of the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” over the
“NATO” armies for the general attack of “NATO” against the “Shanghai Pact” or “R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islam –
China) in order for the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” with its new base Constantinople, to
become World Leader. The cooperation of the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” leadership
and of the allegedly returned Dodecatheon incarnations into Nazi members of the Para-State
“Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” organizations, namely of the satanic Nazi organizations:
“Web E”, “New Acropolis”, “Golden Dawn”, “Epsilon”, “Olympians Epsilon”, and rest,
with the allegedly “Returned Starfleet of Zeus” namely in reality with the Starfleet of the
Mutineers Andromedians of Savit-Savaoth-Cronus-Saturn that counterfeit the
Dodecatheon of Zeus, as a cooperation for the attack of the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666”
army in typical command of the “NATO” and “SEATO” armies and of the “India” army against the “R.I.C.” axis (Russia
– Islam – China) with purpose the sudden withdrawal of the above mentioned space
pseudo-allies of Greece and of “NATO” from the Battle Fields in the Chinese – Siberian –
Mongolian deserts in order for the armies of “R.I.C.” to massively counter-attack and
slaughter the “NATO” armies and the “Greek-Byzantine Empire 666” army, and finally
to genocide all the White Race Pelasgians of the West with genocide priority the
White Race Pelasgian Hellenes.
- disclosures of G.H.REES, proved that all these are schizophrenic and greed for
power incarnations Nazis under Demons possession – catalepsy of Metatron,
namely of the Jehovah Satan of the Moon as the Second Face of the “Good little
God” Sin-Sion-Sina-Sedi (See also the God that worship the lunar-possessed “Epsilon”
of LA.O.S. Dimosthenis Liakopoulos), which those Jehovah Demons are counterfeiting the
“Dodecatheon of Zeus”, with purpose to drive the Andromedian White Race and the Sirian
Friendly Black Race, but AND also the Mongolian not purely yellow Races of the Hebrews – Saxons –
Albanians – Bulgarians – Turks – Tatars, Tsetsenians – Azerians – Hungarians – Uighurs – Laplanders – Bavarians and rest, into the Chinese
“Armageddon” of the Asiatic Deserts, for their Complete Genocide from the Pure Yellow Race of China and Korea (North and South Korea).
In conclusion, G.H.REES will never let happen the above planetary scale mass genocide crime that you are trying to achieve, you the pervert
Jehovah Demon possessed and greedy for power Nazis Satanists of “LA.O.S.”, of “Web E”, of “Golden Dawn”, of “New Acropolis”, of
“Epsilon”, of “Olympians Epsilon” and of the rest Nazi Satanists Theosophical Masons of the “Hellenic Theosophical Society” of the Hebrew
Blavatsky and of the Hebrew Anna Bezant. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/03/concisely-causes-of-ghrees-documents.html

Little Guy in the Eye
-when Saturn’s son, Jupiter (Zeus) ascended to the throne, Saturn fled to Italy. In memory of the Golden Age, when Saturn reigned in
Italy, the great feast of Saturnalia was held every year during the winter.
-There was, as we have seen, a tradition that human sacrifices were once offered to Saturn, and the Greeks and
Romans gave the name of Cronus and Saturn to a cruel Phoenician Baal, to whom, e.g. children were sacrificed at
Carthage” (ibid.).

Saturnalia—the festival Christmas absorbed—even carries echoes of ancient child
sacrifice! It sounds horrific that dolls were given as gifts as symbols or proxies of children burnt to pagan gods.
Yet this practice echoes the modern tradition of hanging cherubs or human figures on Christmas trees! The ancient
Greeks placed small masks called oscilla on branches, where they could twirl freely in the wind.
Not only did ancient Saturn-worship and fire-worship involve child sacrifice, it also included cannibalism. … Saturn
is represented as devouring his own children.” (The Worship of the Dead, pp. 34–35).
This ‘Golden Age’ is a foreshadowing of the kingdom of the antichrist. The Holy Scriptures speak of this time as a time
of peace which proceeds the destruction that comes from the Almighty when Yahshua Ha’Moschiach returns to
earth. Ezekiel 35:14; Isaiah 14:7; Revelation 18:20… http://littleguyintheeye.wordpress.com/category/end-times/days-ofnoah-end-times/

The Destruction Of Atlantis [Michael Tsarion]
The Origins Of Evil by Michael Tsarion
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[Part 1 of 6]24:47 - 3 years ago

A must see! Ever asked yourself where all injustice and cruelty in the world comes from? Michael
Tsarion brings insight to the world we are living in. Watch this Conspiracy Con 2005 Presentation
"The Origins Of Evil" with Michael Tsarion [Part 1 of 6] Michael Tsarion's free webstreams, interviews,
presentations, the origins of evil, future of mankind, 2012, the maya calendar, atlantis, alien
visitation, genetic manipulation, the cult of aton, akhenaton, psychic hygiene, illuminati, secret
societies, subversive use of sacred symbolism, symbol literacy, divination arts, astrology, astrotheology, numerology, mystery school, irish origins of civilization, http://www.taroscopes.com
http://www.michaeltsarion.com http://www.personaltimescopes.com

the Freeman Perspective with Michael Tsarion

1:02:53 - 4 years ago
http://www.freemantv.com Freeman interviews alternative historian and best selling author, Michael Tsarion on the origins of Atlantis and its effect on
the world today. Learn of the portals opened through ancient magical rites and how the secret societies pay homage to ancient Atlantis with the death
of millions. Please show your support. Donate at www.freemantv.com Be sure to watch Illuminati Corporate Logos
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=844493245933202727

TRUTH= ESOTERIC CHRISTIANITY = AnthropoSophy=RUDOLF STEINER
http://www.rudolfsteinerweb.com/

Path of Rudolf Steiner 28:33 - 1 year ago
What is the path of Rudolf Steiner? For more go to http://www.philosophyoffreedom.com Rudolf Steiner story In the first decade of the 20th century,
August Ewerbeck got word that there were intimate circles in which Rudolf Steiner gave special esoteric training to those admitted to them. So he
asked his teacher whether he too might be allowed to attend, and received the astonishing reply: "You don’t need to! You have understood my
Philosophy of Freedom!" Rudolf Steiner Anthroposophy Videos Rudolf Steiner A1 Principles of Anthroposophy http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=II48amjIlFk A2 Rudolf Steiner: What is a Free Deed? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QMR1GY8nL4 A3 Rudolf Steiner: What is Free
Community? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBi9ZCAPMUE A4 Rudolf Steiner: How to Experience Free Will http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8sD76pFfIW8 A5 Rudolf Steiner: Paths to Pure Thinking http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9r28Kb0erY A6 Rudolf Steiner: Living Thinking
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQg7M-jLyro K1 Rudolf Steiner: Pursuit of Individuality http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2XV9Zx3ex8 K2 Rudolf
Steiner: Free Will or Determinism? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ht5OVbu2oZ4 K3 Rudolf Steiner: Introduction To Duality and Mind-Body Debate
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GzBeS8KDcY K4 Rudolf Steiner: Religion, Art, and Science Seek Unity http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhNs9hJrAo K5 Rudolf Steiner: Materialism, Spiritualism, Absolutism, and Idealism Rudolf Steiner Welcome to Philosophy of Freedom Website
http://www.philosophyoffreedom.com rudolf steiner anthroposophy biodynamic waldorf school eurythmy goetheanum philosophy free will
anthroposophic freedom

Anthroposophy: Rudolf Steiner
Description: The Philosophy of Freedom, Waldorf Schools, Eurythmy, Art, and more... Anthroposophy is a spiritual philosophy based on the teachings of
Rudolf Steiner (25 February 1861 30 March 1925) which postulates the existence of an objective, intellectually comprehensible spiritual world
accessible to direct experience through inner development — more specifically through cultivating conscientiously a form of thinking independent of
sensory experience. In its investigations of the spiritual world, anthroposophy aims to attain the precision and clarity of natural science's investigations
of the physical world. Anthroposophy is a path of knowledge, to guide the spiritual in the human being to the spiritual in the universe. Anthroposophists
are those who experience, as an essential need of life, certain questions on the nature of the human being and the universe, just as one experiences
hunger and thirst. (wiki)

I miss ROBERT MORNING SKY's WORK
HAPPY NEW YEAR....WAKE UP SHEEPLE!
START CRAMMING http://www.loohan.com/agentlist.htm
WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL
FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans
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WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE

and your NWO
hellenandchaos.blogspot.com

plans WILL FAIL!

Updates- Jan 2 2011
KOREA CRISIS. TOTAL COSMIC ETNA - TOP URGENT - THIRD WORLD WAR ALARM SIGNAL AND
PLANET SECURITY ALARM SIGNAL FROM G.H.REES http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/
2012 Extinction-Part 6 New Madrid Earthquake Fault Will Divide The American Con183.wmv
NEW MADRID FAULT LINE starting to RUMBLE? Dead Birds & Earthquakes. What is going on in
Arkansas ? Central Arkansas growing weary of relentless tremors. More than 500 measurable earthquakes have been
reported in central Arkansas since September 20, ranging in magnitude from a barely noticeable 1.8 to a very noticeable 4.0
http://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/encyclopedia/entry-detail.aspx?entryID=2219

ClaireVoyant.info - Stay tuned for our own Victor Fletcher's 2012 Predictions. To be on Rense
radio soon.
HelenWhite.info- Stay tuned for
Ron Angell Human Sacrifice in aMERIca Updates coming
Immanuel Khoury Alien Abductee Updates coming
Why am I still on this computer? We need to be in SOLUTION MODE!! TIME SHARING
COMMUNITY STYLE! I am BUILDING DODECAHEDRON SOVEREIGN Pan Hellenistic PARADIGMS by myself here. Wake Up Sault! Big
Brother won't help you...he has TOO MANY WHITE COLLAR CRIMES TO HIDE!

DON'T BLAME MOTHER EARTH for all this CRAZY WEATHER. BLAME your GLOBAL GANGSTER godless
GOVERNMENTS, who control your weather thru HAARP. Do the Research.
Dear WAGE SLAVE- Black OP's Projects were funded by YOU and are being used against YOU! You're NEXT- if you don't WAKE UP!
http://www.elitesideeffect.com/haarp.php

MARI

-HAARPING the
times with weather wars. PICKING on the HOLY GRAIL LAND again... aMERIca.. Snow Storms will create more
flooding later. More landslides, more shifts.
HAARP can shift the NEW MADRID and San Andreas FAULTS, leaving aMERIca DISABLED. No coincidence.

Weather Warfare: Beware the US military’s experiments with climatic warfare

by Prof. Michel Chossudovsky

PDF
-
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HAARP stands for High Frequency Active Auroral Research
Program. It is funded by the US navy, US AirForce, Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and our Govt.
- HAARP has be used for multiple purposes. Its basic concept is a giant antenna,
utilize a large amount of power,and shooting beam powers into the upper
atmosphere. Thus being able to change and manipulate weather through
the
ionosphere.
How much
power is
needed to
modify
weather? To
say the least
it can beam
more then 1.7
gigawatts
(billion watts)
of radiation
into the
ionosphere. It
is the opposite
of a radio. It
transmits the
powers instead of recieving. It heats the upper atmosphere, after effecting the
ionosphere, the radiations come back to earth and form long waves. The waves
then enter the ground, the oceans, even our bodies. These people have the
power to not only create but dismantle storms such as tornados,
hurricanes, etc..
It is believed that

HAARP is also:

An ionospheric heater / A research tool / A military test bed
A tax-subsidized boondoggle / A directed-energy weapon
A communication system for submarines / A source of field-aligned ionospheric VHF reflectors / A way to improve satellite links
A planetary x-ray machine / A plot to depopulate the Third World
A means of creating power blackouts at will / Electronic warfare
Tesla's wireless power transmission /Tesla's secret death ray
Searching for space aliens / Killing space aliens /
Killing off the militias / Keeping them awake at night (through RF head rectification) / Enforcing the New World Order / Creating nuclear-scale
explosions // Weather modification/ CIA mind control / Brain wave modification // The end of HF radio // The end of wildlife in Alaska //
The end of atmospheric ozone // The end of the human race // The end of Earth itself http://www.elitesideeffect.com/haarp.php

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization Excerpts
Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his companion DVD Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volumes 1 and

historical significance of ancient Ireland and takes us on a truly fascinating
journey through time, from the Emerald Isle to Egypt and back again full circle. Along the way we are
introduced to the Druids and also to their destroyers, the Atonists. We discover the origins of the world's most
2), Michael Tsarion discusses the

powerful secret societies and the New World Order they labor to create. We discover secret facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and

Europe, the Empire of Rome, and about Masonic influence in America. Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source material, this
DVD series dramatically revolutionizes our view of history and explains what can be done to combat the tyrannical forces that have long
conspired to undermine truth, freedom and justice. Also see http://www.michaeltsarion.com

Thank You Michael Tsarion for your TRUTH!

Holy Grail Gratitude. On to AVALON Canadastreetnews.com 2009 to 2010 Pt 2
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"My Immortal"
I'm so tired of being here
Suppressed by all my childish fears
And if you have to leave
I wish that you would just leave
'Cause your presence still lingers here
And it won't leave me alone
These wounds won't seem to heal
This pain is just too real
There's just too much that time cannot erase
[Chorus:]
When you cried I'd wipe away all of your tears
When you'd scream I'd fight away all of your fears
And I held your hand through all of these years
But you still have
All of me
You used to captivate me
By your resonating light
Now I'm bound by the life you left behind
Your face it haunts
My once pleasant dreams
Your voice it chased away
All the sanity in me
These wounds won't seem to heal
This pain is just too real
There's just too much that time cannot erase
[Chorus]
I've been alone all along
I've tried so hard to tell myself that you're gone
But though you're still with me
[Chorus]

CanadaStreetNews 2009 to 2010 pt 1 // OrgoneMasters.info how to make and why

Remembering Lady Liberty // Tuatha De Danaan Celtic Spirit

Merry Christmas From the SAULT!
http://www.saultstreetnews.info/

This is 8th FIRE PROPHECY TERRITORY!
CLEAN UP ALGOMA
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Merry Christ MAS from PetroK // Station Mall XMAS 2010 Sault

WARNING, New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION - EDEN awaits: the
WAMPUM WAY.
torontostreetnews 2010 message

Rainbow Warrior Territory...TORONTO
Form your Community Tribe and choose a name-1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares in your local
cooperative. These covenant communities will link up into a SerenityGlobal.com Cooperative
http://www.jrgenius.com
toronto street news, Rainbow Warrior, 2010, Canada, Dana Horochowski, Avalon, EDEN, tribe, Knights Templar, Sault Ste Marie, 8th Fire, prophecy,
serenityglobal.com, SERENITY, usury free, Cosmic Egg, Aquarian Age, False Light,

Your Light is Truth

Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather

Jr. Genius International Schools.
WE ARE AWAKE

and your

NWO plans WILL FAIL!

hellenandchaos.blogspot.com

EDEN awaits: NEW WORLD DISORDER:)) the WAMPUM WAY.
Honouring Innocence, Integrity, Justice, SERENITY and FREEDOM for all those WHO KNOW HOW TO SHARE
and HONOUR MOTHER EARTH and her Ascension.

Univeral Truth is still being HOARDED

for

ego

and

money. Keep it to yourselves then! The

EAT YOUR MONEY!

Meek will inherit the EARTH anyway!
I will GIVE
MYSELF, for the sake of SERENITY. Stay tuned....2011...DANA.

you the

true GNOSIS

Toronto Street News.info Features Site 41 Dump Site protests and arrests occurred August 2009

AVALON-AWAITS-Canada-Street-News-Dec-2010 pdf
DEC 2010

TorontoStreetnews.info
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TSNEWS all
TSNEWS vol 12 issue 9 Nov 29 to Dec 15 2010/ issue 8 Nov 11 to 28
2010

Subject: Hutchison-Lazaryan frequency generator clears polluted Gulf waters
Hutchison-Lazaryan frequency generator clears polluted Gulf waters
device
that emits a combination of audio and radio frequencies that have the effect of
clearing waters polluted by oil and dispersant in less than 24 hours, bringing the
native life back. by Sterling D. Allan
Famous anti-gravity researcher, John Hutchison, and his associate, Nancy Lazaryan, have come up with a

From: Victor Fletcher To: danah@jrgenius.com Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 9:58 AM
I know people who visited Hutchison in Vancouver or B.C. He has an anti-gravity system -- has been visited by

NASA; also had his equipment seized twice by the RCMP.
http://pesn.com/2010/10/27/9501716_Hutchison-Lazaryan_frequency_generator_clears_polluted_Gulf_waters/

DEC 2010

Anishinabe.info EDEN awaits: NEW WORLD DISORDER:)) the
WAMPUM WAY. Honouring Innocence, Integrity, Justice, SERENITY
KNOW HOW TO SHARE and HONOUR MOTHER EARTH

and

FREEDOM for all those WHO
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We are all connected. Let us unite spiritually, All Nations, All Faiths, One Prayer.
Sharing and Stealing by JLM
A story about two years in the concentration camp in the USA
Timothy Spearman Shakes Pallas Athena's Spear at the Twin Serpents of Ignorance
Her Helmet of Invisibility (again) http://www.shakesaspear.com/
THE AMAZING KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

and

Vice and Wears

by David Hatcher Childress

Holy Grail in aMERIca Playlist
The Knights Templar

To claim that a

Scottish Knight Templar first landed in

North America is an enormous re-write of history

or it would be if there wasn't a big question

mark hanging over the historical proof.
-One

hundred years before Christopher Columbus discovered America they reached Nova
Scotia where Templar architecture and the oral history of the Mi'kmaq Indians
are all that remain to inform us of this voyage.
The story of the secretive yet powerful medieval Templars, especially their persecution and sudden
dissolution, has been a tempting source for many other groups which have used alleged connections with
the Templars as a way of enhancing their own image and mystery.
-Many of the Templar legends are connected with the Order's early occupation of the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem and speculation about what relics the Templars may have found there, such as the Holy Grail or
the Ark of the Covenant.
Their

political

and

ecclesiastical masters

believed

the Knights were too powerful and wealthy. So
they accused the brave brotherhood of heretical religious
observances, including the worship of enchanted human heads. It
is currently the Roman Catholic Church position that the
medieval persecution of the Knights Templar was unjust;
that there was nothing inherently wrong with the Order or its Rule; and that Pope Clement was pressured
into his actions by the magnitude of the public scandal and the dominating influence of King Philip

.

IV

-By papal decree, the property of the Templars was transferred to the Order of Hospitallers, which
also absorbed many of the Templars' members. In effect, the dissolution of the Templars could be seen as
the merger of the two rival orders.

no clear historical link between the Knights Templar, which were
dismantled in the 14th century, and any of these other organizations, of which the earliest
emerged publicly in the 18th century. However, there is often public confusion and many
overlook the 400-year gap. There are many self-styled orders. Since at least the
18th century the Freemasons have incorporated some Templar symbols
and rituals, most of which being found within a Masonic body referred to as the United Religious, Military and Masonic Orders of the Temple and of
There is

St John of Jerusalem, Palestine, Rhodes and Malta, or simply the Knights Templar. This organization exists either independently or as a part of the York
Rite throughout much of the world. The Sovereign Military Order of the Temple of Jerusalem, founded in 1804, has achieved United Nations NGO status
as a charitable organization.
At an Inquisition in 1308, the Knights Templar were accused of 'having idols, namely heads, that they adored these idols, said they could save
them, and that the heads could create riches, make trees, flower and land germinate'.
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It was believed the sculpted heads were inspired by the dark-skinned Egyptian Goddess, Isis, consort of Osiris,
the dying-and- resurrecting vegetational god, and mother of Horus, who was the reborn Osiris and identifiable with the
Egyptian Pharaohs.
http://www.crystalinks.com/templars1.html
-It was only with the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls that
we re-discovered the ancient Jewish code called the
Atbash cipher. This involved taking the first letter of the
alphabet, and substituting for it the last letter - taking the
second letter, and using the second last, and so on.

Baphomet becomes the Greek word
Sophia, which means Wisdom. What the Templars

were worshipping was the search for Wisdom, or Truth,
and

not some goat headed monster.

-we have never heard of the voyages of Henry Sinclair, from Rosslyn Chapel, because Sinclair was a Knight Templar, and his story
has been suppressed because the Templars were anathema to Rome.
-In 1398, after many delays, he departed for the New World with 12 ships, up to
Knights Templar and Cistercian and farming monks. He sailed across the Atlantic to
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia to claim the territory for Queen Margaret of

Sinclair was known as Glooscap by the Micmac Indians, and while there is
record, their legend talked about Sinclair arriving and wintering in Nova Scotia, and then
south to Massachusetts. He taught them the art of net fishing.

600 men,
Norway.
no written
travelling

-To summarise all this then - the theory is that because of the persecution of theTemplars in France,
a large
fleet left La Rochelle and found refuge in Scotland among the Sinclairs at Rosslyn Castle. From there, they traveled across the Atlantic to Nova
Scotia and Massachusetts and left their marks there. And all this long before Columbus discovered the West
Indies.http://www.themasonictrowel.com/articles/apendent_bodies/york/discoveries_knights_templar/discoveries_of_the_knights_templar.htm

Mysteries of the Templars- The Legend of Glooscap
http://www.glastonberrygrove.net/reference/history/micmac/templars.html

The Philosopher’s Stone: The Knights Templar and Cannabis
http://www.alchemylab.com/cannabis_stone1.htm

The Knights Templar in the New World: How Henry Sinclair Brought
the Grail to Acadia http://www.crystalinks.com/oakislandmystery.html
Basket Stories - John Bear MacNeil

http://www.thelibraryofhope.com/Basket

%20Stories%20-%20John%20Bear%20MacNeil.pdf

11 2010
First Nations chiefs betray their people
revelations just keep on coming from the Canadian Taxpayers Federation, which has obtained truly startling data about the absurd pay levels of some
aboriginal chiefs and band councillors on reserves across Canada. There's good reason to hope that these shocking numbers, revealing as they do
some obvious abuses, will lead to real change Read more:
http://www.montrealgazette.com/business/First+Nations+chiefs+betray+their+people/3880780/story.html#ixzz16J9gqgA5
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China, Russia
quit dollar
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2010-11/24/content_11599087.htm-

prophetic merging of the Kings of the East
and North in Revelation or good News for the Planet?
Is this the

"KINGS OF THE EAST" (REV 16:12): STRENGTHENING AND MAKING
ALLIANCES WHICH WILL ENABLE HER TO MARCH AGAINST ISRAEL
AT THE END OF THE TRIBULATION PERIOD. To date, China has
completed her all-weather road to Afghanistan. Now, she is arming herself
with modern weapons which will enable her to kill 33% of all mankind.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2066.cfm

Chemtrails and Monsanto’s New Aluminum Resistance Gene – Coincidence? We

are being

hit from all sides with a planned, homicidal, genocidal agenda to make a very few families even richer than they already are, and
reduce the world’s population to 500 million as set forth in the Georgia Guidestones. This is nothing short of biological warfare.
http://farmwars.info:80/?p=2927

Esoteric Gnosis Playlist
There is an Esoteric Agenda behind every facet of life that was once believed to be disconnected. There is an Elite faction
guiding most every Political, Economic, Social, Corporate, some Non-Governmental or even Anti-Establishment Organizations. This film uses the
hard work and research of professionals in every field helping to

the hands of the people.

expose this agenda put the future of this planet back into

PRIMORDIAL GNOSIS Gnosis means knowledge. But we are not referring to just any knowledge. Gnosis is knowledge which
produces a great transformation in those who receive it. Knowledge capable of nothing less than waking up man and helping him to escape
from the prison in which he finds himself. That is why Gnosis has been so persecuted throughout the course of history, because it is

knowledge considered dangerous for the religious and political authorities who govern mankind from
the shadows. Due to multiple persecutions, Primordial Gnosis has been fragmented, distorted and hidden. By recovering and uniting
the scattered fragments, Primordial Gnosis can be reconstructed and brought to the world once again.
http://theforbiddenreligion.com/index.htm

NESARA DECEPTION // Reptilian Deception
NESARA, Marduk Ra Lucifer, Reptilian, Dracos, Nordic Blondes, Orion, Galactic
Federation,
"Galactic Federation of Light", "Pleiadians" and the rest of the
Dragonian sewage
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/galactic-federation-of-lightpleiadians.html
-The “Galactic Federation of Light” should rename themselves " PANICKED and under TIGHT MILITARY QUARANTINE" .
“Sevenplanet-rulers and Lunar-rulers Spacebandits of the Darkness” and the “Pleiadians” should rename themselves
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“Cronians – Hyperboreans” magicians – pseudoscientists, also accountable -as filthy traitors of the White Race- to the Universal Justice
– NEMESIS preparative to the Ultimatum years 2012 – 2013.
-The “Pleiadians” are essentially Demons of the Dragonians who have possessed the stupid lunatic tele-controlled
zombies the Masons, and who falsely impersonate the true (now absent) Pleiadians. In case of appearance of ships that
impersonate the Pleiadians, those of course will be ships of Cronians / Dragonians.
-The “Galactic Federation of Light” and the alleged allies of them, the “Pleiadians” are admitting that
they communicate with their earthlings subordinates and spokesmen through “CHANNELING” namely
through “MEDIUM” namely through “DEMONIC POSSESSION – TRANCE – CATALEPSY”.
-“Galactic Federation of Light” are actually Lunar ships of the 2nd Dimension. The true ships of the
Galactic Andromedian Forces of planet Saturn that can drive through the defensive barriers of the adversary and that can
monitor “inductively” our planet and/or that can commit tectonic/electromagnetic(EMP)/meteorological warfare against the
adversary, are ships of the 3rd Dimension and above, made of Neutrino matter, and therefore are completely invisible.
-The “Galactic
spherical ships
Christian Cross

Federation of Light” presents formations of luminous semi – transparent
and/or holograms that form in the sky: Christs / Angels and the JudeoSymbol.

-The “Galactic

Federation of Light” is presenting itself with eponym supreme governors of their ships the entire

Lunar Sin-

Zion-Sion-pseudoYahwehic Dragonian drain that blood bathed and wiped out
the planet and
especially the White Andromedian Pelasgian and the Black Sirian Race for about the last 13000
years. Namely, they
present as their ship’s governors the: Metatron or (Mataron of the demon possessed lunatic) and the
Gabriel, Uriel, Michael, …Urinael and all the rest known Lunar Cancerous sewage of the Galaxy accountable to the Universal Justice – NEMESIS
preparative to the Ultimatum years 2012 – 2013.
-The “Galactic Federation of Light” is false-impersonating the alleged returned Dodecatheon of Zeus, by
Cronians(Saturnians - Savaothians)/Yahweh Demons). Their complex emblem contains inside it the “STAR OF DAVID” or the “CABBALISTIC
HEXAGRAM OF SOLOMON” as a main emblem of the Lunar/Dragonians forces and of their communication methods with their earthlings subordinates:
“tele-controlled projectiles”. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2010/09/galactic-federation-of-light-pleiadians.html

is and will be known in our future as the end of the innocence. We, as a planetary race, must
truth must survive. We have major challenges to face, and what ever is the truth, we must do all that
is necessary to stick together. We have been torn and tattered, we have been betrayed. But please, let's not give up on each other.
We are capable of being heroes. We can save the world, and our freedom. We must believe in each other, and in ourselves.
-

this time

in which we now live

commit ourselves to the idea that

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/andromeda/esp_andromedacom_1aa.

usury free living playlist
http://usuryfreeliving.net/

Friday, November 12th 2010
UsuryFree Year 6 w/David-Kevin:
Lindsay (Kelowna, BC)
http://www.cyberclass.net/
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'Usuryfree' Living & Related Issues

Jrgenius-OLEE-H2O-TM
Silver, gold,

and

titanium

are

HEALTHY TO INJEST

(at the colloidal/monoatomic level), and they are actually

EXTREMELY GOOD FOR YOU!!! Silver

actually helps the body remove heavy
http://www.exploringinfinity.com/2010/01/cancer-candida-and-the-effects-of-colloidal-silver/

metals

Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Cure All Disease

// Free Lessons Here

through a

chelating process!

// Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 www.Orgonemasters.info, http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm,
Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O ( Oxygen, Living
Essential Elements Water) demonstration with Silver Pulsar first and showing survival components such as Oxygen
Bleach. Acne,Dandruff, Lyme Disease,Septic conditions (of eyes, ears, mouth & throat), AIDS, Dermatitis, Lymphagitis, Septicemia, Allergies,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,

Diabetes, Malaria, Shingles, Appendicitis, Diphtheria, Meningitis, Skin cancer, Arthritis, Dysentery, Moles, Skin rashes, Athlete’s Foot, Ear infections,
Neurasthenia, Sore Throat, Bacteria, all forms, Ebola, Parasitic infections, Staph infections, Bladder infection, Eczema, Pavo virus,
Stomach flu, Bleeding gums, Encephalitis, Plant viruses & fungi, Stomach ulcer, Blepharitis, Fibrositis, Pleurisy, Strep infection, Blood Parasites, Flu,
Pneumonia (viral, fungal & bacterial), Syphilis, Blood poisoning, Furunculosis, Prostate, Thrush (yeast infection), Boils, Gastritis, Pruritis, Thyroid
Bubonic Plague, Gingivitis, Psoriasis, Tonsillitis, Burns, Gonorrhea, Purulent Ophthalmia, Tooth decay (neutralize), Cancer, Halitosis, Pyorrhea,
Toxemia, Candida, (yeast infection), Hay Fever, Quinsy, Trachoma, Canine parovirus, Hemorrhoids, Rheumatism, Trench foot, Canker Sore, Hepatitis,
Rhinitis, Tuberculosis, Chilblains, Herpes, Ringworm, Ulcerated Stomach, (ulcers), Cholera, Impetigo,
Rosacea, Venereal diseases, Chronic fatigue, Indigestion, SARS Virus, all forms, Colds, Keratitis,
Scabies, Warts, Colitis, Leprosy, Scarlet Fever
West Nile Virus, Conjunctivitis, Leukemia, Scarletina, Whooping Cough, Cystitis, Lupus, Seborrhea,
Yeast infection.

Jr Genius- About Colloidal Silver pdf or doc // See other free
lessons here and Cure All Disease
http://www.jrgenius.com/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm, http://www.serenityglobal.com/,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz crystals,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global company see
http://www.alfa.com/, http://www.sotainstruments.com
TSNEWS all

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and
plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL!

your

NWO

hellenandchaos.blogspot.com
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2012 - The Future of Mankind

// David Icke On 2012

Freedom Road-David Icke Playlist // Earth Anthem
PROPHECYKEEPERS WISDOM VAULT
EARTH CHANGES, SURVIVAL & SELF SUFFICIENCY LINKS
http://www.greatdreams.com/survival.htm

cANADaStreetNews.com
EDEN awaits: the WAMPUM WAY..
Honouring Innocence, Integrity, Justice, SERENITY and FREEDOM for all those WHO KNOW HOW TO SHARE and HONOUR
MOTHER EARTH and her Ascension.
Univeral Truth is still being HOARDED for ego and money. Keep it to
yourselves then! The Meek will inherit the EARTH anyway! EAT

YOUR MONEY! I will GIVE you the true GNOSIS MYSELF, for the
sake of SERENITY. Stay tuned....2011...DANA.
danah@canadastreetnews.com // 416 419 9023 // Skype jrgenius1

I am hoping that this package explains a bit more clearly about what I would like to convey with
respect to the NEW PARADIGM forming in our midst. http://www.serenityglobal.com/
I am enclosing some material that will explain how we can remedy the GLOBAL CRISIS that
we are now facing, as the Elite attempt to bring us into the dangerous, CAPITALISTIC NEW
WORLD ORDER.
I have been working with many Revolutionary Creatives, who have designed economic, educational, financial,
environmental, governmental, global and societal alternatives to the global enslavement that we are quickly approaching.
If we DO NOTHING, it will become horrific.
Essentially, we have redesigned the Illuminati Pyramid into a Serenity Egg structure that is managed by the PEOPLE. (We
will control our Education, Media, Money, Government, Justice, Health and Welfare, Products and Services, etc.). This system is
self-sustaining, EARTH HONOURING, empowering and life giving.
By networking locally and globally (via internet and travel), an alternative
paradigm can be manifested. By using the WAMPUM as our form of global
currency (with no usury or interest), we will eliminate poverty, wars and
lack. We are building a system that is similar to an ebay/facebook/paypal
combination, but with our own e-mall and directory.
http://www.usuryfree.info
Kinakwii Nation is a sovereign nation (Algonquin territory).
http://www.kinakwii.com/
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By forming a league of nations that honour the EARTH and indigenous teachings with Kinakwii, we are linked to an
ANISHINABE WAMPUM (backed by 9 M acres of LAND and WATER), which is connected to a central global bank. This
creates an offshore safe haven for investments. Individuals can own shares in the bank and can convert money to world currencies
at an exchange cost of 3%.
Ideally, the intent is to use the WAMPUM as an alternative to the AMERO or VERICHIP implants that the globalists plan for
the surviving, enslaved masses.
See http://www.amerocurrency.com/ and
http://www.verichipcorp.com/content/company/rfidtags
Jrgenius International Schools will be set up in various global locations
and will use the SERENITY WAMPUM as FAIR TRADE currency
globally in the schools, communities and online.
http://www.jrgenius.com/internationalschooldomains.htm
Serenity Global Inc will be an offshore entity for small business and share holder investing.
Jrgenius Inc will gift 100 SERENITY shares to each individual enrolled in our system. This allows for an equal voice/vote for
all individuals. Spending your shares will devalue your right to vote for policies in the system.
Serenity Party is an unregistered, potential Federal Party that was created and I will represent Toronto Centre, should political
measures be required to obtain an independent CANADA, where the PEOPLE own the BANK of CANADA, not private
banksters. http://www.serenityglobal.com/Dana%20Horochowski%20Serenity%20Party%20Biography.htm
Jrgenius.com has over 100 websites currently registered for Teaching and Interaction. They are not all active. The system needs
investing for a WAMPUM option and further intranet upgrades. I want the curriculum to reflect our voice, our desires, our truths,
our passions and needs.
Websites can be purchased thru Jrgenius.com for those that want to teach or sell products and services. Intranet development,
mass consciousness awakening, building Jrgenius International Schools globally and organizing into the WAMPUM WAY is the
task at hand.
I welcome your input and involvement. It is not thru EGO that I take on this massive challenge. It is my love for the CREATOR,
Mother Earth, the Cosmos, creation and our children. My dreams are simply to live in SERENITY. This will not manifest
with the current global economic takeover that is currently happening.
We must act in solidarity and unwavering, fearless determination.
We cannot allow the takeover of our WORLD by a few ELITISTS, who merely want to depopulate 90% of us and enslave the
young worker bees for their own greedy desires.
Sincerely
Dana Horochowski
Meegwetch
If corporations like Staples, Walmart and Canadian Tire can create gift cards or credit currency, so can the corporations of
Sault Ste Marie and Jrgenius.com, to allow for the flow of products and services within the system.
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Money As Debt- http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-9050474362583451279

JrGenius International Schools- Jrgenius.com
Dana Horochowski
468 Northern Ave E
Sault Ste Marie, Ont. P6B 4J1
416-419-9023;
danah@jrgenius.com
www.jrgenius.com
www.canadastreetnews.com
www.serenityglobal.com
www.holyhealthy.com

The story and legend from the Native Americans People about the Tribe of people from many walks of
life, that will rise to save the Earth

MANATAKA AMERICAN INDIAN COUNCIL
Dedicated to Magdala
http://www.manataka.org/page235.html
RAINBOW ANGELS- JOIN US!

New Paradigm Details
To Avoid Attack by Lower Astral entities,
you must keep your astral body ( aura) clean of
chemicals, pollutants, drugs, and raise your
vibration into your heart charkra. This can be done
thru acts of self love, eros love, classical singing
(projecting voice/opera), laughing, dancing and
artistic passions that you are drawn to. Bathing in
sea salts, aromatherapy oils, and high O2 water while
scrubbing out toxins using your own hands,
lovingly touching yourself in areas that stimulate
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organ rejuvenation (etc. feet, nerve centers on the body) will release blocks and help connect you to source.
High vibration incense ( sweet grass, white sage), herbs and certain crystals help clear negative energies.
Diet of living, organic foods and clean teas and lemon water will raise your vibration.
Ideally, detox and rest for several days, while avoiding alternative electricity and modern day infuences.
Meditate and allow the release of all emotions ( laugh, cry, scream, love). Sleep abundantly and wear clean
comfortable cottons. Wrap your hair in extra virgin Olive oil and aloe/vit E, and cover your body after a bath in
the same. Bathing and hand scrubbing in Sea Salts, alternating different days with aromatherapy oils, milk
powder, baking soda, herbal infusions will draw different toxins out of the skin. You will get pimples as a result.
Avoid soap/shampoo until the last day (7 days is ideal for major cleanse).
Low vibration entities, energy and psychic vampires are always ready to stalk those that are in fear or
have exposed astral bodies. Lower astral entities feed off your loosh energy.

Your best protection is to activate your chakras above the lower astral
realm which relies on sex, ego, power and hunger. Open your Heart/Love
chakra ( 4rthchakra) and love, love, love with an open, forgiving heart.
Shield yourself in huge ball of white light. You must be Pure to recieve a
Creator Connection.
Remove all toxic habits, thoughts and ingestions.
Spend time with gentle animals, walking in nature and playing with
children. A clean and clear mind and an open loving heart will allow you to
solve struggles as they arise. Take time to meditate and rebuild your life force
several times a day. (thanks Ties...agape love Dana)
The Om // Sacred Sound Alchemy for DNA Repair and Healing

Love is a high Vibrational Frequency...so send it out...:) Everything is energy and vibration. This is a very simplified
example of shape shifting (salt sound waves) "I PISSED OFF A REPTILIAN TODAY"
http://www.metatech.org/attack_reptilians_breathing_technique.html.
yourself.org/dc/lillysreport07aug04.shtml

Breathing Technique on the Reptilians http://educate-

The Collective Consciousness - Earths Frequencies Earth is a sea of vibrations and frequencies. Mankind is skilled in creating
and inventing devices in which there is an energy frequency and vibration. These waves of energy are always moving through you. Imagine for a
moment all the electrical devices in just your home alone - every light and lamp, the phone systems, all the kitchen appliances. Each
device gives off a certain frequency. The television is one of the major contributors of discordant frequencies. Most people a not aware of these
frequencies. They have tuned them out; their energy field has adjusted and learned to live with them.

This planet is woven with electronic frequencies. If you had the vision to see the strands of energy connecting all the power lines, electrical
devices, cell phones, televisions and microwaves, you would be amazed at how tightly woven this energetic matrix truly is. It surrounds
your planet in an energetic grid of discordant frequencies. Most of humanity does not even think about this. There is an attitude of "What you
don't see or don't know about, won't affect you."
These matrixes of electronic frequencies are always affecting the physical body, the mental state of mind. These electronic frequencies are
addictive and hypnotizing to your personal energy field. These man made electronic frequencies hold a certain mindset in place. Be aware of
these discordant frequencies and the matrix that they create. It is important for you and others to stay anchored, stable, and firm in your own
personal energy field and matrix. You will be less affected by discordant frequencies.
The solar flares, the galactic bursts of energy are surging through this shield of hypnotizing electronic frequencies, activating certain spects of
the DNA codes. These cosmic energy thrusts are a wake up call to humanity. The earth's magnetic field holds the higher integrity of the
hologame in place. This is being overridden by the electronic fields.
Humanity is receiving the highest support from the consciousness of the cosmos and celestial beings, individuals are waking up to their
magnificence, their divine star connection. You create a

cohesion field when you maintain a strong energy field of
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love, joy and appreciation. When you vibrate these high coherent frequencies you will not be affected by
the bombardment of the planetary electronic grid. Be in your joy, and swim, flow and stream with the
energy from the stars.

Chakra Balancing Meditation music Very Intense http://www.braineditor.com Chakra balancing meditation. Music will balance all the chakras, However this is just a short 8 minutes clip,, for full length
clips you can visit http://www.braineditor.com http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9P_hgfiSmLM
Please be advised to use stereo headphones. This is ineffective without it. This is very intense, make sure the volume is not too loud.

Chakra Meditation Balancing & Healing
http://www.chakra-balance.com/chakra-meditation/ presents a complete chakra balancing & healing session. Working from the base chakra up to the
crown chakra using unique sounds and colors. You are left feeling totally refreshed and energized! This featured meditation is one of the 29 free chakra
balancing and healing mp3 audios available from this site

recent news // Jan 2011 //2010 CSNEWS //2009 CSNEWS// TSNEWS all// Important STUFF 2011
FAIR USE NOTICE
This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such
material available in our efforts to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights, economic, democracy, scientific, and social justice
issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In
accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in
receiving the included information for research and educational purposes. For more information go to:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml. If you wish to use copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond 'fair
use', you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.
The owners and publishers of these pages wish to state that the material presented here that is the product of our research and experimentation in
Superluminal Communication is offered with the caveat that the reader ought always to research on their own. We invite the reader to share in our
seeking of Truth by reading with an Open, but skeptical mind. We do not encourage "devotee-ism" nor "True Belief." We DO encourage the seeking of
Knowledge and Awareness in all fields of endeavor as the best way to be able to discern lies from truth. We constantly seek to validate and/or refine
what we understand to be either possible or probable or both. We do this in the sincere hope that all of mankind will benefit, if not now, then at some
point in one of our probable futures

Community Currency Compatible Websites 1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares
AguaOriginals.info

Bizwhizzes.info
Anishinabe.info

CityLawCentre.info
ClaireVoyant.info
Crystalkids.info

Carpconverters.info

ArtsySmartsy.info
Daisydairy.info
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DaisyDaycare.info
DaisyDelivery.info
DaisyDishes.info

OrganicOriginals.info

lovecry.info

OrgoneMasters.info

DaisyDoggies.info
Toronto Street News.info
PoopPartners.info

DanaHorochowski.info

DanaHorochowski.info

FreeFreeEnergy.info
ScienceSeekers.info
SerenityGlobal.info
SurvivalSeekers.info
GardenGurus.info

GradeGrowers.info

UnMysterySchool.info

SaultStreetNews.info

8th FIRE PROPHECY
TERRITORY!

usuryfree.info
WorldStreetNews.com

HolyHealthy.info

Serenityglobal.com

WampumWay.info

HomesCool.info
Jrgenius.info
Contact us
MoonTime.info
cANADastreetnews.com

www.jrgenius.com
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Make CANADA FREE
HEAL our FIRST PEOPLE.
Heal MOTHER EARTH.
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS

MEEGWETCH

Jr. Genius Intranet

Dana

Software Downloads

WARNING, New Paradigm Details and SOLUTION - EDEN awaits: the WAMPUM
WAY.

Programs are in
ADOBE READER ( see
side bar for downloads of
programs)

Study to Succeed Method
Eager Readers
English Language Arts Cramnote
French Fasters Cramnote
Language Arts Stuff
allreaders.com book summaries and reviews http://www.allreaders.com/
Integrating the Divine Male and Female Energies - audio for readers
Integrating the Male and Female Energies pdf
Integrating the Divine Male and Female Energies, Jrgenius International Schools concept of the I AM in a
holyhealthy human. We need to balance the female/male positive energies within us all before we can
manifest peace on the planet. See http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm for cramnote and videos for
homeschoolers/ jrgenius International schoolers. Covers all key topics up to gr 10 academic, including
math and science. This topic is used as an example of the review method. SQ3R method. Survey,
Question, Read, Write, Review. ( review is the presentation of your study note to the webcam for others
to learn. See powerpoint for jrgenius.com International Schools which illustrates these male/female
energies in a NEW PARADIGM school/community setting. See you as a holyhealthy human in the Aquarian
Age, New Paradigm. http://www.jrgenius.com/internationalschooldomains.htm
Integrating the Divine Male and Female Energies, Jrgenius International Schools, I AM, female/male,
positive energies, manifest peace, cramnote, homeschoolers, jrgenius International schoolers, gr 10,
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academic, math, science, SQ3R method. Survey, Question, Read, Write, Review, study note, jrgenius.com, Aquarian Age, New
Paradigm

MATH cramnotes
Math Masters Gr 9 academic prep
Gr 9 Basic Math Skills Cram note Math
Jr. Genius Gr. 10 Academic Math Units review
Gr 10 math cramnote academic 1
Gr 10 Math Cramnote academic 2
Gr. 10 Math Applied Cram notes 1
Gr. 10 Math AppliedCram Notes 2
Gr. 10 Math AppliedCram Notes 3

Math Exams
Gr 9 math exam pdf
Gr. 10 Math -Applied Exam
Jr. Genius Gr. 10 academic Math Exam
Topics in Math review
Math links BJ Pinckbeck

MATH RECORDINGS
Justin H Math Masters Tape Download and
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Gr 9 Math Academic overview from Table of Contents Jody S Jan 17 08
gr 9 Math Summative review Jody Jan19 08 1
gr 9 Math Summative review Jody Jan19 08 2
Gr 10 Applied Math exam cramnote review Justin Jan 23 08
Gr 9 Academic Math Unit Linear Relations y=Mx+b Ali Apr 07 08 pt1, pt2
SCIENCE cramnotes
Jr. Genius Gr. 9 Applied Science Course Outline
Gr 9 Science cram note

WINRAR FILES

Gr 9 Science paula ruiz.rar
Gr 9 Study Notes-Aaron Lee
Gr 9 Science Notes-Michael Lee
Science 9- Anthony G
Gr 10 Science course outline
Gr 10 Science academic cram note 1
Grade 10 Academic Science Study Notes 2
Grade 10 Academic Science Study Notes 3
Grade 10 Academic Science Study Notes
Grade 10 Academic Science Study Notes 5

Science exams and tests
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Gr 9 Science exam pdf
Jr. Genius Gr. 10 academic Science Exam
Jr. Genius SNC 10 ACAD UnitTEST- Motion

SCIENCE RECORDINGS
Gr 9 ac Science Study to Succeed Method Electricity Jody Jan 17 08 1
Gr 9ac Science Study to Succeed Method Electricity Jody Jan
17 08 2
Gr 9 Science(Jody Jan 2608) Contents overview and Unit I
Matter and Energy
Gr 9 Science(Jody Jan 2608) Unit Matter and Energy cont'd til
Biology unit begins
Gr 9 Science Unit 2 Reproduction Jan 2708 Jody
Chemistry 10 Justin H Applied Review with Cram note
Academic Gr 10 Pt 1
Chemistry 10 Justin H Applied Review with Cram note Academic Gr 10 Pt 2

Geography Cramnote general
Geography Recordings
Geography Gr 9 contents overview for exam Jody
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Gr 9 Geography Study note review for exam Jody Jan 27 08

The Rainbow Warriors
Your solution is HERE. It is YOU and YOUR
COMMUNITY.
Jurisdiction restored to
the

7th

and

USURYFREE

FIRST NATIONS. REMOVE ROMA remember AMOR. See you at

8th fire. GET OUT OF THE CITIES and off the waterways.
PUT those

INDIGO-CRYSTAL KIDS on farmland NOW. hu MAN= FEARLESS.

http://www.jrgenius.com/

ALL SUBJECTS ALL AGES. 100 hours = 100 shares = 1000

points in a global cooperative.

New Energy Invention - Magnetic Motor

06:49 - 2 years ago

Fascinating demonstration of a new energy invention with the potential to vastly
transform our world. Using only magnets, two plastic strips, and securing
components, this video clip shows how a freestanding device can be built to generate
power using nothing but natural magnetic forces. This is only a proof of concept
video. There are many variables to be worked out, but the potential is clearly
demonstrated. If you take the small model in the video and extend it for 20 feet
upwards or so, the magnet should easily jump up 12 feet or more. A simple device
could then pull the magnet off the track dropping it down and thus generating
energy through gravity by passing through one or more rotors. Double the
length and get twice the energy. After dropping, a curved track at
the bottom could then slip the magnet right back into the bottom of the
device where magnetism would again pull it up, thereby creating
perpetual motion while generating power. A circular track might also
create a similar effect. Any tinkerers want to play this one and
potentially transform our world? For more on the origin, specifications,
and future development ideas of this project, see
http://www.PerpetualMotors.com. We ask you to spread the word and help to make this
exciting project a reality. License is hereby granted for this invention. You are free to
copy it, alter it, develop it, and include it in any non-commercial applications free of
charge. Invite your friends and colleagues to work on it with you. If you do find a way to
make a commercially viable product using this concept and profit financially
from it -- and we hope you will -- then as an acknowledgment for our help in

royalty fee of ten percent of
sales for units actually sold at the above website. We offer this powerful
creating something useful, send us a

concept and demonstration into the creative commons. For more on this, please consult the website http://creativecommons.org
and look under their licensing section. Let's join our forces and work together to transform our world for the good of all of us! also see
CANADA's own http://www.youtube.com/user/TESLABROTHERHOOD
http://www.blogtv.com/people/teslacoils2001

Design

,

teslacoils2001- Broadcast your self LIVE,

http://www.perpetualmotors.com/design.html
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This is just the first, very basic, simple, do this at home, "proof of concept" design.
From here onwards, obviously there are many possibilities. But here is the key design
specification that we have discovered and want people to know about:
ALL OF THE MAGNETS--with the sole exception of the traveling magnet-- have their
poles oriented exactly the same: PERPENDICULAR to the direction of travel of the
traveling magnet.(Say, all of the stacks of magnets have their North pole facing
up. Then the traveling shuttle magnet has its North pole facing down. And it moves,
is pushed along, on an "East-West" plane of travel.
For centuries, people have been trying to find a design that made use of the obvious
very strong push-pull of the North South poles. The insight genius of this design
is that, counter-intuitively, it does NOT try to use this main axis of magnetization as its
direction of travel, but instead runs along on the energy in the far weaker (butstill-able-to-be-added-onto, cumulatively, indefinitely...) "East-West" plane
(perpendicular to North-South axis). We have oriented the stacks at about 60
degrees to the direction of travel. And this will demonstrate the effect nicely. For
an even more dramatic effect, build a trackway where the stacks which are at sixty
degrees to the direction of travel alternate with stacks that are placed flush up
against and parallel to the direction of travel. http://www.perpetualmotors.com/Limits.html

Time for YOU to start the NEW PARADIGM in your
COMMUNITY. Follow us! The WAMPUM WAY.
Made in cANADa!

Orgone Masters and DAISY
DOWSERS
Positive Orgone, Protection and
Shielding pdf
http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius for the link to IMPORTANT FILES off server.

OrgoneMasters.info how to make and why

Orgone and HolyHealthy Products here
(available by gifting a donation only) Samples
pictures only
flyer to print revising
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OrgoneMasters.info how to make Orgone Masters by Dana Horochowski
directions.

Orgone Masters Steps
1. Spray molds

with high vibration oil.

2. Add neodyne magnet

(or

pure copper penny

if no magnet), then

copper/ aluminum shavings to bottom. North side down. This will allow a MAX
DIPOLE. USE this magnet part to deactivate chip implants. ( + qi)

3. Add crystal

that is

clockwise wound

and

pointed upward.

(Tighter Winding= more squeezing = more piezoelectric effect. ) COIL EVERY
quartz CRYSTAL CLOCKWISE ( RHR=right hand rule for flow of electrons (-) to the (+)
N POLE Magnet that you add. If you have other crystal types, they can rest in a chamber
of copper-coiled clockwise, winding upward like a staircase. ( eternal PIEZOELECTRIC SQUEEZING COMES FROM RESIN AFTER
DRYING)

4. Add grounding stones, shell,
seeds to top and sides to cover the metals.
I add glass beads or various other crystals from
necklaces for different colour and frequency

ROYGBIV

emissions.
rainbow colors for
Chakra balancing. If you are going to do that,
then they have to also go on the magnet side.

Lay down the coloured beads or
crystals and the magnet N + down first, then coiled crystal, and
shavings around it. Amethyst is great for psychic attack prevention.
Amethyst can also be added and coiled like clear quartz. ( Purple is High
Frequency vibration so it can activate dna to that level.)

5. Add hardener to resin.

Cover with resin ( outside). Pour, let sink in then add to top it off. Cover crystal so that it is not

bare.

6. MAGNETS attach to

railings on highways, stair wells, electrical boxes, fences, some utility poles and death towers, etc.
They attract negative energies into the orgonemaster and are processed out the tip into positive orgone.

KEY- orgone

inorganic metals and an organic matrix.
DAISY DOWSERS
act like orgone generators on your body. The crystal is coiled in a clockwise motion in copper wire
for +qi. Dowsers need to be cleansed in PURE incense
smudge and charged in full sunlight and/or
moonlight. (sweetgrass, cedar, white sage
is generated by a combo of

Glass beads are much like fibreglass resin. (your body is an organic matrix, so

are my favourites http://sacredfeathertraders.com/)

See Orgonecrystals.com

( MY FAVOURITE)

http://www.orgonecrystals.com/catalog/crystals/quartz_brazil.html
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or Jim Coleman crystals
JP-L-BZ $8, or Item # JP-MR $15

love them too http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/quartzpoints/qtzptspound1.htm-

buy

Item #

Applied Magnets

( cylinder neodynium magnets. NORTH SIDE DOWN, attach to metal surface to prevent slipping and away
from pointed tip of Quartz) http://www.magnet4less.com/index.php?cPath=1_11

Fibreglass Resin- auto parts-Bondo

Fibreglass resin ~ $20 Canadian Tire/ Walmart
$17

Copper Wire -

FEEL your HEALING.

18 gauge or 22, TimBr

http://www.corfil.ca/ . Some people like to
match the length of the wire with the same
length of a chosen frequency like the Great
Pyramid, but I AM not into calling in anything
that is related to those pyramids. I prefer to
magnify PRANA- LIGHT and AGAPE AMOR,
so I put my intent into the wire, regardless of
how long it is. Measuring is too left brain for me.

Copper scrubbies to cut up ( Dollarama). Aluminum shavings -call scrap metal dealers or metal fabrication
companies in your area first. or buy shavings at http://www.orgonecrystals.com/
Use good oil for molds ( extra virgin olive oil/rose oil/ almond oil), not cancer causing vegetable oil. Silicone molds are best
( Dollarama) or Value Village.

Add a shell

and/or non hybrid seed for life force energy. Shell has a fibonacci
all living things as they grow. ( Mean GOLDEN RATIO of PERFECT LIFE FORCE and GROWTH. )

Add Grounding stones

sequence

that is found in

so you don't have to bury the orgone and the charges will

keep clearing and reviving. Stones and shells are in Dollarama. Seeds can be
bird/medicinal/spice. NO MONSANTO seeds- they have a reverse spin that produces (
-) ORGONE or Qi.

Use your intuition. ALWAYS wrap the quartz crystal from FLAT
to TIP CLOCKWISE (your hand is moving in a clockwise direction, so that it gives
out + /NOT - orgone.) Binding the crystal in copper wire controls the hyperinfinity and
POLARITY in crystals, so they don't access all dimensions, including the lower/negative
ones.

Avoid phallus shapes. I DO NOT MAKE PYRAMIDS
(ego,masculine, phallus/ fission/ explosive E). Just an ignorant flip of the magnet,
crystal or coil in the wrong direction and you can be bringing in a whole
STARGATE of unwanted visitors. They will increase the dipole in the orgone.
Jehovah Witnesses and Rocky Mountain Mystery School have pyramids. Lucifer
portal.

( - +)Ascended Masters in 4d drama...beware.

I know pyramids can heal, but make them yourselves if you want HEALing,

not lower ASTRAL Visitations.
Sherry Shriner's Orgone Blaster
JEHOVAH DRAGON JERK and his GRAYS.
...Like
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ByBAAL Belters are in for a real SHOW~! You wanted Yahweh...you are going to get
him. Paid for $$$ by you$$. I told you so!
Run Shriner Run...you will have angry customers, not to mention other entities blasting in
your vicinities.
Your god is a DRACONIAN. Heaven help your children!

in

DIANs vs COW of SIN boys playlist .

HELLFIRE

.8th

Fire or

playlist

OFF
ALERT

with their

hEADS! PEDOPHILE

PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE
ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT

PEDOPHILE SATANIST ALERT !!!
666 $$$ SIN MICROCHIPPING

in

STATION MALL

on

Feb 26, 2011.

Sioux 8th FIRE Anishinabe TERRITORY.
PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE
ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT PEDOPHILE ALERT
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Orgone
MASTER
Qi Miracles
Dome energy is female energy/ WOMB/ FUSION /GROWTH/
MATTER from ENERGY/ mother/EARTH/ SPHERE/heart chakra.

Flat topped orgone is FEMALE
DOME ENERGY orgone because the
energy radiates in all directions,

far and
wide. LOVE/LIGHT/HEALING is
shared equally. It is not a
STARGATE.
CLEANSE crystals in pure water ( rose

oil/water has high vibration life force energy) or
meditate with them in your bath, if you are
healthy and clear of demonic attacks. Charge them
in high sunlight 11 am to 1 pm and then
is

full moon 11 pm to 1 am ( moon

energy

feminine)

Others have suggested
Stuart Wilde suggests

chamomile tea

and

lavender essential oil

for the ghouls in your fractal reality

snakes feed on human emotional energy as well (fear, anger). They're soul eaters. Black
tourmaline + mica works great against dark siders when used in orgonite. It grounds their negative energy
and can also reflect it back on to them. I also use rose quartz.
The

FEB 14 2011- HAPPY VALENTINES DAY???
I actually made a

HUGE orgone ARK of the COVANENT by encasing my beloved deceased pet
ORGONE MASTER MIRACLE MAKERS. http://www.orgonemasters.info/

ROMEO in the centre of

I air tight wrapped his little body in an aluminium EMERGENCY blanket, bubble wrap, towel and my
selected daisy dowser around his little chest to connect with my frequencies and protect
him on his JOURNEY should he get stuck in a BLACK HOLE or confronted by an astral
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ARCHON, who may want to EAT HIM. He is encased in shells and beautiful crystals.His blood, bones, dna are amplified in the
orgonite. My tears, screams, love and mourning all went into his little body as I held him for hours, until he stiffened and his soul
light left. ( bones and blood access all dimensions and manifest intent)
(He died WITHOUT fear, KILLED suddenly by a sidewalk sander to the head. He died happy, healthy and released from his genetic
space suit to travel the stars. He can find his way home and always visit with me. I didn't want him rotting in the ground or his
little precious DNA cremated.The ground is still frozen and I still have him here, now preserved and encased, empowered. He is
coming with me and I will place him where he wants to be...definitely away from

SATANISTS in this city who

BIG BROTHER.TRAFFIC. PEDOPHILE

FRIED my brother's brain.

ANGELS SERVE us WELL on the other side.

Do not fear shedding this old snake skin for the new coat of

ANISHINABE AGAPE
AMOR

MY ROMEO...is with me, ramping out his energy,
protecting me and my surrounding area with his
aura and frequencies. I am waiting for my 500 foot
playful ETHERIC TIGER to show up to give me a
ride on his back. We may have to go HUNTING alpha
DRAGONIANS soon.

pissed now. She doesn't care much for homo sapiens.
SATANISTS just KILLED my FAMILIAR. MY BEAUTIFUL
KALI is

baby JOYfriend ROMEO.

THIS IS THE FINAL STRAW.
YOU WANT TO SEE THE WRATH OF A MOTHER...wait for the KALIS...you
Pedophiles!
-you WILL NEVER hurt our babies and women again.
I miss him but I know he is playing in the stars and I have access to him forever. I would want to be entombed that way
too. HAUNTING all the politicians and pedophiles...even DEAD. )

www.orgonemaster.info Kali Ma playlist
Castle on a Cloud ~ Disney's Cinderella
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The

CHILDREN of the LIGHT are on OUR SIDE. NAMASTE...

LET's DANCE and SING a NEW SONG of JOY...the meek have
inherited the EArth...go GET IT! CARPE DIEM. SEIZE the DAY!
I'm off to LITTLE ROMA, Woodbridge ONTARIO
to escort FANTINO to FEMA.
DANA

and the

LOVE police

OFF with THEIR hEADS!
Crystals love to be squeezed, and not just in your hands.
Most crystals were born deep underground under great heat and
pressure. They feel at home in orgonite since the resin contracts
when it cures, thereby permanently squeezing the crystals and

creating a piezo electric effect. A great example of the piezo
electric effect is earthquake lights. In other words the crystals ramp
up, and they never run out of power. A nice side effect is that the
crystals continuously clear themselves under this effect at the
same time amplifying the metaphysical properties of the
gemstones in the pendant. http://educate-yourself.org/

-piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by the
Jacques and Pierre Curie brothers. They found out that when a

mechanical stress was applied on crystals such as

tourmaline, tourmaline, topaz, quartz, Rochelle salt and cane

sugar, electrical charges appeared, and this voltage was
proportional to the stress.Piezoelectric materials
The piezoelectric effect occurs only in non conductive
materials. Piezoelectric materials can be divided in 2 main groups: crystals and ceramics. The most well-known
piezoelectric material is quartz (SiO2). Quartz SiO2
Introduction
The trigonal crystallized silica of SiO2 is known as Quartz and is one of the most common crystals on earth's surface. It has
an hexagonal structure made of , Quartz is a very pure crystal and contains only traces of other elements. Natural quartz
contain: Al3+: 13 to 15,000 ppm, usually only
100 ppm , Fe3+: Ti4+: P5+: H+: Li+: Na+: 9
to 1400 ppm K+: 3 to 300 ppm Density: 2.65
g/cm3 Mineral class: Oxides/hydroxides
Piezoelectricity-Quartz shows a strong

perpendicularly to
the prism axis. Applying pressure on a
piezoelectric effect
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quartz crystal generates an

electrical tension

electrical polarization along the pressure direction. Alternatively, applying an

leads to a mechanical deformation of the crystal. http://www.piezomaterials.com/

-Although the magnitudes of piezoelectric voltages, movements, or forces are small, and often require amplification (a typical
disc of piezoelectric ceramic will increase or decrease in thickness by only a small fraction of a millimetre, for example) piezoelectric
materials have been adapted to an impressive range of applications. The piezoelectric effect is used in sensing applications, such as
in force or displacement sensors. The inverse piezoelectric effect is used in actuation applications, such as in motors and devices
that precisely control positioning, and in generating sonic and ultrasonic signals.
What can piezoelectric ceramics do ?
Mechanical compression or tension on a poled piezoelectric ceramic element changes the dipole moment, creating a
voltage. Compression along the direction of polarization, or tension perpendicular to the direction of polarization, generates
voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage. Tension along the direction of
polarization, or compression perpendicular to the direction of polarization, generates a
voltage with polarity opposite that of the poling voltage. These actions are generator
actions -- the ceramic element converts the mechanical energy of compression or
tension into electrical energy. This behaviour is used in fuel-igniting devices, solid
state batteries, force-sensing devices, and other products. Values for compressive
stress and the voltage (or field strength) generated by applying stress to a piezoelectric
ceramic element are linearly proportional up to a material-specific stress. The same is
true for applied voltage and generated strain.
If a voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage is applied to a ceramic element, in
the direction of the poling voltage, the element will lengthen and its diameter will become
smaller. If a voltage of polarity opposite that of the poling voltage is applied, the
element will become shorter and broader. If an alternating voltage is applied, the
element will lengthen and shorten cyclically, at the frequency of the applied voltage.
This is motor action -- electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy. The principle is
adapted to piezoelectric motors, sound generating devices, and many other products.
There are

three common types of thermosetting resin to choose from:

epoxy, vinyl ester and polyester.

Fibreglass Resin ( BONDO)MOST COMMON and has glass which is CRYSTALINE-To form fiberglass, thin strands of glass are
separated into minute fibers. These fibers retain the properties of glass, but can be pliable and mixed with other products. Fiberglass
can be combined with a wide range of materials, depending on the desired end product. When mixed with resin, fiberglass becomes
very thick and is temporarily quite malleable.
Moldmaking, molding and laminating operations can be performed with any system. Epoxy is the higher performance and higher
priced system. It is used in weight critical, high strength, and dimensionally accurate applications. Vinyl Ester resin offers
corrosion resistance, heat resistance and is blended for toughness. Polyester resins are less expensive, offer some corrosion
resistance, and are more forgiving than epoxies. For this reason, they are the most widely used.

Epoxy vs Vinyl Resin-The number of links of epoxy molecules is to a kevlar fiber would be much harder to count than
the number of links made by vinylester resin to a kevlar fiber. Epoxy ( yellow) resin has more bonds of elasticity, so it
will PULL/PUSH more on the CRYSTAL. Vinylester resin is just easier to use at the factory level but nowhere near as
strong as epoxy resin. The cross linking is just not there in vinylester resin and the kevlar fibers can pull out of the glue more
easily when stressed. http://www.redrockstore.com/resin.htm

Quartz crystals

have piezoelectric properties; they develop
an electric potential upon the application of mechanical stress.

Major varieties of quartz
Chalcedony Cryptocrystalline quartz and
moganite mixture. The term is generally only used
for white or lightly colored material. Otherwise
more specific names are used.

Agate Multi-colored, banded chalcedony, semitranslucent to translucent

Onyx Agate where the bands are straight,
parallel and consistent in size.

Jasper Opaque cryptocrystalline quartz, typically
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red to brown

Aventurine Translucent chalcedony with small inclusions (usually mica) that shimmer.
Tiger's Eye Fibrous gold to red-brown colored quartz, exhibiting chatoyancy.
Rock crystal Clear, colorless
Amethyst Purple, transparent
Citrine Yellow to reddish orange to brown, greenish yellow
Prasiolite Mint green, transparent
Rose quartz Pink, translucent, may display diasterism
Rutilated quartz Contains acicular (needles) inclusions of rutile
Milk quartz White, translucent to opaque, may display diasterism
Smoky quartz Brown to gray, opaque
Carnelian Reddish orange chalcedony, translucent
Dumortierite quartz Contains large amounts of dumortierite crystals
Natural quartz crystals are almost always qi dipoles. When a crystal has one end smooth and pointed, and the other end
rough, it is usually the smooth end which is positive, and the rough end which is negative. This situation, with one
end rough and one smooth, is the most common

two stone dipoles. If you touch the two positive ends together, or the two negative ends or poles together, then negative
qi is generated. If you touch a negative pole to a positive pole, a positive qi
charge is generated
MAGNETS and NORTH POLE positive qi is streaming out from the
north pole of the magnet, and negative qi from the south pole.

Neodymium magnets are part of the rare earth magnet family and are

also called NdFeB magnets (NIB) because of their composition: Nd = Neodymium,
Fe = Iron, and B = Boron.
- use a magnet with the north and south poles marked (easiest method!); - use
a compass and the needle that usually points to the north will point to the
south pole of the magnet.

positive pole of a qi dipole is brought to the south pole of a magnet,
or if the negative pole of a qi dipole is brought to the north pole of a
magnet, positive qi is generated (at the point of contact). If a negative qi
pole is brought to the south pole of a magnet, or a positive qi pole to the north
pole of a magnet, then negative qi is generated.
If a qi dipole is placed directly over a compass or bar magnet, aligned with the
compass needle or bar such that the positive qi pole points north and the negative pole points south, positive qi is generated
(in center of the stone or dipole): in the opposite case, when the positive pole points south and the negative pole points north,
negative qi is generated.
Now we curl the wire so that the two ends come together and it becomes a continuous circle. As soon as the ends touch, two
currents of qi begin to flow through the wire. Positive qi flows from the positive crystal pole to the negative crystal pole, and
negative qi flows from the negative crystal pole to the positive crystal pole
The end of the magnet which points north is called its north pole, and the end pointing to the
south is called its south pole. Given any magnet, its north pole, by definition, is the end which will
attract a compass's south pole, and repel a compass's north pole. Back about 1600 Gilbert
discovered that whole earth is a magnet, and that one pole of the earth was far to the north and one
pole far to the south. Since the north pole of a compass points to the northern pole of the earth, the
northern pole of the earth is really a magnetic south pole (a historical paradox).

magnetic lines of force. Each of these lines of magnetic force has a direction, and to see
which way any given line tends at any given point, all one has to do is to place a compass at that
point. The compass needle aligns itself with the magnetic line
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Orgone is the Universal Life force, the basic building block of all organic and inorganic matter on the
material planet. Coined by Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Orgone has been called Chi, Prana or simply the

Force
Most of the ancient healing practices,
shamanism, religious miracles, special
power of priests and their spiritual work, are
unthinkable without the use of orgone energy mp3
-Cleans the air and helps you breathe better. Orgone can help those
with asthma and those with breathing problems.
-Eliminates toxins, poisons and radiation from the air
-Defeats chemtrails and keeps your skies clear.
-Promotes natural health, keeps you from catching every flu virus under the sun.
Stops headaches and migraines, improves overall health.
-Knocks out bad thunderstorms before
they get to your area, chills out tornados
headed your way. Those areas gifted with
Orgone suffered the least amount of
damage from Hurricanes.
-Nullifies the effects of the strong subliminal
messaging NWO towers erected everywhere. Stops
ELF (Electromagnetic Low Frequency) attacks
-Helps you sleep better. Stops
sleep abductions.
-Repels anything evil and keeps it
away from your yard, home and
family!! Emits positive energy, evil
can't stand being around it!
What is Orgone? Read the article from the Idaho Observer at
http://proliberty.com/observer/20030512.htm
ORGONE (LIFE FORCE) THEORY OF OPERATION
Electricity, magnetism, gravitation, elf waves, cell phones, radioactivity, etc, are all invisible energies
on the physical plane of existence. They all give off vibrations. Some of these man made
vibrations are harmful to humans. Wilhelm Reich called them DOR (deadly orgone). The
strength of these EMF forces diminishes with the square of the distance traveled. LIFE FORCE is also
invisible. It is not man made and can even be directed mentally. The great shamans, medicine men
and healers of all times used their minds to send LIFE FORCE. Many sensitive people can feel this
force.
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Orgone Masters have Neodyne magnets that suck in the Dead Orgone Energy (DOR). The
metal shavings in the resin collect the DOR. The copper coiled Quartz Crystal converts DOR to
Positive Orgone Energy (POR)- LIFE FORCE ENERGY.
NEGATIVE Energies are neutralized.
With

Gives the area a

protective AURIC FIELD.

FEAR, the auric field is greatly diminished, thus leaving the individual open to NEGATIVE energy
attacks or dis-ease.

CATS are the best reptilian detectors and reptilian
busters known to mankind. They have been known to wake up
female abductees moments before the onset of a reptilian abduction or
rape. http://www.tearingdownstrongholds.com/mindcontrol-bartley.htm

SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF CANADAhttp://www.spiritualistchurchofcanada.com/. I recommend seeing someone along these lines if
you are getting attacked by entities. Once your aura is strong and clear, the orgone can be a
shield that can strongly work with you. If you are angry, drinking, drugging, having sex without
love, etc., then the orgone can only protect you so much, because your aura is wide open for
access to all the negative energies. Namaste Dana

CanadaStreetNews.com - August 11, 2009
4 horsemen, hyperinfinity of crystals, orgone, reptilian bloodline Illuminati;

Eunice Kennedy
Shriver, Arnold Swartzenegger, Maria Kennedy Shriver, imbreeding reptilians, ritual sacrifice, JFK sacrificed for wanting to get rid of
Federal Reserve, Ashkanazi Jews vs Semetic Jew, Queen Lizardbeth, Tim Rifat, Occult Science, wars, demonic access in crystals and
bones/blood (will power manifests thru blood ritual alchemy)
http://www.serenityglobal.com, http://www.canadastreetnews.com, http://www.jrgenius.com

Protect yourself from Psychic attack! // How to release a negative entity from your sphere
Do this before you go to sleep, take time to do this, really focus but don't concentrate too much. When I do it I not only feel like I've
had a really good nap, but that I have a lot more energy and life than if I hadn't done it "maybe something isn't able to leech the
energy in the night?"

Pendulum Dowsing Getting Started // Pendulum Charts How To
Use a Pendulum to Test Orgonite
http://uboslav.com Use a pendulum to test the power of orgonite. The more the pendulum swings in a
positive fashion, the more powerful the orgone device is.

NO one has all the answers. Yes...we have a creator who
loves us. There is good and bad in everything. DRAGONS, Humans and
reptilians included. KEEP AN OPEN HEART to BROTHERLY LOVE. Honour
the SPIRIT in all.
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BY GIFTING A DONATION ONLY. Orgonemasters call 416 419 9023 or email
danah@jrgenius.com...
Jr Genius- About Colloidal Silver pdf or doc // See other
free lessons here and Cure All Disease
Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1
com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2

// Jrgenius

www.Orgonemasters.info, http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm,

Colloidal Silver Gold
Titanium Water OLEE H2O ( Oxygen, Living Essential Elements
Water) demonstration with Silver Pulsar first and showing survival components such as Oxygen
Bleach,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,

Gold plated or Titanium Plated quartz crystals
Mother Earth, Survival with serenityglobal.com

which

rebalance the water. Herbal teas, back to ways of

going local and global thru barter and trade.
http://www.jrgenius.com/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm, http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,
http://www.serenityglobal.com/, http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz crystals,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global company see http://www.alfa.com/,
http://www.sotainstruments.com/

Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 OLEE H2O Colloidal Silver Gold
Titanium Water and Dream Creams Jrgenius.com, fun at home with cold pressed oil like extra virgin olive oil
to make home creams. Beeswax and coconut oil to make chapsticks, aromatherapy and water ( Olee water) for your own
perfumes.

Owen James- Spiritual Healing, Medical Intuitive,
Psychotherapist, Past Life Regressionist TORONTO

CANADA,

Contact Owen at (416) 598-3331 or Toll Free at 1-888-509-9999
http://globalpsychics.com/enlightening-you/spirituality/spiritual-healing/owenjames.shtml

this time in which we now live is and will be known in our future as the end of the innocence.
We, as a planetary race, must commit ourselves to the idea that truth must survive. We have major
-

challenges to face, and what ever is the truth, we must do all that is necessary to stick together. We have

let's not give up on each other. We
We must believe in each other, and in

been torn and tattered, we have been betrayed. But please,
are capable of being heroes. We can save the world, and our freedom.

ourselves. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/andromeda/esp_andromedacom_1aa.

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and
your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL
FAIL!
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Next Page- Homes'cooling
416-419-9023 GTA /
contact us at danah@jrgenius.com
recent news // Jan 1 to 18 2011 // Jan 19 to 31 2011 // Important STUFF 2011

// Freedom Not FANTINOFASCISM

//http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius // 2010 // 2009 // TSNEWS all //
Age of Aquarius 2011
7th fire is Rainbow Warrior
Territory TORONTO which
will be sacrificed soon.
Those following the

WAY

of the

LIGHT/FAE/FEATHER/ANISHINABE/ANGEL may relocate in Anishinabe areas
travel by water after the earthquake that will rock the Great Lakes basin.
8th fireMARCH.

We meet at the

rapids between SAULT STE MARIE Ont and Michigan

children of the

out of the cities. Many will

starting in

We are ready. S=SERENITY. Big brother isn't ...but who cares...outta the way.
Meegwetch DANA

Anishinabe.info , saultstreetnews.info , kinakwii.com

Colloidal Silver, Gold and Titanium Kills Bacteria, Viruses and
Fungus

OLEE H20™© ( Oxygen Living Essential Elements) By
Jrgenius.com.
We accept Barter and Trade locally. http://www.serenityglobal.com

Colloidal Silver Homemade Generator Kit - HOW TO ASSEMBLE your own
generator

1. Take 3 9v battery holders and solder them together in series
( + to –) to (+ to –) to (+ to -)
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2. Attach the red + end of battery holder to insulated wire (like phone cable) and to red (+)
battery clip

3. Attach the black ( - ) end of battery holder to insulated wire– end to black (-) battery clip.
4. Solder all bare wire and cover with electrical tape. Wrap all 3 battery holder clips together
using electrical tape to prevent damage and short circuiting.

5. Test with a voltmeter to see if 27V of DC current flows thru the generator after connecting 3
9v batteries.
( car batteries and booster cables can be substituted for the above. Also pure
silver, gold coins will work)
Gold has a higher frequency then silver, while the frequency of titanium is
higher than gold. Nothing on planet Earth in microbe form can survive the
frequencies of colloidal titanium and colloidal gold, while colloidal silver will
destroy nearly all of them.

6. Use 2 Pure silver wires for electrodes. Wrap pure gold and pure titanium wire around
the silver wire. Attach it to the positive electrode.
7. The 3 wired Colloidal + IONS will flow from the Positive electrode to the negative
electrode.
8. Clip on 3 9v batteries. Test on voltmeter to see if it reads 27V.
9. Use reverse osmosis water (or distilled) if available. CLEANEST water is
KEY! Ideally, purchase an RO system that connects to your kitchen tap.
( Some systems have UV light)
10. Put water in a large clear glass jar.
11. Laser Light test the water. If the laser shines thru the water without
creating a streak, then the water is PURE with no particulates.
Now you can make OLEE H20™©

1. Attach the silver wires onto the neg and pos alligator clips. On the RED clip
(+ positive), wrap the gold and titanium wire around the silver wire.
2. Suspend the wires in the water ( glass jar), keeping them apart with a clip
or ruler ( at least one inch). DO not get the alligator clips wet. ONLY THE
WIRES are in the water.
3. Put the glass jar with the generator in a dark place.
4. Check the colloidal concentration with a laser light to see if you get a
cloudy streak now. (check light beam density every hour).
5. More ppm concentration in water, longer it takes. (about l litre / 1 hour is ideal).
6. The ppm (parts per million) will increase to a point, where eventually you will get too much
colloids and it will start to settle out as a precipitate.
7. Your solution should still look clear, like pure water. The only difference is the
cloudy beam of particulates by LASER light testing.
8. Store in a dark place in a clear container. (opaque/non-reactive). A glass jar or a milk jug works fine
if stored in a dark place. Brown glass bottles are most ideal.
Ozonate water with UV light or ozonator to add more oxygen content.
I make herbal teas with my OLEE H20™© and drink it freely, about 3 glasses/day. NEVER worry
about turning blue, like the medical cartel wants you to believe.
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I also sun tan without sunscreen. The UV light heals your body and also produces vit D. I am NOT BLUE and drinking OLEE
H20™© for years/daily.
My cats prefer to drink OLEE H20™© and have noticed more energy and weight normalcy in the older cat, after I put her on
OLEE H20™©.
Candida is a fungus that is a culprit for bloating, fatigue and weight gain.
Titanium and Gold fused quartz crystals in RO water can also help to stabilize
and purify water.
See videos at http://www.jrgenius.com for demonstrations and other
details/products. danah@jrgenius.com for any questions or concerns. Blessings
and MUCH Health and Happiness to all of you. Dana Horochowski

Medical applications of Colloidal Silver
Acne,Dandruff, Lyme Disease,Septic conditions (of eyes, ears, mouth & throat), AIDS, Dermatitis, Lymphagitis, Septicemia, Allergies,
Diabetes, Malaria, Shingles, Appendicitis, Diphtheria, Meningitis, Skin cancer, Arthritis, Dysentery, Moles, Skin rashes, Athlete’s Foot,
Ear infections, Neurasthenia, Sore Throat, Bacteria, all forms, Ebola, Parasitic infections, Staph infections, Bladder infection, Eczema,
Pavo virus,
Stomach flu, Bleeding gums, Encephalitis, Plant viruses & fungi, Stomach ulcer, Blepharitis, Fibrositis, Pleurisy, Strep infection, Blood
Parasites, Flu, Pneumonia (viral, fungal & bacterial), Syphilis, Blood poisoning, Furunculosis, Prostate, Thrush (yeast infection), Boils,
Gastritis, Pruritis, Thyroid Bubonic Plague, Gingivitis, Psoriasis, Tonsillitis, Burns, Gonorrhea, Purulent Ophthalmia, Tooth decay
(neutralize), Cancer, Halitosis, Pyorrhea, Toxemia, Candida, (yeast infection), Hay Fever, Quinsy, Trachoma, Canine parovirus,
Hemorrhoids, Rheumatism, Trench foot, Canker Sore, Hepatitis, Rhinitis, Tuberculosis, Chilblains, Herpes, Ringworm, Ulcerated
Stomach, (ulcers), Cholera, Impetigo, Rosacea, Venereal diseases, Chronic fatigue, Indigestion, SARS Virus, all forms, Colds, Keratitis,
Scabies, Warts, Colitis, Leprosy, Scarlet Fever
West Nile Virus, Conjunctivitis, Leukemia, Scarletina, Whooping Cough, Cystitis, Lupus, Seborrhea, Yeast infection.
Edited from-The Bellringer Writings http://www.fourwinds10.com -- The Phoenix Journal/Contact Newspaper Archive site is at -http://www.phoenixarchives.com/

Religion)

(This publication is Luciferian, so be careful of RA and his LEGIONS/

Vaccine Pandemic Genocide Videos and Solutions to the Genocide Playlist
Prevention and a healthy lifestyle with whole foods, clean water/air and exercise is Key.
Oxygenation and positive frequency solutions like colloidal silver, Oxygenation of the Skin, by
soaking in oxygen bleach or hydrogen peroxide (h2o2) in the nose and ears.
Drinking water

with

stores to keep you toxic).

32% food grade h2o2 (32% h2o2 for sprouting seeds has been removed from many health

UV light to ozone (O3) to h2o2 is how it is made in water. Aquarium Fish stores will have this
light system to clean their tanks. Ozonators are at http://www.sotainstruments.com/.
Make a zapper

(+ DC current deactivates viruses and other negative microbes) or
http://www.orgonecrystals.com/, http://www.zapperlab.com/

Home Made Colloidal Generator

The

purchase

one at

red (+) connection to the silver is where the atoms are
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ripped off the silver and suspended as a positive charge +. The virus in the DNA is a negative
charge (-). The Higher the VOLTAGE, the smaller the + ions, thus allowing for ready transmission to all cell organelles.
The DNA is Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a nucleic acid that contains the genetic instructions used in the development and
functioning of all known living organisms and some viruses.

ozone ( O3) with the (+) positive charged silver water colloid, places a (+) positive
charge on the water and throughout the blood after you drink the colloidal silver ozone mix. The (+)ozone and
(+)silver are combined to pass into the DNA via the RNA wall of the cell, killing the anaerobic virus in the DNA, thus restoring the
Adding the

DNA to normal and the cell recovers.

This will kill the swine flu or bird flu virus. The UN or USA will soon spread the Spanish Flu,
which is much worse and more deadly. It killed 55 million after WW1 when soldiers were vaccinated and took the virus in
their blood back to their home nations then it broke out.

EVIL Vatican/British controlled governments and MEDIA WHORES are promoting the inoculation
live, deadly, triple viral, toxic, adjuvant laced vaccine, that carries a
MICROCHIP which can demonically possess you ( www.sherryshriner.com)
The

of the innocent masses with the

BUY

PURE TITANIUM WIRE, since NO VIRUS Survives this frequency. It is also MUCH CHEAPER than

gold wire. see http://www.alfa.com/. Reptilian Dracos cannot handle the frequency vibration of titanium also. Hopefully it
will help take them DOWN! Alex Collier states that UV light will deactivate Microchips, but this CHIP (Mark of the BEAST) is
different, says Shriner.

Jr Genius- About Colloidal Silver pdf or doc // See other free lessons here and Cure
All Disease
Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1
Dream Cream Pt 2

// Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and

www.Orgonemasters.info, http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm, http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,

Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O ( Oxygen, Living
Essential Elements Water) demonstration with Silver
Pulsar first and showing survival components such as Oxygen
Bleach,

Colloidal

Gold plated or Titanium Plated quartz crystals which rebalance
the water. Herbal teas, back to ways of Mother Earth, Survival
with serenityglobal.com going local and global thru barter and
trade. http://www.jrgenius.com/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm,

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm, http://www.serenityglobal.com/,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz crystals,
http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global
company see http://www.alfa.com/, http://www.sotainstruments.com/

Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2
OLEE H2O Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water and Dream
Creams Jrgenius.com, fun at home with cold pressed oil like
extra virgin olive oil to make home creams. Beeswax and coconut
oil to make chapsticks, aromatherapy and water ( Olee water) for
your own perfumes. Need to redo video since cut off early.
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Dr. Johanna Budwig’s Healing Diet & Protocol- CANCER IS EASILY
CURABLE, the treatment is dietary/lifestyle,

the response is immediate;
the cancer cell is weak and vulnerable; the precise biochemical breakdown point was identified by her in 1951
http://www.healingcancernaturally.com/budwig_protocol.html

Project Camelot looks at George Green's magnetic motor
http://projectcamelot.org/magnetic_motor.html
http://jnaudin.free.fr/html/hammnu.htm
http://rexresearch.com/roschin/roschin.htm

Next Page- Homes'cooling
Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather

Jr. Genius International Schools
Form your Community Tribe and choose a name-1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares in your
local cooperative. These covenant communities will link up into a SerenityGlobal.com
Cooperative.

WE ARE AWAKE

and your
hellenandchaos.blogspot.com

NWO plans WILL FAIL!
EDEN awaits: NEW WORLD DISORDER:)) the
WAMPUM WAY.

Honouring Innocence, Integrity, Justice, SERENITY and
FREEDOM for all those WHO KNOW HOW TO SHARE and HONOUR
MOTHER EARTH and her Ascension.
Univeral Truth is still being HOARDED for ego and money. Keep
it to yourselves then! The Meek will inherit the EARTH
anyway! EAT YOUR MONEY! I will GIVE
GNOSIS MYSELF, for the sake of SERENITY. Stay
tuned....2011...DANA.

you the

true

AVALON-AWAITS-Canada-Street-News-Dec-2010 pdf
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AVALON AWAITS Canada Street News Dec 2010

Time for YOU to start the NEW PARADIGM
COMMUNITY. Follow us!

03 16 2010- 03 22 2010
in your

DaisyDishes.info AguaOriginals.info
GardenGurus.info FreeFreeEnergy.info

How you could be preparing for this growing season.
Ontario March 2010
Locally gather a list of people who are interested in
community gardening, handy man services, free energy
gadgets, global cooperative
Find as many products, services, courses and ideas as you can,
that could be shared with community currency, group
cooperation/class and/or volunteer. usuryfree.info

-Community Currency-Assign those committed to grass
roots revival 100 serenity shares. (This is their asset, vote,
cooperative share,score, piece of the pie). Draw up your own constitution of rights and freedoms
among yourselves. Keep it closed to those you trust. Creating Community Currency: A
Bartering System http://ca.dummies.com/how-to/content/creating-community-currency-a-bartering-system.html

-10 points for 1 hour work or equivalent. Make a list of what products and services each of
you can offer. Commit to sharing those necessities. Global Cooperative. Starts with you first.
Accept your local community currency and connect with others that are locally self sufficient.
Unite as a Sovereign Nation of Children of the Light

For your local community, a typical ad you can post for free to start up the NEW ARADIGM
in your area

Community Currency Cooperative

3/19/2010

This is for the Sault area group.
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Let's restore our family and community values.
Interested in exchanging products and services as a global cooperative, using community
currency?
(eg. gardening, tutoring, handyman, daycare, errands, products, housing. rentals, services)

Dana

www.serenityglobal.com ( Use your own response email here)

EARTH CHANGES, SURVIVAL & SELF SUFFICIENCY LINKS

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS- Jrgenius.com Project
(or right click and Save Target as)

Jrgenius.Com Project
View more presentations from Jrgenius International Schools.

Back to School Canada! - The Wampum Way!
Jr Genius Educational Services Info
A Revolution in Education
This is ALL in the Jr. Genius Incorporation...so no tax, no usury. Transaction fees at
Serenesafes 3%
We accept and use global standard currencies, gold backed currencies, Wampum, Serenity
and accepted- community currency, barter/trade products and services.

You are the bank manager
of your own assets,
knowledge and skills. You
are able then to print your own WAMPUM (money), with
integrity and have it also be USURY FREE at JrGenius.com
We work with Serenity Wampum at
http://www.serenityglobal.com. It will be an automated sign-on
via the intranet, once the
system is complete.
Eager Readers
Reader Ready
Writer Ready
Math Menders
Science Seekers
Study Skillers
Homework Helpers
Fantastic French
Holy History

Each student/teacher receives 100 Serenity
Shares (you are 100% perfect) to start. S
100 value (usury free)
Learning Disabilities,
Eating Disorders,
Allergies, Addictions,
Holistic Health and
Healing, Sensitive
Issues
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Jrgenius students

quickly learn language, study skills and math foundations. They are then free to explore
other classrooms and apply these foundations. Upon mastering new skills, they can then teach these classes if they
desire.

YOU are welcome to teach/learn in these
CLASSROOM Sites.
Share real LOVE, ONENESS
with HUMANITY, TRUTH,
KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS.
We are returning to Ancient Teachings and the WAYS OF THE
EARTH/COSMOS.
Welcome to the NEW Paradigm for the AQUARIAN AGE.
We will never

MICROCHIP YOU HERE. You are called by your chosen

name.

We do not push vaccinations here. We teach health
and healing.
As INDIGO and Crystal
another BRICK in the WALL.

Children...you are the LIGHT, not

The New Children - Indigo Children, Crystal
Children

WHAT ABOUT OUR
EDUCATION?
Pink Floyd - Another Brick in the Wall
Namaste
Dana
416-419-9023
Classroom Domains to Date: You
are welcome to purchase your own site with
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JrGenius Inc.
AFRIKAALIVE.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
AGAPEAMOR.INFO 3/22/2012 Active - Locked
AGAPETRAIN.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
AGUAORIGINALS.COM 12/31/2011 Active - Unlocked
AGUAORIGINALS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
AIRURAMERICA.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
ALEXANDRIAALIVE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
ALGONQUINS.INFO 3/22/2012 Active - Locked
ANDROMEDANTRIBALCOUNCIL.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
ANISHINABE.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
ARCHONAWAY.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
ARKOREDEN.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
ARTSYSMARTSY.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
ASIAOUTREACH.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
AVALONAWAITS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
AWESOMEAUTHORS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
BEAUTYBITCH.INFO 3/22/2012 Active - Locked
BIRDSBEESFLOWERSTREES.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
BIZWHIZZES.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
BOATSTHATFLOAT.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
BORROWBARTERBYE.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
CANADAREALNEWS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
CANADASTREETNEWS.COM 4/7/2012 Active - Locked
CANADASTREETNEWS.INFO 10/14/2011 Active - Locked
CANINDIAN.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
CARPCONVERTERS.INFO 5/13/2012 Active - Locked
CATERORLATER.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
CHAKRASHAMAN.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
CHEROKEECHOICE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
CHIPPEWACHEER.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
CITYLAWCENTRE.INFO 12/4/2011 Active - Locked
CLAIREVOYANT.INFO 12/9/2011 Active - Locked
COLUMBIACRIES.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
COVENANTCOMMUNITIES.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
CREEATIVEINUITS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
CRISCROSSAMERIKA.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
CRYSTALKIDS.INFO 6/5/2012 Active - Locked
CRYSTALSKULLSANDBONES.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYBABY.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDAIRY.INFO 1/16/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDANCERS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDAYCARE.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDELIGHTS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDELIVERY.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDESIGN.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDISHES.COM 12/31/2011 Active - Locked
DAISYDISHES.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDO-OVERS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDOGGIES.INFO 11/29/2011 Active - Locked
DAISYDOMES.INFO 3/22/2012 Active - Locked
DAISYDRAMA.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
DANAHOROCHOWSKI.COM 4/6/2012 Active - Locked
DANAHOROCHOWSKI.INFO 4/7/2012 Active - Locked
DENENATION.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
ELDERSANONYMOUS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
ERIESHAWNEE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
FAEFREEDOM.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
FAETHERCHILDREN.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
FEMACHIPFEST.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
FLORAFAUNAFOREST.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
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FREEFREEENERGY.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
GARDENGURUS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
GEEKGATHERING.INFO 3/23/2012 Active Locked
GNOSISKNOWS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
GRADEGROWERS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
GREENHOMEDOME.INFO 3/23/2012 Active Locked
HANDYHERBY.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
HEAVENONTHEHILL.INFO 5/22/2012 Active Locked
HELENWHITE.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
HENHANGOUT.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYGRAILTEMPLAR.INFO 5/22/2012 Active Locked
HOLYHEALTHY.COM 5/16/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYHEALTHY.INFO 12/6/2011 Active - Locked
HOLYHEALTHY.US 3/22/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYHEALTHYHALFWAYHOUSES.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYHEALTHYHANGOUT.INFO 3/22/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYHEALTHYHEMP.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYHEALTHYPLANET.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
HOLYHISTORY.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
HOMESCOOL.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
HOPIHAPPY.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
HORUSHUNTERS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
INDIANANGELS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
IRATEPIRATE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
IROQUOISFIRE.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
JRGENIUS.COM 8/9/2012 Active - Locked
JRGENIUS.INFO 12/6/2011 Active - Locked
JRGENIUSINTERNATIONALSCHOOLS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
LOVECRY.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
LUNALADIES.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
MATHMENDERS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
MAYAHOPIHEAVEN.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
METAFIZZWHIZZ.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
METISMARVEL.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
MICMACTRACK.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
MISSISSAUGAS.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
MOONTIME.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
NAKOTA.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
NISHGA.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
NOSECRETSOCIETY.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
OJIBWA.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
OLEEH2O.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
ORGANICORIGINALS.INFO 5/13/2012 Active - Locked
ORGONEMASTERS.COM 12/31/2011 Active - Locked
ORGONEMASTERS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
OTTAWASTREETNEWS.COM 3/21/2012 Active - Locked
OTTAWATPARTY.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
PANHELLENISM.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
PEACEPOLAND.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
PEDOPARASITES.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
PLANESTRAINSAUTO.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
POLITICSORPARACHUTES.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
POOPPARTNERS.COM 12/31/2011 Active - Locked
POOPPARTNERS.INFO 12/30/2011 Active - Locked
POTAWATOMI.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
RAINBOWANGELS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
READERREADY.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
SACREDEYE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
SACREDSERVICES.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
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SAULTSTREETNEWS.COM 12/31/2011 Active - Locked
SAULTSTREETNEWS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
SCIENCESEEKERS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
SERENITYGLOBAL.COM 12/8/2011 Active - Locked
SERENITYGLOBAL.INFO 12/6/2011 Active - Locked
SERENITYSEEKERS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
SERENITYSIOUX.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
SERENITYWAMPUM.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
SIOUXSTREETNEWS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
SOLUNASONG.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
SOVEREIGNCITY.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
SPIRITAS.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
SURVIVALSEEKERS.INFO 5/13/2012 Active - Locked
SWEETYTREATY.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
TIAMATTANTRA.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
TORONTOSTREETNEWS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
TRIBALTREE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
TRIBALTRIBULATIONS.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
TRIBEOFDANU.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
TWINFLAMEFIRE.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
UNMYSTERYSCHOOL.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
URAMERICA.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
URPERFECT.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
USURYFREE.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
UTEUTOPIA.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
UTOPIAETHIOPIA.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
UTOPIAREPUBLIC.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
VAMPIREBBQ.INFO 5/22/2012 Active - Locked
WAMPUMWAY.COM 12/31/2011 Active - Locked
WAMPUMWAY.INFO 4/9/2012 Active - Locked
WEEPEETREE.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked
WORLDSTREETNEWS.COM 1/27/2012 Active - Locked
WORLDSTREETNEWS.INFO 1/28/2012 Active - Locked
YUKONKALLING.INFO 3/23/2012 Active - Locked

An Invitation to all Indigenous, Aboriginal People, and those who
support our values

Kinakwii welcomes your thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your
criticism, your fears, your compliments and your participation. We seek to build on all
Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that Kinakwii will become not just a
nation, but a confederacy of nations.

Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF
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FORM to enroll in our Community Currency PROGRAMS to be automated via internet
soon
pdf format here

Next Page- Homes'cooling
Your Governments/Religious Institutions are the terrorists.
Are you waking up Canada? There are so many shootings lately to create a
PROBLEM for you to REACT to.
The (already planned) SOLUTION is to take your guns away so that you
cannot resist the NWO takeover.
You are heading for a NEW WORLD LUCIFERIAN ORDER...FAST. GOODBYE
PENSIONS, ECONOMY and the ILLUSION of FREEDOM

FIX IT NOW!!!

Join the Shift into Peace, Prosperity and Oneness

Community Currency Signup Form
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Dana HorochowskiPresident BSc.; BEd; RNCP; RMMS
danah@jrgenius.com
Profile resume
SERENITY PARTY
Astrological Birth Chart

WE ARE REVOLUTION-ATING currently
PRINT FLYER

to be updated

Outlines current programs that we offer for all ages.
PRINT PRICELIST

to be updated

PRINT INSTRUCTOR APPLICATION

to be updated

(The files were saved in PDF file format, if you don't have an Adobe Acrobat Reader, please download it here)

GRADE GROWERS: Call 416-419-9023 (Head Office) to organize a Grade Grower Group in your
area.

ON-LINE TUTORING:
Modern technology enables students to also use their hours on-line.
NUTRITIONAL and EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING
The President, a Registered Nutritional Consultant Practitioner, specializes in Learning
Disabilities, Eating Disorders, Allergies, Addictions, Holistic Health and Healing. Academic
assessments, educational consulting, sensitive issues, nutritional
concerns and natural alternative options can be discussed
confidentially by appointment.
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Often times, these "disorders" can be minimized through proper diet modification and lifestyle
changes. Too many students today are medicated with prescription drugs, in order to fit into the
classroom norm.
HOMESCHOOL SUPPORT:
Jr. Genius helps to homeschool students up to the college/ university entrance level and also can
help them to become entrepreneurs if they
choose this exciting route of real learning.
A fast growing number of Canadian parents are
choosing this option. US Studies have shown
that homeschoolers excel in intellectual
maturity, talent diversity, interpersonal skills,
independent thought and academics, at a pace
that surpasses conventional schooling.
"One hour of private tutoring is equivalent to 6
hours of classroom teaching at a ratio of 1 to 20. "
Home school graduates are in high demand at
affluent universities such as Harvard and Yale.
They tend to be successful entrepreneurs, who
are motivated, responsible, well rounded, spiritually grounded and confident.More about
homeschooling, check outwww.flora.org/homeschool-ca/on/
MORE ABOUT US: Our students range from ages 2-102 years of age, so the following can only
minimally capture the intensity and diversity of the services that we offer.
Our mission is to provide quality, effective, and enjoyable tutoring at an affordable price.
We cover a wide area of subjects and have many options that clients can choose from - even for
those on a tight budget.

Our instructors are motivating and qualified in their subject area. Whether being experienced
teachers, student teachers, or studying in their area of expertise, all abide by the Jr. Genius
Method of teaching and cater to the student's individual needs.
Our intense, updated curriculum programs have been crafted most efficiently to parallel the
Study to Succeed Method. (This method was uniquely designed and successfully implemented by
the resident herself, while teaching high school Science and Math, in the York CDS Board for 12
years+.)

OUR GOAL To teach students to become INDEPENDENT
LEARNERS/THINKERS
This skill is not taught in conventional schools. Students must regurgitate
information stored in their left brain onto a test paper. This information is decided on,
by the status quo (even if the student feels that there is a different answer, with
provable explanation). Any other answer to a question is often incorrect as a result.
Students need to explore information and challenge its source. The system does
not promote independent thought, therefore easily influencing the thought patterns of
the student. See www.pushhamburger.com or http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/
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The STUDY TO SUCCEED METHOD incorporates all the senses required for processing
information, while reinforcing time management and organization. Combined with the right tutor
match and motivation, students will learn quickly and efficiently! Our programs, cram notes and
mock exams are available to assist in this acceleration.
BY POPULAR DEMAND!
One on One tutoring is the most effective, fastest way to learn. Often done in the home,
parents can monitor the lesson. Homework and tutoring frequency is solely based on individual
client requests. This allows budget-based clients the freedom to use lessons as required. The
speed at which the student chooses to learn depends on their desire. No information is held
back, thus minimizing tutoring hours and costs.

Grade Grower Groups

All programs are structured with easy to learn concepts, games,

programs and tests.

1. Eager Readers (Preschool to Gr. 1)
Colours, shapes, opposites, counting, alphabet, motor skills,
reading comprehension. FREE Eager Reader PROGRAM
DOWNLOAD HERE
2. Reader Ready (Gr. JK-3) Once they know the sounds of the
alphabet, they will read...Guaranteed!
3. Writer Ready (Gr. 3-8) Programs such as Grammar
Graspers, Excellent Editors, Sentence Sense and Awesome
Authors focus on multi-syllable rules, contractions, plurals,
sentence structure, grammar, punctuation, paragraphing, editing
exercises and learning to apply it to various writing styles. All rules
are summed up using Language Arts Cram Notes for quick review.
4. Math Menders/Masters (Gr. 3-8) Math Mistakes become Math Miracles!
Math Menders builds basic skills. Math Masters prepares students confidently for the Gr. 9 Academic
Math Curriculum. Mock Exams for Gr. 9-12.
5. Science Seekers (Gr. 3-8) JR. GENIUS uses concepts, activities and study notes, based on the
New Ontario Curriculum, to make Science enjoyable and rewarding. MOCK Exams and Cram Notes
for Gr. 9-12
6. Study Skillers / Homework Helpers (Gr.4-12)
Special attention to organization, study skills, exam prep, time management and test-taking tactics.
Our "Study to Succeed" method teaches students how to learn. Reduce study time and increase
student scores!
7. Exam Cram (Gr. 9- 12) applies the “Study To Succeed Method”, cramnotes and trial exams,
prior to the real thing.
8. Fantastic French (Gr. 3-8) Need to learn French fast?
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NEW PROGRAMS!!!
Holyhealthy is a division of Jr Genius.
Mind, Body and Soul courses and activities help to develop the right
brain and prepares students to be small business owners. Students
can learnhands on as apprentices or in Homes'cools.
9. Holy History: (all ages) Dare to go where the curriculum
doesn’t? Internet research study.
10. Daisy Dishes: (all ages) Food prep and education classes in
Holistic Health.
11.Garden Gurus: (all ages) Hands on education in
Organic Gardening.

12. Biz Whizzes: (all ages) Learn to make and
market your own Earth Friendly products.

GRADE GROWER GROUPS
All Programs Complement the New Ontario School Curriculum
Designed to allow for the Fastest Possible Way to Learn and Apply New Information.

Each session lasts 45 min. to 1 hr.
Sessions are conducted in school, in library or in home
School Board Approved
From $90 for an 8 session program
Low student-instructor ratio, at the most competitive rates available!

PROGRAM DETAILS:
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PROGRAMS: After an assessment, students are placed in the proper JR. GENIUS Grade
Grower Group and level. Concepts are taught and reinforced by activities/games,
homework assignments and followed by subsequent tests.
Intense, but fun!!!
416-419-9023 GTA / 1866-9-WAY-TO-A
contact us at danah@jrgenius.com

GRADE GROWER GROUPS HOMES'COOLING
PRIVATE TUTORING TEACHER SUPPORT ON-LINE TUTORING

416-419-9023
www.JRGenius.com
Community Currency Compatible Websites 1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares
AguaOriginals.info

Carpconverters.info

Anishinabe.info

DaisyDishes.info

DaisyDoggies.info

CityLawCentre.info
ClaireVoyant.info
ArtsySmartsy.info

Crystalkids.info

DanaHorochowski.info
FreeFreeEnergy.info

Bizwhizzes.info

Daisydairy.info
DaisyDaycare.info

GardenGurus.info

DaisyDelivery.info
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8th FIRE PROPHECY
TERRITORY!

GradeGrowers.info

usuryfree.info

HolyHealthy.info

WorldStreetNews.com
Serenityglobal.com

WampumWay.info

HomesCool.info
Jrgenius.info
MoonTime.info

Contact us
cANADastreetnews.com

www.jrgenius.com

OrganicOriginals.info
OrgoneMasters.info

lovecry.info

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
Jr. Genius Intranet

Make CANADA FREE

PoopPartners.info

Toronto Street News.info

HEAL our FIRST PEOPLE.
Heal MOTHER EARTH.
MEEGWETCH
Dana

DanaHorochowski.info

ScienceSeekers.info
SerenityGlobal.info
SurvivalSeekers.info
UnMysterySchool.info

SaultStreetNews.info

Software Downloads
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Made in Canada!

The WAY to an A !
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